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Summary
The climate modeling community has focused recently on improving our understanding
of certain processes, such as cloud feedbacks and ocean circulation, that are deemed critical
to climate-change prediction. Although attention to such processes is warranted, emphasis
on these areas has diminished a general appreciation of the role played by the large-scale
dynamics of the extratropical atmosphere. Lack of interest in extratropical dynamics may
reflect the assumption that these dynamical processes are a non-problem as far as climate
modeling is concerned, since general circulation models (GCMs) calculate motions on this
scale from (almost) first principles. Nevertheless, serious shortcomings in our ability to
understand
and simulate large-scale dynamics exist. For example, GCM simulations of
atmospheric poleward heat transport by large-scale eddies differ from observations and
from model to model by up to 50% (Stone and Risbey, 1990). Furthermore, eddies in GCMs
tend to transport momentum too efficiently compared to observations (Boer and Lazare,
1988; Boville, 1991). Partly due to a paucity of standard GCM diagnostic calculations
of large-scale motions and their transports of heat, momentum, potential vorticity, and
moisture,
a comprehensive understanding
of the role of large-scale dynamics in GCM
climate simulations has not been developed. Substantial uncertainties thus remain in our
understanding
and simulation of large-scale extratropical dynamics and their interaction
with other climatic processes, such as cloud feedbacks, large-scale ocean circulation, moist
convection, air-sea interaction and land-surface processes.
To address some of these issues, the 17th Stanstead Seminar was convened on June 1318, 1993 at Bishop's University in Lennoxville, Quebec. The purpose of the Seminar was
to promote discussion of the role of large-scale extratropical dynamics in global climate
change. Abstracts of nearly all the talks are included in this volume. On the basis of these
talks, several key issues emerged concerning large-scale extratropical dynamics and their
climatic role:
I. A Hierarchy

of Models

is Needed

The Seminar participants endorsed Isaac Held's recommendation that climate research
must rely on models of various levels of complexity. While attempting to offer a complete
picture of the climate system, GCMs are often so complicated that feedbacks within the
models are not easily identified or understood.
Rather, our knowledge of atmospheric
dynamics is much more fully expressed in a hierarchy of models, ranging from highly
complex GCMs to relatively simple conceptual models. For example, GCMs simulate the
quasi-geostrophic
behavior of large-scale extratropical dynamics, but it is our ability to
construct acceptable quasi-geostrophic
models that demonstrates our understanding
of
the behavior.

To investigate climatic mechanisms and feedbacks, simpler models have the advantages
of more extensive and varied experimentation,
easier interpretation,
and greater accessibility by the broad research community than is possible with computationally
intensive
GCMs. Simple models can be used to increase our understanding
of dynamical and physical processes that occur within nature and more complex models. Closer cooperation
between scientists working with simple models and scientists working in GCM groups is
needed.
II. GCM

Resolution

of Dynamics

is Limited

The supposed superiority of GCM simulations of extratropical
dynamics is undermined
by limitations in spatial resolution. Current GCMs are still unable to resolve details of
extratropical
dynamics. Until climate simulations by GCMs reach the high resolution of
numerical weather prediction models, GCMs are unlikely to provide details on climatic
alterations in storm tracks, intense cyclogenesis, frontal dynamics, cyclone-scale moisture
processes, regional and local climate, and persistent circulation anomalies (e.g. atmospheric
blocking). Furthermore, successful modeling of motions on scales smaller than planetary
zonal wavenumber 15 or so will depend on the interaction of these motions with subgridscale processes. Increased vertical resolution, which is often overlooked, may also be needed
to properly simulate the interaction of the planetary boundary layer with large-scale dynamics. As noted by George Boer, increases in model resolution must be accompanied by
substantial improvements in subgrid-scale parameterizations.
III. Interactive

Links Must

be Simulated

Accurately

Even with high resolution simulations, successful modeling of the climate system must involve an understanding of the interaction of various processes. This goal cannot be achieved
by focusing on individual processes in isolation from all other mechanisms.
Large-scale
extratropical dynamics have important interactive links (or feedbacks) with many other
processes in the climate system. For example, if a model incorrectly represents subgridscale processes such as moist convection or boundary layer fluxes, the model is likely to
make errors in simulating the climatic feedbacks of large-scale eddies whose amplitudes,
life cycles, and time-mean transports are affected by the subgrid-scale processes. These
errors may spread to other parts of the model. For example, P_ter Stone noted that coupled atmosphere-ocean
GCMs typically overestimate atmospheric heat transports, which
may lead to unrealistically weak oceanic transports.
The resultant error in oceanic heat
transports leads to the necessity of introducing surface heat flux corrections into the airsea interaction component of the model. The heat flux corrections then cast doubt on
the model's ability tosimulate the climate system's response to anthropogenic or natural
perturbations.
Stone also cited an example of strong feedbacks between large- and smallscale processes within a GCM, in which the choice of a model's moist convection scheme
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V. Climatic

Extremes

are Critical

Tests

Experimentation
with various climate models often includes simulations of known, extreme climatic changes as manifested in paleoclimatic variations and the seasonal cycle.
These experiments should be examined further to reveal the sensitivity of extratropical
dynamics to climate change. Such experimentation
will be useful in model validation.
Moreover, experiments that explore extreme climatic perturbations
or a wide range of
model parameters
allow modelers to identify which parts of the models are critical to
successful climate simulation of extratropical dynamics.
A number of special subtopics emerged from the Seminar presentations
areas meriting additional focus, among them:
VI. The Hydrological

that represent

Cycle

The relationship between the hydrological cycle and large-scale dynamics is a critical
component in future climate research.
Four of the invited speakers addressed the importance of, and uncertainties
in, observing and modeling water vapor concentrations,
transports,
and processes.
Not only does the amount and distribution of water in its
three phases affect radiative processes, it also influences the behavior of large-scale eddies
and mean circulations.
In turn, the large-scale dynamics influence moisture processes.
As mentioned by Ray Pierrehumbert,
little is known about the large-scale distribution of
water vapor in the upper and middle troposphere and the mixing in this region between
the tropics and extratropics.
Analysis of water vapor from the perspective of isentropic
surfaces and potential-vorticity
mixing may be, a useful approach to this issue.
VII. Low-Frequency

Variability

Several speakers, especially Jacques Derome, discussed the behavior of the
tem's low-frequency signals that range from a few weeks to decades. These
which involve large-scale extratropical dynamics, strongly influence regional
climate over a range of spatial and temporal scales. More attention needs
to how these low-frequency phenomena might change in a warmer world, or
these phenomena can be indicators of global climate change.
VIII.

Mixing

and Transport

climate sysphenomena,
weather and
to be given
if changes in

Mechanisms

Improved understanding
of the basic mechanisms of mixing and transport by largescale dynamics is needed. On global scales, should the transport of heat by large-scale
eddies be viewed as a dif_ion
process or as an adjustment mechanism that drives the
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influenced the relative proportions of vertical heat flux accomplished by large-scale eddies
and moist convection. The distribution of vertical heat flux between the resolved and unresolved dynamics may" affect the model's response to a perturbation
in radiative forcing
such as greenhouse gas enhancement. Several other examples were provided by Stone and
other speakers.
Furthermore, interaction of large-scale atmospheric dynamics with other parts of the
climate system may amplify climate sensitivity in ways that are presently unidentified or
poorly understood. An example is the potentially dramatic feedback between atmospheric
and oceanic transports mentioned by Stone in one of his presentations.
Feedbacks within
the system must be thoroughly explored in the context of theory, observations, and climate
models, including both GCMs and simpler models.
IV. Diagnostic

Validation

is Limited

Simulations of extratropical dynamics in GCMs suffer from inadequate diagnostic validation, leading to overconfidence in the quality of these simulations.
Comparisons of
GCM simulations between models and with observations are made difficult by the lack
of standardized diagnostic output from the models. Diagnostics from many GCMs focus
on first-order statistics such as zonal mean temperature or on output related to specific
modeling questions, such as how a change in a cloud parameterization
alters time-mean
cloudiness in a GCM. The impact of changing a physical parameterization,
such as the
cloud scheme, on the transports by large-scale eddies is often overlooked, even though the
change may alter the sensitivity of the large-scale eddy transports to climatic perturbations.
Feedbacks of large-scale dynamics and their links to other processes in the models can
only be evaluated and understood if more comprehensive diagnostics axe developed and
made available to the general scientific community. Furthermore, new and innovative methods of analysis, such as principal oscillation patterns and diagnostics related to potential
vorticity dynamics and isentropic transport, need to be employed so that GCM diagnostics
can be evaluated and compared with results from simpler models, observations, and theory.
Availability of standard diagnostic output will foster cooperation among theoreticians, observationalists, and GCM research groups. In order to complement more comprehensive
diagnostics from GCMs, better observational studies of higher-order dynamical quantities
and feedbacks are required. For example, more information is needed on how large-scale
eddies transport water vapor and influence cloud processes. One must also recognize, of
course, that observational data itself is subject to accuracy limitations that can limit its
usefulness for model validation.
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mean circulation toward neutral stability? How does one model the additional complexity
that emerges when low-frequency fluctuations are distinguished? For example, synopticscale eddies are known to dissipate the temperature field of intra-seasonal fluctuations,
but maximum dissipation may occur downstream from maximum temperature anomalies.
The interaction is thus complex and probably cannot be adequately modeled by a simple
diffusion process. Resolution of these issues will influence our understanding of how the
temperature and moisture structure of the tIoposphere will be altered in a warmer world.
The large-scale dynamics of the extratropical atmosphere play a crucial role in many
components of the climate system, as the papers in this volume will attest. Large-scale
dynamics are important in cloud formation and dissipation, evaporation and precipitation, transport
and mixing processes, and regional phenomena. They also influence lowfrequency variability within the coupled atmosphere-ocean system. As indicated by the
issues above, successful evaluation and simulation of global climate change is impossible
without a comprehensive understanding of large-scale dynamics and their feedbacks with
other processes.
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An Observational Study of the Interaction between the Synoptic-Scale Eddies
and the Intra-Seasonal Fluctuations in the Atmosphere
Jacques Derome, Jian Sheng_, Hal Lin and Marc Klasa
Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, and
Centre for Climate and Global Change Research
McGill University
1.

Introduction

It is clear from the kinetic energy spectrum published by Vinnichenko (1970)
that the atmospheric fluctuations with periods between about 10 and 100 days form
a very important part of the atmospheric flow. These oscillations, often called lowfrequency or intra-seasonal fluctuations, could result from an instability of the timemean flow, from an interaction with the oceans, or from a nonlinear transfer of
energy from the faster synoptic-scale eddies. In the present study we concentrate
on this last possibility and examine, with the help of atmospheric data and general
circulation model (GCM) output, the extent to which the synoptic-scale eddies affect
the low-frequency fluctuations.

2.

Energetics of low-frequency fluctuations

Sheng and Derome (1991a) used ECMWF Northern Hemisphere analyses
from 1980 through 1984 to study the energetics of the atmosphere. They expanded
the data as a sum of three frequency classes, namely, (i) a seasonal mean (winter or
summer), (ii) the intra-seasonal or low-frequency fluctuations, with periods between
10 and 90 days, and (iii) the synoptic-scale fluctuations, with periods between 2 and
10 days. The summer season results present a very systematic picture of the
energetics. The available potential energy is transferred from the longer to the
shorter time scales and for all three frequency classes it is converted to kinetic
energy. The kinetic energy, on the other hand, is transferred from the faster to the
slower time scales. In winter (Fig. 1) the energy transfers follow the same
directions, except for one notable difference. During the cold season the time-mean
flow transfers kinetic energy to the low-frequency flow, in agreement with the study
of Simmons et al. (1983) who showed that the mean-January upper tropospheric
flow is barotropically unstable to low-frequency oscillations. It is important to note,
however, that the two main sources of kinetic energy for the low-frequency flow are
the baroclinic conversion from the available potential energy (45%) and the transfer
of kinetic energy from the synoptic-scale eddies (40%). There may well be episodes

Now with the Canadian Climate Centre, Atmospheric Environment Service of
Canada
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when the instability mechanism proposed by Simmons et al. is very important, but
on average the other two sources of energy are much more important.
Sheng and Derome (1991b) performed similar calculations based on the
output of a low resolution (T20) version of the Canadian Climate Centre GCM.
They found that the energy transfers were all in the same direction as those of the
atmosphere, for both the summer and winter seasons, but that the level of kinetic
energy was too low for both the low-frequency flow and the synoptic-scale eddies,
a common problem in GCMs.

3.

Time evolution of low-frequency fluctuations
(a)

Barotropic interactions with the synoptic-scale eddies

Sheng and Derome (1993) examined the time evolution Of the low-frequency
height field in the upper troposphere and compared it with that of the "forcing" by
the synoptic-scale eddies. The latter was obtained by computing the vorticity flux
divergence associated with the synoptic-scale flow, projecting the time series onto
the low-frequency band, and applying the geostrophic relationship to convert the
result to a height tendency. In an effort to determine whether the synoptic-scale
eddies cause, or react to, changes in the low-frequency flow, the time series of the
barotropie forcing was correlated with that of the low-frequency height field at
various lags in time and in the zonal direction. The results (Fig. 2) indicate that in
the region of maximum correlation over the eastern Atlantic, the low-frequency
height field evolution is best correlated with the barotropic forcing about 20 degrees
to the west, and about 12 hours earlier. As the time series that are being correlated
with each other are associated with periods in the range 10 to 90 days, a time lag
of 12 hours for the maximum correlation can be considered very small.

(b)

Baroclinic interactions with the synoptic-scale eddies

Lin and Derome (1993) extended the above study by comparing the evolution
of the low-frequency temperature field with the low-frequency projection of the
temperature flux divergence by the synoptic-scale eddies. It was found that in the
region of maximum correlation over eastern North America, the temperature flux
convergence at a point is best correlated with the temperature field about 25 degrees
to the west, about 1.5 days earlier (Fig. 3). It is important to note that the above
correlation is negative, indicating that the synoptic-scale eddies have a damping
effect on the low-frequency temperature wave, in agreement with the energetics of
Fig. I.
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The Pacific North American pattern and its interactions with the synoptic.
scale eddies

The extent to which we will ever be able to predict atmospheric meanmonthly anomalies will depend to some extent on the importance of their interaction
with the synoptic-scale eddies, which have a predictability period of less than one
month. Klasa et el. (1992) have investigated the barotropic interaction between a
special type of mean-monthly anomaly, namely, the Pacific North American Pattern
(PNA), and the synoptic-scale eddies. Using the winter analyses from the U.S.
National Meteorological Center for the period 1965 through 1989, the PNA index,
as defined by Wallace and Gutzler (1981), was computed for each month. The 19
months with an index greater than I were grouped together to represent the positive
phase of the PNA pattern, as were the 17 months with an index less than -1 for the
negative phase. For each month in the two groups the mean-monthly vorticity flux
convergence by the synoptic-scale eddies was computed at three levels over the
Northern Hemisphere, and convened to a height tendency. Fig. 4 presents the
composite anomaly pattern, and the composite height tendency at 250 hPa for both
the positive and negative phases of the PNA pattern. The positive correlation
between the height anomalies and the forcing fields is evident. Finally, a steadystate three-level global quasi-nondivergent model was developed to compute the
response to the synoptic-scale eddy barotropic forcing. The model was linearized
about a non-zonal mean flow obtained by averaging 23 winters. The results (not
shown) indicate that in the positive phase of the PNA pattern the barotropic forcing
leads to a low pressure centre south of the Aleutian islands and to a high pressure
cell over north-eastern Canada and over Greenland, that is, somewhat downstream
of the PNA pattern itself. The forced disturbance over the north-eastern Pacific has
an amplitude of about 40% of the low pressure cell of the PNA pattern, but
experiments remain to be done to determine the sensitivity of the results to the
dissipation parameters. The current work on this modelling effort involves the
calculation of the baroclinic forcing by the synoptic-scale eddies, and the
computation of the model response to the combined barotropic-baroclinic forcing.
5.

Conclusions
The main conclusions of the presentation are that:

a)
b)

c)
d)

About 40% the kinetic energy of the low-frequency oscillations comes from
the synoptic-scale eddy kinetic energy.
The barotropic instability mechanism of Simmons et el. (1983) operates in
winter, but provides relatively little energy, on average, to the low-frequency
flow.
The low-frequency temperature field leads the temperature flux divergence
by the synoptic-scale eddies.
The low-frequency height field lags very slightly the vorticity flux divergence
by the synoptic-scale eddies.
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Fig. 4 250 hPa compositesof the month_ meanhe,hi anoma_/andbarotmpiceddyvonicityfor_g
anoma_ expressedas a he_ht tendency. Posit_e phasefor (a) heightand (b) he_ht tendency. Negat_e
phase for (¢) height and (d) height tendency. The contour intervals are 50 m for (a) and (c) and $x10"s
m/s for (b) and (d). From K/asa et al. (1992).

_3

e)

The mean-monthly
barotropic
forcing by the synoptic-scale
in phase with the PNA pattern itself. The linear response
forcing is somewhat
downstream
of the PNA pattern.

eddies is spatially
to the barotropic
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The Role of Eddy

Transports;

in Climatic Change

by Peter H. Stone
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract. Large-scale atmospheric eddies are the dominant transport mechanism in
mid and high latitudes. Thus, climate models must simulate these eddies, their effects, and
their feedbacks accurately. Getting the feedbacks right is particularly important since it is
the feedbacks which affect climate sensitivity. Observational studies of these feedbacks are
hindered by the lack of actual climate changes for which good data is available, and by the
lack of data on vertical heat fluxes. General circulation model (GCM) studies are hindered
by errors in GCM simulations of transports in the current climate; the dependence of GCM
results on uncertain subgrid scale parameterizations; and large computational requirements.
A more promising approach for learning about eddy feedbacks and how they can be
modelled is process model studies. So far these studies have only looked at the feedback
between eddy sensible heat fluxes arising from baroclinic instability and the temperature
structure. The results indicate that there is a very strong negative feedback between eddy
fluxes and temperature smacture, both meridional and vertical, with the fluxes themselves
being sensitive to small changes in temperature structure. These studies need to be
extended to higher vertical resolution, and to include the effects of moisture, stationary
eddies, and coupling to the oceans.
I. Diagnostic Studies of the Current Clir0ate
Diagnostic studies show that large-scale eddies are the dominant mechanism for
transporting heat, moisture, and momentum from the subtropics to higher latitudes (Peixoto
and Oort, 1992). Correspondingly, they play an important role in climate by making global
temperatures more equable, drying out the subtropics, moistening higher latitudes, and
forcing ocean circulations which in turn have important climatic effects (e.g., the Gulf
Stream). The diagnostic studies also show that the meridional transports are associated
primarily with transient eddies, but in the Northern Hemisphere in winter stationary eddies
are quite important too.
"
Calculations of vertical eddy transports from observations are much more difficult
and only give partial answers about the role of large-scale eddies. The total vertical eddy
transports can be calculated as residuals (Hantel, 1976; Hantel and Hacker, 1978), but this
does not distinguish between vertical transports by large-scale eddies and small-scale
eddies, i.e., by moist convection. The residual calculations do show that vertical fluxes by
eddies of all scales play an essential role in the heat and momentum balances at all latitudes.
The only component of the vertical eddy fluxes that can be calculated directly from
observations is that due to the large-scale stationary eddies (Oort and Rasmusson, 1971).
Comparison of those results with the total eddy fluxes shows that the large-scale stationary
eddies do not contribute significantly to the vertical eddy transport of heat (Stone, 1984) or
momentum (Hantel and Hacker, 1978). Thus, diagnostic studies of vertical transports only
tell us that large-scale transient eddies _
be important inthe heat and momentum balances
in the extra-tropics. A similar ambiguity can be infenv,d concerning the role of vertical
transports of moisture by large scale transient eddies.
By "large-scale" eddies we mean those eddies which make significant contributions
to the global scale transports of heat, moisture,and momentum. The scales of these eddies
can be determined from spectral decomposition of the eddy transports calculated from
observations. Only very limited calculations of such spectra have been published and we
therefore show in Figure 1 the results of an unpublished analysis of the eddy transports of
sensible heat carried out by Amy Solomon, a student at M1T. The results show that most
of the transport is accomplished by rather large-scale eddies, i.e., eddies with zonal wave
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numbers < 9, and very little by thesynoptic-scaleeddies associatedwith severe weather,
i.e., those with wave numbers I0 to 20. Calculationsof the spectraldecomposition of the
energy cycle (Kung, 1988)lead to a similar conclusion. Thus our discussion will
implicitly be concerned with eddieswith planetarywave numbers _ 9.
We will focus on the zonalmean state of the atmosphereandzonalmean eddy
transports. This is not becausezonalvariationsare unimportant-- they obviouslyare very
importantin determiningregionalclimates. Ratherit is becauseoutsidethe tropics
latitudinalvariationsare much strongerthan longitudinalvariations(PeixotoandOort,
1992). Thus, in developingan understandingof climate andclimatechange outside the
tropics we must first understandthe zonal mean state. Diagnosticstudiesshow that outside
the tropics the meridional eddy momentumflux is not very importantin forcingthe zonal
mean temperatureand zonal windfields (Edmon et al., 1980;Stone and Salustri, 1984),
but very importantin forcing the zonalmean meridionaland verticalmotions (Vemekar,
1967;Salustri and Stone, 1983). However, our understandingof how any of these fluxes
or the zonal mean state would respondto climatechange is stillrudimentary. Whatwe
need to understand in particularis the feedbacksin the eddy fluxes, i.e., if climate changes,
how will eddy transportschange? Will the changes inhibitor magnifythe climatechanges,
and how stronglywill they do so? Given the importanceof eddy transportsin the extratropicalatmospherethese changeswill obviouslyplaya crucialrole in determiningclimate
sensitivity.
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Fig. 1: Eddyfluxesof sensible
heatat 5I'N, 850rob,vs.planetary
wavenumber,calculated
from
ECMWF analysesfor I0 J_munrys
(1979-1988). Solid line_
totaleddy flux; dashed line:
transienteddy flux.

If we had observationsof howeddy fluxesrespondto actualclimatechangeswe
could attemptto deduce thesefeedbacksempirically.Inpracticethe onlyexampleof such
an observedchange that we haveis the seasonalchange. Since thisis only one possible
kind of climatechange it is notpossibleto use seasonalchanges by themselvesto determine
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all the feedbacks. Nevertheless, observations of seasonal changes do provide an important
constraint on models and theories of the feedbacks.
A prime exam,ple of such a constraint is the relationship between changes in the
meridional eddy flux of sensible heat, [v-'el_r] and changes in the surface meridional
temperature gradient, _

. Stone and Miller (1980) considered an empirical rcladon of
0y

the form
n-I

Oy
andcalculated
n fromobservations
ofseasonal
changes.
Theyfoundthatn varied
from1.5at60N to~ 3.5at30N. Allowing
forerrors
intheobservations,
theyconcluded
that
these
results
wereconsistent
withwhatonewouldexpectiftheeddysensible
heatfluxwas
duetobaroclinic
instability.
Thisisinfact
thegenerally
accepted
explanation
forwhy
large-scale
transient
eddies
form.
An equally
nomworthyexampleofa potentially
important
feedback
that
cannot
be
studied
usingseasonal
changes
istherelation
betweenlarge-scale
vertical
eddyheatfluxes
andstatic
stability.
The former
cannot
becalculated
directly
fromobservations
andthe
latter
doesnotchangeappreciably
inmid-latitudes
dtudng
seasonal
changes.
Clearly
atthe
present
timeobservations
giveusonlylimited
guidance
andwe mustrelyon modeland
theoretical
studies
togaininsights
aboutfeedbacks
ineddyu-ansports
andhow theyaffect
climate
sensitivity.
_ GeneralCimulation
M_els
One possible
approach
forlearning
abouteddytransports
andfeedbacks
istocarry
outexperiments
withnumerical
General
Circulation
Models(GCMs) oftheatmosphere.
One encouraging
aspect
ofsuchanapproach
isthatitappears
that
veryhighhorizontal
resolution
isnotnecessary
tosimulate
theeddymu_.sports.
Thisisimplied
byanalyses
like
that
shown inFigm'e
I andalsobynumerical
expenmenm withGCMs. The latter
indicate
that
themostsevere
constraint
isimposedbytheneedtoresolve
theeddymomentum flux.
Thisfluxisresolved
reasonably
wellintheu'oposphere
bya resolution
ofT31 (Boville,
199I).Thisresolution
isreadily
obtained
withcurrent
computers
aslongasthe
a_nosphcric
GCM isnotcoupled
toanoceanmodelrequiring
longtimeintegrations.
A majorproblemwiththis
approach
isthattheu'ansports
b.y
thelarge-scale
motions
resolved
inGCMs aresensitive
tothesub-grid
scale
parameterizauons
(Stone
andRisbey,
1990). These paramem-izationsare sufficiently uncertain that the meridional heat transports
simulated by GCMs differ from each other and from observations by as much as a factor of
two. Whether GCMs can simulate accurately vertical u-ansports
by large-scale eddies is
completely unknown, because of the lack of observational analyses of these cranspo_
and once again there are large differences between different GCMs (Stone and Risbey,
1990).
A clear
warningsignthat
GCMs may notbeadequate
fortransport
studies
isthat
nocoupled
aunosphere-ocean
GCM hasyetbeenabletosimulamthecurrent
climate
without
introducing
large
fluxcorrections'at
theinterface
betweentheatmosphere
andthe
ocean(Washington
andMeehl,1989;Manabe etal.,
1991;Cubaschetal.,
1993).
Consequently,
simulations
ofeddytransports
andfeedbacks
withGCMs areproblematic
andtheresults
arelikely
tobemodeldependent.
Inadclidon,
_
studies
ofeddy
u-ansports
andfeedbacks
withGCMs require
large
amountsofcomputertime.Forallthese
masons,studies
ofeddyu'ansports
andeddyfeedbacks
havenotbeencarried
outwith
GCMs.
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3. Theoretical Studies
Theoretical studies of eddy transports and feedbacks can generally be thought of as
"process" model studies, i.e., they use models which are more or less simplified compared
to GCMs and the real world, and are designed to study how eddies interact with a limited
number of physical processes. The simplifications necessarily mean that the models used
in these studies cannot be thought of as true climate models. Nevertheless such studies can
give valuable guidance as to what is necessary to simulate eddy transports and feedbacks
accurately. Given the limitations of current observations and GCMs, process model
studies may well be the most practical approach to improving our understanding of large
scale eddy processes and how to represent them in climate models.
Theoretical studies have so farconcentrated on the feedback between transient eddy
sensible heat fluxes and temperature su'ucture. This is natural, given that temperature is the
primary climate variable and that the transient eddy sensible heat flux is the largest single
contributor to the meridional heat u'anspon in the atmosphere (Peixoto and Oon, 1992).
However, it is not hard to think of many other interactions that also need to be studied. For
example, these studies need to be extended to include transient eddy latent heat fluxes and
stationary
eddysensible
heatfluxes,
since
these
arealsoimportant
contributors
totheheat
transport in the extra-tropical
atmosphere.
Thestudies
ofthefeedback
inthetransient
eddysensible
heatfluxes
havegenerally
relied
on modelsinwhichthetransient
eddies
owe their
existence
tonormal-mode
baroclinic
instability.
Farrell
(1985)
hassuggested
that
infact
Ekman friction
inthe
atmosphere
isstrong
enoughtoeliminate
barociinic
instability,
andthat
theu'ansient
eddy
heat fluxes am due m the nonmodal growth of forced perturbations. In response to this
suggestion, Lin and Pierrehumben (1988) carried out a thorough analysis of the effect of
friction on baroclinic instability and concluded that normal mode instability would
not be eliminated. However, this conclusion does depend on the poorly-known value of
the eddy viscosity in the planetary boundary layer. Thus Farrells suggestion is worth
working out more fully to see if it is competitive with or complementary to baroclinic
stability theory for explaining the observed properties of Iransient eddy fluxes.
4. "rbelm.*ractionBetween Baroclinic Instabilities and Temperature Structure
i) Unforced systems
The studies looking at eddy sensible heat fluxes arising from baroclinic instability
fall into two groups, depending on whether the flow is forced or not. In the unforced case,
an unstable inidal state is perturbed,and the life-cycle of the growing perturbadons and/or
the mannerin which they stabilize the initial state are analyzed. The most comprehensive
study of this kind to date is fl,.atby Gutowski et al. (1989). They used a dry, primitive
equation model, with a uniform lower boundary on a _-plane, and examined how a
pemubation with a single zonal wave number grows and interacts with an initial flow
similar to the mean flow in the atmosphere. Their most important result was that the
stabilizing effect of the perurbafions' vertical eddy sensible heat flux was just as important
as the stabilizing effect of its meridional eddy heat flux.
This result shows that the question of the relative strength of vertical heat fluxes in
the exwa-wopics by large-scale eddies and by small-scale moist convection is an important
one. The feedbacks associated with these two processes are quite different--e.g., the
vertical eddy heat flux by large-scaleeddies depends on the meridional temperature
gradient, whereas that by moist convection does not--and one would anticipate thatthe
response of the mid.latitude atmosphere to climate change would dependon the relative
importance of these two fluxes. The small seasonal changes in the _
vertical eddy heat
flux found by Hantel (1976) in the exwa-u'opics suggest the vertical eddy heat fluxes are
dominated by large-scale transienteddies in winter and by small-scale moist convection in
summer. If the vertical heat fluxes by large-scale eddies are indeed important, then quasi-
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geostrophic models are missing an important feedback mechanism and can give misleading
results about eddy-mean flow interactions and climate sensitivity.
Another important result found by Gutowski et al. (1989) was that dissipative
P_hocessesat the lower boundary significandy inhibited the stabilization of the initial state.
is result is also implied by Lin and Pierrehumbert s (1988) analysis of the linearized
baroclinic instability problem. Even if one accepts their conclusion as to what are typical
values of the eddy viscosity (~ 3 m2/s), these values arc still sufficient to cut the maximum
growth rates in half. It therefore appears that eddy transports and their feedbacks depend
on small-scale dissipative processes. This is unfortunate from the point of view of
modeUing climate because these dissipative processes have to be parameterized, and how to
parametcn_e them is uncertain.
Gutowski et al. (1989) also investigated what state the atmosphere would assume if
it were adjusted to baroclinic neutrality. They concluded that the minimally adjusted state
would have the meridional gradient of the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equal to zero
in a layer next to the lower boundary. The adjusted state can be described rather simply in
terms of the natural vertical scale that enters the baroclinic stability problem,
f2 du
h = =---=--

13N
2
where f is the coriolis parameter, _3is df/dy, y is the meridional coordinate, u the zonal
wind, z the height, and N the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, h is just proportional to the
isenm:)pic slope, and in the minimally adjusted state
h = hadj-=H fez/H- I) for z < z,
where H is the scale height and za is the height at which the adjusted h equals the
unadjusted h. In Gutowski et al.'s unforced model the initial state was in fact adjusted so
that in the final state h = hadjif dissipation is negligible. If it isn't, it is still adjusted
towards hadj,but h remains larger than hadj.
ii_ F_n-ced_ystems
Inforced
systems
baroclinic
instabilities
arebeing
continually
re-generated
dueto
thedestabilizing
effect
oftheforcing.
Thusoneexpects
h > hadj
inatleast
somelayers
ofa
forced
system,
evenifdissipation
isweak. Comparingthedisti'ibution
ofh ina model
with that in the atmosphere is a useful way of assessing whether the model has a realistic
simulation of baroclinic instability. Comparing these distributions in nan with hadjcan give
useful
insights
astowhether
baroclinic
instability
isplaying
animportant
rolein_justing
the mean state in the model or in the atmosphere.
Figure 2 shows schematically what one would expect to find in a system where
eddies arise due m barocl_c instability. As indicated in the figure one world expect the
adjustment of h to be much weaker in the planetary boundary layer because dissipative
effects and the boundary conditions suppress the eddy fluxes. If there is a strong
baroclinic adjustment, then the distribution of h will be close to hadj,and one would expect
very strong feedback between the eddies and the temperature structure, i.e., the isentropic
slope would be very insensitive to climate change. On the other hand,'if the baroclinic
adjustment is weak then h will be close to the unadjustedstructure, be, the feedback in the
eddy transports willbe weak, and the isentropic slopes will be determined by the forcing.
h calculated
for for
january
at 40N from
from theF_reCM 3a
of shows
the Goddard
Institute
Spaceconditions
Studies (GISS).
(Thisobservations
is the GISS and
model II GCM with 4"x5"resolution described by Hansen et al., 1983.) Also shown is
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Fig.2: Schematicdiagramshowingthevariationof hwithz in anatmospherewhichis
baroclinically
unstable.Thesquaresshowtheexpectedvariation.Theotherquantities
ploaedareexplainedin thetext.

hadj.
Boththemodelandtheatmosphere
appear
tohavea strong
baroclinic
adjustment
ina
layer
3 to4 km deep,just
abovetheplanetary
boundary
layer.
The increase
ofh with
height
inthis
layer
is_luetoa decrease
inthestatic
stability,
andaspointed
outby
Gutowski(1985)
this
isthecharacteristic
signature
ofthestabilizing
effect
ofthevertical
eddyheatflux.
Thiseffect
should
bestrongest
atthesteering
level,
andinfact
thesteering
level
doestypically
fall
inthelayer
ofapparently
strong
adjustment.
Boththemodeland
theatmosphere
alsoshow theeffect
ofthelowerboundary,
i.e.,
nearthatboundary
eddy
fluxes
aresuppressed
soh isfarther
fromhadj.
Figure
3aalsoshowsa potentially
important
difference
betweentheatmosphere
and
theGISS GCM, namelytheGCM appears
tobesubstantially
moreunstable
inthelowest
two Ionoftheatmosphere.
The larger
values
ofh inthis
layer
areduetosmaller
values
of
thestatic
stability
intheGCM. TheGCM's overestimate
ofh inthis
layer
may bethe
reason
why theGIS$ GCM hastoostrong
a poleward
heattransport.
The GCM's
overestimate
oftheeddyheatflux(sensible
pluslatent
heat)
isillustrated
inFigure
3b.In
fact,
theoverestimate
peaksinthelowest
two km oftheatmosphere.
Figures
3aand3bsupply
another
illustration
ofthepotential
importance
of
dissipative processes near the lower boundary in determining eddy fluxes and their
feedbacks. The figures also suggest that vertical resolution higher than that in the GISS
GCM may be necessary to simulate eddy processes accurately. The GISS model only has
two layers in the planetary boundary layer and two in the layer where a strong baroclinic
adjustment appears to occur. The questions of how manylayers are necessary to simulate
accurately dissipation in the planetaryboundary layer,or to simulate accu.-atelyeddy-mean
flow interactions near the steering level, deserve more attention than they have received.
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Theoretical studies of forced systems are much more difficult than studies of
unforced systems because they must integrate over many eddy life cycles in order to
simulate the statistical equilibrium state, i.e., the climate. Parametric studies of eddy
transports and feedbacks in forced systems to date have only been carried out with twolevel models because of the computational requirements. Our discussion above makes it
clear that two-level models may not be adequate for studying eddy processes as they occur
in the atmosphere. However, they are the best studies available to date and do at least give
guidance as to what one might look for in more sophisticated models.
The most realistic of these two-level model studies is that of Zhou and Stone
(1993). They used a dry, balance equation model on a sphere with a uniform lower
boundary. The model was forced by a Newtonian relaxation of the temperature structure
towards a specified equilibrium state, the main dissipation outside the tropics was drag at
the lower boundary, and the calculations were fully nonlinear. Two-level models only
resolve a single value of h. For realistic parameter choices Zhou and Stone found that h
was about twice hadjand about three-quarters of he. Nevertheless, feedbacks in the eddy
fluxes were very strong with the value of h being very insensitive to all the external
parameters. They also confirmed the result found with unforced models, that the vertical
eddy heat flux was an important part of the feedback.
The insensitivity of h to the forcing implies that the eddy heat fluxes are sensitive to
the forcing. Indeed, Zhou and Stone found that the meridional eddy heat flux in
midlatitudes in their model was proportional to the third or fourth power of the meridional
temperature gradient. This result is in fact consistent with observed seasonal changes, if
one identifies the temperann'e gradient in the two-level model with the mid-tropospheric
temperature gradient. This gradient has smaller seasonal changes than the surface
temperature gradient, and the empirical relationship between flux and temperature gradient
is stronger, consistent with the two-level model result. In any case, in the model the
temperature structure is very robust, but the heat fluxes are sensitive to the external
parameters.
5. Interaction of Eddies with the Oceans
Another potentially very important role that eddies may play in climate change
involves their interaction with ocean circulations. There is considerable paleoclimatic
evidence that the thermohaline circulation (THe) in the North Atlantic is sensitive to small
changes (e.g., Lehman and Keigwin, 1992) and modelling studies suggest that the THC is
unstable to finite amplitude salinity perturbations (e.g., Marotzke and Willebrand, 1991).
Since the THC is driven by fluxes of heat and moisture between the atmosphere and the
oceans the sensitivity of the THC will depend on feedbacks between these surface fluxes
and the THC, and changes in the surtace fluxes in turn depend on feedbacks in eddy
uaasports in the atmosphere. The surface moisture flux, and therefore the atmosphere's
eddy moisture flux, are particularlyinrpcnlantin determining the sensitivity of the THC
(Marotzke and WiUebrand, 199i).
Nakamumet al. (1993) haveidentified one particular feedback process that could be
very important in demmining the sensitivity of the "FHC. The process can be described by
the following chain of events. A decrease in salinity of the high latitude oceans _ a
weaker THC --_ a decrease in poleward heat transport by the THC _ a larger meridional
temperature gradient _ an increased polewardec_y moisture transportin the atmosphere
an increase in net precipitation in high latitudes _ a further decrease in salinity of the
high latitude oceans, etc. Thus this feedback is positive and enhances the sensitivity of the
THC. Nakamuraet al. tested its impact in a simple five-box model of the coupled
atmosphere-ocean system and found that it decreased the salinity perturbation necessary to
cause the THC to collapse by one-third.
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Interactions like the above clearly need to be studied in more sophisticated models.
Studies with GCMs, however, are again handicapped by their need for surface flux
adjustments. In this case the fact that they require large adjustments in surface moisture
fluxes implies that the GCMs are not simulating eddy moisture transports accurately. Such
errors obviously compromise their ability to simulate accurately the feedback process
identified by Nakamura et al. Given the relatively primitive state of our understanding of
the coupled atmosphere-ocean system, there may also be other important feedbacks
between the atmosphere and the oceans involving atmospheric eddy transports which have
not yet been identified. There is a clear need for more process model studies of coupled
atmosphere-ocean systems.
6. Summary
Our understanding of eddy transports and feedbacks and climate sensitivity is still
very primitive. Answers to the following questions would advance our understanding
significantly:
1. How important are vertical heat transports by large-scale transient eddies?
2. What are the sources of error in GCM simulations of eddy transports?
3. How is the interaction of baroclinic eddies with temperature structure affected by
vertical resolution and dissipation?
4. How is the interaction affected by the presence of stationary eddies and/or
moisture?
5. How is the sensitivity of the ocean circulations affected by their interaction with
atmospheric transports?
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ROSSBY WAVE PROPAGATION
FOR THE NORTHERN

AND TELECONNECTIONS

HEMISPHERE

SUMMER

FLOW

by
T. AMBRIZZI AND B. J. HOSKINS

1) INTRODUCTION
To produce more confident predictions

of global climate

change, we have first to understand the climate itself. One way to do
this is to use a numerical

model

in order to simulate

a specific

aspect observed in the atmosphere in an attempt to gain an insight
into its dynamics.

Teleconnection

analysis comprises

a global view of

atmospheric circulation where local phenomena act to influence remote
regions

in the atmosphere.

large-scale

low

importance

for long

They have

frequency

been used mainly

fluctuations

in the

weather

forecasting,

range

to study

atmosphere.
for

Their

instance,

is

obvious. The theory of Rossby wave propagation can largely explain
patterns of wavetrains obtained in observations

and in the results of

models.
The teleconnection

patterns for the Northern Hemisphere

winter flow have been extensively
observational
confirmed

studies

and

studied in the last decade.

numerical

simulations

have

Many

shown

and

their existence. However, for the global flow during the

Northern Hemisphere mrm_r

the number of studies is comparatively

small and they have tended to concentrate mostly on the Southern
Hemisphere.

One of the major purposes of the present work is to

determine whether some of the observed teleconnection
simulated

by imposing

local forcing on a global

linearized

about a climatological

patterns can be

barotropic

mean corresponding

model,

to the N. H.

summer time basic state.
In
background

the

next

section,

a brief

review

of

will be given. Some details of the model

the

theoretical

are given in

/
!

Section 3. Section 4 discusses some aspects of the Jun-Aug 300 mb flow
used and gives an overview of the experiments
a summary, of the numerical

performed,

results found. Conclusions

together with
axe shown in

Section 5.

2) THEORETICAL

BACKGROUND

In this section, following

Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993)

(hereafter referred to as HA), we discuss the features of Rossby wave
propagation, concentrating on the behaviour of stationary waves.
will help us in the understanding of the remote

It

response of the

atmosphere. Only the basic ideas and main conclusions

are given.

Starting from a lineaxized barotropic vorticity equation
on a [3-plane, HA have shown that the bending of the ray-paths

is

given by
d o_
k
dK
g _
c _...2,
K _dt
8 dy
$

(2.1)

A

where c g --. 2Ucos_

is the local group velocity

in the direction

K,

which is the unit vector normal to the wave crests and troughs with a
positive eastward component,
eastward direction,
the total stationary

t_ is the angle this vector makes with the

k is the zonal wavenumber
wavenumber,

with

and K $ = (13,/'12)la is

13, equal

to the northward

absolute vorticity gradient.
From (2.1) we see that Rossby rays are always refracted
towards latitudes with larger K.$ Defining
the ray-path,

r, to be positive

the radius

if it is bending

manner, r is given by the simple expression

of curvature

of

in an anti-clockwise
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The

curva_re

is clockwise

anti-clockwise

if K S increases

Fig.lb

Fig.la

shows

shows

a ray reflected

latitude. Fig.It
All

and

situations

higher

given

values of K.s

latitude. YTL' at which

of the theory predict decay beyond this

rays

must

turn

critical latitude,

YCL'

at which

normally

towards

from a turning

includes a latitude

Rays are refracted

the schematic

the refraction

K $ = k and 1 = 0. Extensions

zero.

the equator

if it increases towards the pole.
It is useful to consider

in Fig.l.

towards

YB' at which 13,, and hence K s, is

before

this

latitude.

Fig.ld

includes

U is zero and K, becomes

infinite.

into such a line but with the meridional

scale and group velocity tending

to zero. The theory is not valid very

close to the critical line and study of such regions by Killworth
Melntyre

(1985

reflecting

regions

Finally,

Fig.2e

and

refs.)

when

shows

a

has

suggested

non-linearity

that

is

a local maximum

fully
in K.$

they

can

taken

account

Waves

and

become
of.

with zonal

wavenumber ha the range K I and K2 are trapped and such a K $ maximum
provides

a Rossby

waveguide.

This situation is particularly

occur in a strong westerly jet. Because of the curvature

likely to

of the flow,

13, tends to have a larger relative maximum than does U. Consequently,
strong westerly jets can act as waveguides.

3) THE BAROTROPIC

MODEL

The barotropic model used in this study is based on the
damped

barotropic

spectral

-

wavenumber

vorticity

transform

equation,

technique

with

which
a

is

solved

triangular

using

truncation

the
at

21. Further details about the model itself and the size and

shape of the forcing used in the many experiments

performed

can be

found in HA.

4) BASIC FLOW

AND THE NUMERICAL

RESULTS

The basic flow used in this study is a six year 1979/85

(,

Jun-Aug time mean 300 mb rotational flow derived from ECMWF analyses.
Various

aspects of this flow are shown in Fig.2.
Based on the zonal wind, f.5 (Fig.2a) and the meridional

absolute

vorticity

the geographical

gradient,
distribution

13M (Fig.2b,

defined by eq.2.12

of K $ (defined

by eq.2.13

in HA),

in HA),

for

13M and U positive, was plotted in Fig.2c. The zero wind Line, U = O,
is shown by a thickned contour and the zero 13M and KS (but positive 12)
line

by dots. Each jet

bounded

meridionally

region

contains

One important

characteristic

a

in

of

easterlies

around the whole hemisphere

double

jet

the

also an important aspect. In summary

described

of the SH winter

troposphere.

The

in the equatorial

is the

presence

of

regions is

, the main features that can be

from Fig.2c (and Figs.2a and 2b) and the Rossby wave theory
in Section 2 are:
1) two strong

the f'trst extending
Australia,

values of K $

by lower values.

existence

deduced

quite uniform

waveguides

parallel

from Madagascar

about 20°S and with typical

to each other in the SH;

(east of Africa)

to 45° east of

stationary wavenumber

7; and

the second from south of Africa untilsoutheast
of the southern
Pacificocean,near the tipof South America,about 50°S and with
typicalstationary
wavenumber 4.
2) a waveguide alongthe Asian jetfrom N. Africato the
easternN. Pacific,
around40°N (polewardof itsposition
fortheDJF
season),withtypicalstationary
wavenumber 7-8.
3)a weak waveguidealongtheN. Atlantic
jetfrom westernN.
Atlantic
to northernEurope,withtypicalstationary
wavenumber 6-7.
4) there are no

favourableregionsfor cross-equatorial

propagation.
Fig.3shows some results
performedusingthebarotropic
model. All picturesare of the relative
vorticity
perturbation
from
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the

initial Jun-Jul-Aug

mean

flow

for day

12 of the integration.

Figs.3a and 3b indicate that the energy tends to be trapped inside the
SH sub-tropical
waveguides.
observed.

the forcing

in the southern

equatorial

Atlantic with a turning

45°S. Due to the similarity of thiswave
pattern (Wallace and Gudzer,

America
pattern

act as

east

Pacific

we see that the wave follows an arc-like route pattern

the east Pacific to the equatorial

PNA

which

Propagation escaping from one waveguide to another is also
With

(Fig,3c),

and sub-polar jet streams respectively,

propagation

from

point about

pattern

with the

1981), it was called Pacific-South

pattern or PSA by Mo and Ghil (1987) who found a similar
in their data analysis. Figs.3d

and 3e emphasize

the role of

the N. Atlantic and Asian jet streams as waveguides.
The

results

of

all

linear

barotropic

experiments

performed are summarized in Fig.4. The background contours are some of
the key ones from the basic flow stationary wave figure (Fig.2c).

This

picture shows the four waveguides found, the N. Africa - Asian jet, N.
Atlantic

- N. Europe

Southern

Hemisphere

region, the Australian
jet. The preferred

jet and the mid-latitude

propagation

indicated. There is no evidence of teleeonnection

paths

are also

between hemispheres,

which is not too surprising since the equatorial region is dominated
by easterLies.
The extension of the Asian waveguide from the N. Africa
to almost the west coast of N. America
existence
hemisphere.
behaviour,

of a weak

waveguide

gives the impression

belt near 40°N around

Indeed some of the experiments

of the

the whole

have shown this kind of

helped by the fact that the N. Atlantic waveguide

is weak

and has a connection with the Asian waveguide.
5) CONCLUSIONS
A number of experiments have been repeated with the
linear

barotropic

model

applied to the

150 mb flow and

with

a

29
non-linear barotropic model applied to the 300 mb flow. The
differences found are generally quantitative rather than qualitative
and the summary given in Fig.4 appears to be quite robust. Baroclinic
model results, to be reported elsewhere, also generally support this
picture.
In general, results from the simple model used here
agree remarkably well with observations (e.g., Mo and Ghil, 1987;
Berbery et al, 1992; and especially H.-H. Hsu, 1993, pers.
Therefore,

simple

wave propagation

comm.).

ideas can provide a good

qualitative interpretation of the results, though it must be said that
the strict mathematical validity for the application Of the theory is
in doubt.
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interannual

Variability

of North

Atlantic

Sea

Surface

Temperatures

Urea S. Bhatt, Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, University of Wisconsin-Madison
David S. Battisiti, Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington-Seattle
Michael A. Alexander, Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Studies, University of
Colorado-Boulder
In the midlatitude north Atlantic Ocean the pattern of sea surface temperature anomalies (ssta) is
characterized by a north - south dipole. Bjerknes (1964) was the first to propose that the banded structure
was associated
extensively

with the interannual variability.

Recently, these patterns have been studied more

by Wallace and Jiang (1987), Kushnir (1993), and others. In this study the quantitative

aspects of these patterns are examined through the use of a mixed-layer model (MLM) developed by
Alexander (1990).
At f'trst glance it would appear that these patterns are largely associated with changes in the Gulf
Stream, but this does not appear to be the case. Firstly, the large-scale nature of the ssta patterns makes it
unlikely that anomalies in the Gulf Stream axe responsible for these patterns. Secondly, the atmospheric
setting (Kushnir,

1993) indicates that anomalously warm (cold) water is associated with a decrease

(increase) in wind magnitude directly over the anomaly, suggesting a coupling of the ocean - atmosphere
through surface fluxes. Finally, the very large negative correlations (Cayan, 1992) between anomalous
surface hear flux out of the ocean and the temperature
atmospheric

tendency present strong evidence for the

forcing of the ocean. In light of this evidence, a mixed layer model of the ocean seems

appropriate for fast order studies of interannual variability in the North Atlantic.
Since the final goal of this work is to examine the feedback in a coupled study (MLM & CCM1)
the MLM was tuned to the CCM1. Flux corrections were calculated and the model sensitivity was tested
by forcing the model with observed atmospheric anomalies. A brief description of the experimental tools is
followed by a discussion of the flux correction patterns and the results of the anomaly experiments.
The mixed layer model (MLM) is based on the classical formulation of Niiler and Kraus (1977)
and uses the entrainment parameterization

of Gaspar (1988). The processes considered in the MLM

include surface energy flux, penetrating solar radiation, and entrainment due to buoyancy loss and wind
mixing. The atmospheric model is the standard NCAR CCM1 (WiUiamson et al., 1987) with an R15
resolution, which translates into a 4.5" in latitude by 7.5" in longitude grid. The observations are from
COADS (comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Se0 (Woodruff et al., 1987).
Due to errors in both the atmosphere and ocean models, it is presently necessary to adjust for these
errors and avoid climate drift in coupled modeling studies by using flux corrections (Sausen et al., 1988).
The flux correction (Qcor) is the heat needed to match the model temperature tendency to the observed
temperature tendency. Presently, flux corrections are necessary and will be needed until models are
improved, but they can provide some insight into diagnosing model errors. Figure la presents a map of
the annual average heat flux corrections and fig. lb the annual average CCM1 net surface heat flux
(shortwave - longwave-

latent-

sensible) into the north Atlantic Ocean. The similarity between the

patterns in fig. la and lb is remarkable, with the patterns having equal magnitudes but opposite signs. In

i
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nature, if we assume a steady state then over the course of a year the oceanic heat that is lost or gained at
the surface of the ocean is balanced by meridional transport. The flux correction

pattern (fig. l a)

represents the heat transport an ocean would need when it is forced with CCM1 fluxes. Figure lc displays
the observed (Isemer and Hasse, 1987) net surface heat flux into the ocean. If the ocean and atmosphere
models were perfect the flux corrections needed for an ocean model with no currents would resemble
figure lc, but be of the opposite sign. Errors in the CCM1 fluxes (compare fig. lb and lc) are particularly
noticeable from 40-60 "N and can be largely attributed to known radiation errors in the model (Soden,
1992). The flux corrections represent the heat transport by the currents that are not represented in the
model and they also represent errors in the models.
To test the sensitivity of the ocean model, observed anomalies (1950-88) of air temperature (tair),
air moisture (qair), and wind magnitude (wind) were added onto the CCMI forcing (mean tuned state) and
the M/.,M was run for 39 years (repeating 5 years of CCMI forcing). Using a method similar to Kushnir
(1993), WARM (COLD) winter seasons were chosen if ssta were warm (cold) between 40-60 "N and cold
(warm) between 20-40 "N. Anomalies were calculated by subtracting the corresponding

year of the

CONTROL experiment from the anomaly experiment. This method for calculating the anomaly was
necessary because the natural variability in the CCMI is similar to the observations, particularly in the
North Atlantic. Table I lists the experiments performed with the varying atmospheric forcing. Correlation
coefficients
betweentheobserved
andmodeledoceanteml_ratures
forthewinter
months(nov.
- april)
are
larger
than.55and significant
atthe.I% level
at86 ofthe89gridpoints.
Two oftheproblemgridpoints,
located
inthefarnorth,
hadexcessive
mixedlayer
depths
possibly
duetono variations
insalinity
forcing
during
the39-year
simulation.
TableIListofexperiments
andanomalies
applied
ineachexperiment.
CONTROL
TA
NT
NQ
Tail"
none
yes
no
yes
qair
none
yes
yes
no
wind
none
yes
yes
yes
Figure2 presents
thesevencasecomposite
fortheWARM

NW
yes
yes
no

caseofobservedssta(fig.
2a),model

mixed-layer
temperature
anomaly(tmxa)
(fig.
2b),andthemodelmixedlayer
depthanomaly(hmxa)(fig.
2c).The model doesa reasonable
job capturing
thepattern
and magnitudeof theobservedocean
temperature
anomaly(fig.
2a),thoughthemodelmagnitudeissomewhatweaker.The modeldoesnot
simulate
thesstaaswellinthefarnorthern
partofthedomain.Thismay be due tothefactthatatlow
temperatures
salinity
ismoreimportant
thantemperature
indetermining
density
andobserved
variations
in
precipitation
and evaporation
werenotconsidered
inthesesimulations.
The anomaliesinmixedlayer
depth(fig.
2c)indicate
a shallowing
(deepening)
ofthemixedlayer
intheregions
ofwarming(cooling)
of
theoceantemperatures.
Thisisconsistent
withthesurface
forcing
that
indicates
weakened(strengthened)
windmagnitudes
andreduced(increased)
heatlossbytheoceaninregions
ofoceanwarming(cooling).
The total
surface
fluxanomalies
(notshown)ofsensible
pluslatent
heatareoftheorderI0-20W/m2
averaged
overthewinter
(nov.
toapril).
Radiational
fluxanomalies
werecalculated
fromCOADS, found
tobeconsiderably
smaller
thanlatent
andsensible
fluxes,
andtherefore
werenotincluded.
The anomalies
inheating
due toentrainment
(Qwe)weresmaller
thanthesurface
forcing.
The anomalousheating
dueto
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entrainment,

which depends on both the entrainment

velocity and the temperature

mixed layer and the layer below, acts to damp the ssta in the higher latitudes
anomaly in the southern part of the domain.
difference determines

difference

between the

and acts to reinforce the

In the northern part of the domain the anomalous temperature

Qwe and in the southern

part of the domain the enhanced

entrainment

determines

Qwe. The results for the COLD case were similar.
Additional

experiments

were performed

play in the formation

(see Table

1) to elucidate

of the anomalies.

atmospheric

variables

temperatures

for the NT (fig 3a), NQ (fig. 3b), and NW (fig. 3c) cases, where Taira, qaira, and winda are

not added to the model mean state, respectively.

Figure

the role. each of the three

temperature

of these results is being prepared.

We tested the sensitivity of the ocean model to surface boundary conditions
layer temperatures

air moisture, and wind magnitude

characteristic

anomaly is reduced

surprising that the wind effects were minimal and we are

still analyzing this result. A more detailed explanation
given the air temperature,

the mixed-layer

Tmx is reduced the most in the NT case, followed by the

NQ case, and the least in the NW case. In all three cases the mixed-layer
from the TA case (fig. 2b). It seems somewhat

3 presents

of interannual

timescales.

and have shown that

the ocean model produces reasonable mixedIn the next step we will perform coupled

experiments to address the issue of feedback between the atmosphere and the ocean in the midlatitudes.
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STATIONARY

AND TRANSIENT EDDIES
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7338 155th Place North
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 33418

t.

INTRODUCTION

Stationary eddies make a significant contribution to poteward heat transport during
Northern
Hemisphere
winter,
equaling
the
transport by transient eddies. On the other hand,
stationary eddy transport during the summer is
negligible.
The effect of topography on timemean stationary
waves and low-frequency
variability has been widely studied. In contrast,
little attention has been given to the climatic
feedbacks associated with stationary eddies,
Furthermore, the relationship between stationary and transient eddies in the context of global
and regional climate is not well understood. The
response of the climate system to anthropogenic
forcing is likely to have some dependence on
stationary wave transport and its interaction
with transient eddies. Some early GCM simulations and observational analyses indicate a
strong feedback between the meridional heat
fluxes of stationary and transient eddies (Manabe
and Terpstra. 1974; Stone and Miller, 1980).
Feedbacks between stationary and transient
eddies were examined in the context of a twolayer primitive-equation global spectral model.
The responses of the meridional heat and
momentum transports to changes in topographic
and radiative forcing were investigated in model
integrations that extended over several hundred
days. Parameters such as radiative and dissipatire time scales were varied in other experiments. The response of the model climate on
global and regional scales to these parameter
changes was examined in experiments with and
without topography. In particular, we examined
how the ratio of zonal-mean stationary to transient eddy heat flux varied with the _xternally
specified parameters of the model. The main
q_Jestionwas whether the stationary eddy fluxes
were any more sensitive _ochanges in the radia,
tive forcing than the transient eddy flux. The
impact of topographic forcing on the baroclinic
eddy adjustment of the zonal mean climate was
also investigated,
2.

MODELAND EXPERIMENTS
We used a two-layer sigma-coordinate model

with rhomboidal 15 truncation. The model atmosphere was dry with a parameterization of dry
convection only.
Linear damping of vorticity and
divergence occurred in the lowest layer only
with a standard damping time, tf, of 7.5 days.
Radiative heating was included in the form,
(Te-T)/_, where Te was the radiative-convective equilibrium temperature and z, the radiative
time scale with a standard value of 15 days.
"Realistic" topography was used, with no other
zonal asymmetries.
A similar version of the
model has been used to study the dynamics of
persistent anomalies (Stewart, 1993).
The principal parameters that were varied in
our experiments were the equator-to-pole ternperature difference (&To) and static stability
(So) of the radiative-convective equilibrium, the
radiative time scale (1;), and the frictional time
scale (tf). Some of the experiments were repeated with the topography removed, most
commonly in experiments in which ATe was
varied. Here we focus on results from experiments with various ATe and-¢.
3.

STANDARD SIMULATION

When ATe was set to 50" C. in the Northern
Hemisphere and 32 ° C. in the Southern Hemisphere for a standard "winter" experiment, the
model's stationary eddy heat flux was similar in
geographic distribution to the observed flux. As
defined by _*_* where * is the deviation from
the zonal average and the overbar is the time
mean, the stationary eddy flux had a primary
maximum located just northwest of the Himalayas and weaker maxima located upstream and
downstream of the Rockies and over the North
Atlantic. The maximum near the Himalayas was
about 60% stronger than the observed maximum, while the maxima in the W. Hemisphere
were half as strong as observed. The transient
eddy heat flux had primary maxima on the east
coasts of Asia and N. America and secondary
maxima in the Guff of Alaska and eastern Europe,
similar to observations. The zonally and vertically averaged total eddy heat flux at 50°N was
16.5 =C ms-1 in the standard run, compared with
an observed value of 18.1 °C m s-1 (Oort,
1983). The success of this simple model, as
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w_th early GCMs. demonstrates that many basic
features of the general circulation
depend
primarily on large-scale topography, radiative
forcing, and frictional dissipation in the lower
troposphere.
4.

linear relationship as ATe was vaned.
Both stationary and transient eddy heat
fluxes decreased as "c was increased from 2 to
40 days, with fixed ATe. The ratio of fluxes
was nearly constant.

EFFECTOFRADIATIVEFORCING
5.

Fig. 1 shows the eddy heat flux as ATe was
varied in experiments with and without topography. Eddy heat flux generally increased with
stronger radiative driving. For values of &Te >
30°C in experiments with topography, the sta.
tionary eddy heat flux increases less rapidly
with &Te than the transient eddy flux. In fact,
the stationary eddy transport appears to have
reached a maximum for large &Te.
4o
_EAT3S.
=_ux 30.

........
TE

2o.
25,

15.

'_

The ratio of stationary to transient eddy
heat flux gradually decreased in model as the
radiative driving was increased.
This result
does not agree with the observed behavior of a
sharp increase in this ratio as the Northern
Hemisphere moves from summer to winter.
Thus, it seems likely that seasonal changes in
zonally asymmetric diabatic heating, found in
continent-ocean contrasts, make a significant
contribution to the seasonal variation in stationan/ eddy transports.
Such processes are currently being examined with this simple model.
6.
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Fig. 1 Stationary (SE) and transient (TE) eddy
heat flux at 50"N in °C ms-1 for experiments
w_th (M) and without (NM) mountains.
Eddy momentum fluxes (not shown) increased sharply with the radiative driving for
&Te < 60°C. However, for &Te > 60°C momen.
turn transports increased much more slowly,
with the transient eddy flux actually decreasing
in the mountain experiments. Thus, the EliassenPalm flux became increasingly dominated by
eddy heat flux as the climate was driven to a
relatively inviscid, diabatically forced regime
(Stone and Branscome, 1992).
The transient eddy fluxes were more zonally
homogeneous for stronger radiative driving,
while the zonal distribution of stationary eddy
fluxes was unchanged. Conversely, the storm
tracks formed by the transient eddies were more
zonally confined for weaker driving.
The baroclinic eddy adjustment of the zonal
mean state worked equally well in experiments
with and without mountains. Beyond low values
of radiative driving, static stability and meridional temperature gradient followed a nearly
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Fornumerical
simulations
oflarge
scale
dynamics.
balanced
modelsareattractive
becausetheir
governingeq_tions preclude gravity waves and one is
thereby
freeto usea larger
timestepthan ispossiblewitha modelgoverned
by theprimitive
equations,
Recentcomparative
studies
haveproventheso-called
balance
equations
(eg.,
Charney,
1955.Bolin,
1955)to
be themostaccurate
oftheintermediate
models(Gent
and McWUliams, 1982: McWilliams e_ o,/. 1986: Norton et aL 1986; Baxth et al, 1990; Alien et al, 1990.
Snyder et al, 1991).
In thisparticular
study,a new setof balance
equations
isderived
forthethree-dimensional
anelasticequations
ofmotionbasedon expansions
inRossby
andFrondenumberinamannersimilar
tothestudyof

advective motion but the numerically generated gravity wavesnevertheless
reach an amplitude
of roughly
0.5timesthatoftheslower
motion,
2.

THE BALANCE

EQUATIONS

Thesnelastic
primitive
equations
ofmotionfor
an adiabatic,
ideal
gason an f-plane
may be written
intheform
DU
D"_"+ 2NxU

_1_.
(p..)
= - p. Up+ p_ [[

(la. b, c)

V. (DAY)= 0
_ Dp
cs2 Dt

Dp
Dt -0

(2)

(3)

theshallow
waterequations
by SpallandMcWiUimms
inwhichD_ - De(z)istheadiabatic
background
den(1992).
Terms thatcomprise
theusualbalance
equasity
field
aboutwhichthetotal
density
p isexpanded.
tionsarehereformally
retained
inazldition
toterms
The continuity
equation
(2)suggests
a decomposition
ofthesame orderarising
from thevertical
variation
ofthesolenokial
vector
field
Dol_
inpoloidal/toroidal
of thebackgrounddensity
field.As an application
form.ie.,
ofthederived
setofequations,
we applythem indiagnostic
formtoa three-dimensional
primitive
equationnumericalsimulationofasynoptic-scalebaroclinic
Dall- _ x _:_+ _V x (V x k:_)
(4)
wave (Bushand Peltier,
1993).Of paxticular
inter.
eatin thisanalysis
isthedegree*_owhich,and the
inwhichtheparameter
e isassumedtobesmall.
The
time at which, the fiow becomes substantially unbaltwo scalars _ and X are referredto here as the rotaanced, and what form of imbalance is present. Two
tional and the divergent components of the flow. alregimes of unbalanced motion may here be identified:
though they should perhaps more properly be called
i) unbalanced motion that is slaved to the higher orthe rotational flux and divergent flux components. We
der advective terms of the large.scale balanced motion,
decompose the density and pressure fields into three
therefore having the same time- and length-scales (ie..
constituent parts: the adiabatic background compohigher order corrections), and 2) unbalanced motion
neat, the stratified background component, and the
that is on a faster time scale than the large-scale bal.
fluctuation from the background. We rewrite equaanced motion, but is nevertheless forced by these same
lions (1)-(3) in terms of the four variables _, X, P,
hi,bar order advective terms. Forced internal gravity
and p and nondimensionalise with values appropriate
waves are an example of this latter motion. It will
for synoptic-scale motions. A multi time- and lengthbe shown in our study that both forms of imbalance
scale expansion is then performed as we decompose
arise in the frontal zones generated during the nmneri,
the four variables into their balanced and unbalanced
ca] simulation, but that the gravity wave generation is
(primed) components according to
a numerical artifact of insu_cient vertical resolution
as
the slope
the surface
front de_
below
the
threshold
for of
consistent
horizontal
and vertical
resolution (Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz. 1989). The total
unbalanced
motionfield
isdominatedby theslower,

"--__'(_z, _, vz, _t)

q_-- ql(Z, I/,Z, t) + _R

/i

eX = _X(6z,6zl,6z,
t)+ _X'(uz,
uT/,vz,_t)(5)
I/

i

_3

p=p(z.y.z.t)+#I'Ip'(uz,
pfp(z.y.z.t)+#IIp'(uz,
where

uy. uz._t)
uy. uz._.,t)

)2(

+ _ [V'_(Vp$='V_,)

II= wRB[1, v 2]

[z.R][1.
B]'

Froude number

_,2j{p, @)(_,
_
+

./...,,,,,+
(where H_ is the scale height), and

:

v=xv'_+

).-( ").

+ _

An additional inverselength scale sepazationh= been
included
betweenthebalanced
divergent
flowandthe

( d=t}a_ [
]
- \Wjs
._7@'_7(V2X)+ VlgV; X

ro,,,,oo
,o..,,,,,,,o +.w,,x.

k_

= - _,

)/_=

,

ratio
betweentheunbalanced
and thebalanced
com.
portents
is_ end theinverse
lengthscaie
ratioisv.

pect6 tobe O(I)fora synoptic-scale
baroclinic
wave.
Substituting
theexpressions
in(5)intothenondimen-

)/_=

V2J(P'@)"
p=
:

Y'_p,+

+ V_(V2to,)
/_=

((v+v='z,/•vx,

+

)2[

NH,

)
1

/t(_7_._7(V2X))• + (V2_V=X), J

,,o..,.,..,,o.,.=,=,,,,.o,,,,,o,.,=c..= II
retaining
termsup toand including
0(_,),
we derive

thebalanceequations
appropriate
fortheanelastic
system:
Hydrostatic Balance
p, + p = 0

+

inwhichM - V/caistheMach number.Itisthrough
this rather onerous equation that we calculate the valanted vertical mass flux _=w.
3.

The Vortic_ty Equation
J(V2_. _)-

R[1,R]
e = 6' [116zB]]

d__1_/

V(v=x) :_'-=--Iv+.
v(v=x)+

We,,or,,th,t+t, ,=._.h,=,_,,_ << 3.o,

m

F < < 1, R > 1. Two estimates for the amplitude of
the unbalancedmotion, one for R < < I and one for
F < < I. _ > I, =nay be estimated from terms in the

V2_V=X)\'I]J
/

The Divergence Equation

[

V2_ +

_

omega eqmttion and the divergence equation of higher
order than those given here (ie., terms of O(#) =re
J(_,_I/=)

]

= 0

A balanced omega equation may be formed by a suit.
able linear combination of the above three equations
plus the badanced energy equation (not given),
The Omega Equation

-

--

ESTIMATES

theomegaequation,

_ [V(V_) . VX, - V2xP2_,+ V2_V2X,

V2p.4.

AMPLITUDE

We estimate the amplitude of the balanced divergent potential, (, by the lea_Lingorder balance in

V2_t = "_V X= -

_.

"_= V2(VP' _7X')+ V2 (V2:F'-P')

(dzDo -

gHad=_o) + (d=_+

(M) 2
)]V =
-_
gH, d=_
+ @z,]._ P2X
( J(v=¢_" ¢_)
k
_=
= - 2R

J(@_"_'.)"_
_=
/ =

in the simulation to be examined, local values of R
balancedbythosetermsofO((R),O((')).
However,
and F reach values of O(1) (especially later in the
simulation as f'Pontalzones are formed), so we will not
present these scaling estimates here since they are not
directly relevant.
4.

THE NUMERICAL

SIMULATION

The simulation we wish to exa=dne is perfomed
using a three-dimensional primitive equation model
description
isavailable
inClark(1977)and
a more deunder description
tailed
the anelasticofapproximation.
the simulation Amay
complete
be found
model
in
isinitialt=edwtthamixed baroclinic/barotropicmean
state upon which we superimpose the structure of the
fastest growing mode of linear theory calculated from
a Galerkin.type st&billty analysis of the meanstate.
The model (z,y, z) dimensions are (3590,8000.18)
kilometers and the integrations are performed with a

i
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coustant Coriolis p_ameter. The model domain is s
channel configuration with periodic boundary conditionJ in the zonal direction, the zonal dimension being
chosen to be equal to the wavelength of the normal
mode perturbation. (z,y,z)
grid sizes are respectively (52.8.63.5,0,6)
kilometers, so for features of
typical aspect ratio fIN (e8,, balanced fronts) we expeer to have adequate vertical resolution (see Lind_en
and Fox.Rabinovitz (1989) and Per,on and Warner
(1991) for a discussion on consistency between vertical and horizontal resolution).
Evolution of the surface potential temperature
is given in Figure I.
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hydrostatic relation. The vorticity and omega equations are then iterated upon until convergence for the
variables atW and _,2_, the latter of which delivers
the balanced vertical mass flux. Unbalanced fields are
computed u the difference between the model data
and the balanced fields.
Estimates of the balanced and unbalanced am.
plltudes may be obtained from the following expressions.
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Poloidal/toroidalscalarsare calculated from the
model data accordin8 to

ffi _,(W2

+ _*)

KE_ = _.(_#,_ + _Vz2 + (V_) _)

low is

The low occludes at roughly day 4, although
intense frontal zones areevident by day 3 in the resion
from which the low eventually detaches.
6.

@2(i,j,k)

We can also estimate the length scales of the

e_

-,_

(n.=.nlj .nz! ,=1._=1
I,=l

2
KE,,d = _a(X_, _ + X_z + (V_X') _)
In Figure 2a we display a time series of the
volume.averaged kinetic energy components as calcufated from the above expressions with a blow-up of
the divergent components in Figure 2b. The exponential growth of the wave is evident up to day 3.5.
The increase in unbalanced divergent KE lag_ that of
the balanced divergent KE by roughly 0.4 days, and

V_

= -_a_

is consistent with the fact that the unbalanced motion
is being driven by the terms of O(eR, e_) so that as e
increases, # does also.

V_

= -_ae_

a)

We then assume that the total _ field is bldarise from the imbalance present in the normal mode
perturbation) may be shown to be small, and the am.
plitude of the initial imbalance is an order of rosSnitude smaller than the unbalanced amplitude that
arises late_ in the frontal zones. We then calculate
the balanced pressure through the divergence equation
(whichis a simple statement of gradient wind balance)
from which we find the balanced density through the
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a corresponding increase in the unbalanced divergent
motion, Typical local Rossby and Froude numbers
for the flow reach vniues above unity aher day 3 In
the frontal regions. Before day 3, local values may
reach 0.7, so assumptions ofglobaUy small Rossby and
Proude numbers are at best marginal,
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Figure 5' Len|th sonde estimates (x _O -3 km) for the
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the flow.
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A comparison
betweenupper mud lowerlevel
frontal balance is also of interest. In Figure 6 we dis.

'_
s.s

flux
inthelower
sadupperlevels.
Takingintoaccount
thevstri&tion
in_a,we glndthatupperlevel
imbal_ce
islets
by approximately
2/3duringf.rontogenesis.
playzl/cross.sections
oftheunbalanced
vertical
mass
a)
b)

estimat®s of the balanced dlversent

(solid) and the unbalanced dlver|ent (d_hed) components '_f
the flow versus time, The initial imbslance of the normal m,
perturbation

is evident,

_ well u the subsequent inertial,

cillatlon. Note the exponentis/
ri_ in the bs/anced diver|eat
flow which drives the lucrem in ms|nitude of the unbslstactd
flow.

The bManced _d unbal_ced pressure, normalized by _, are displayed in Figure 4. The marked rise
in the unbalanced pressure around day 3 is associated
with an underestimation of the pressure in the seduce
low by the balanced d/ve_ence equation.
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Fllt_m'e 6: xv cro,,-,.ctions t,a,n ,t a) s=1 km and it
b) ,mS km.Unbadanced motion in the upper level is approxi-
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mutely2/3 tlmN that in the lower levels. Gravity wnve activity
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"
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Figure
4: Time ,.,_,, _ the volum_.averss_i belated
(solid) and unbalanced(d_shed)pmmure, normslls_f by _.
A msjorlty

of the unb_lanc_d

estimation

of the surface low by the bs/ance equations,

prmmure is caused by an under-

Length scale estimates for the balanced rotstionni, the balanced divergent and the unbalanced divergent components of the £ow are given in Figure 5,
The balanced rotational motion has an initial length
scale of approximately 2300 Inn, then decreases to
roughly 870 km. This synoptic- to mesoscale cascade
is typical of a synoptic-scale barocllnic wave that de-

nee the sumacs cold bout Is evident.

A temporal analysis of the unbalanced vertical
mm flux field will separate any slow, advective imbalance (hisher order corrections) from the fast _rav.
Sty waves. A time sequence of isosur_ace plots of un.
bslsaced vertical mass flux _aw is given in Figure 7.
The initial frontal imbalance is evident in Figure 7a,
as the fronts begin to collapse and higher order cot.
rections become si_p_ti/icant.Gravity wave generation
is initially seen in Fi[_tre 7b on the southern side of
the surface cold front, and this wave activity becomes
more pronounced near the time of occlusion (Figure
7c). Well after occlusion, gravity wave _tctivity is still
persistent over the surface cold front (Fi_'e 7d), al.
though higher order corrections are dominant.

:,6

a)

d)

b)
Figure
Pal0.

T:

I,osurface plots of unbalanced

The (x.y.z) domain

mensions (3590.S000.18}

is outlined

kilometers.

vertical mus

in white _d

hu

flux
di-

The view is such that we

,_re lookin s down and north.eut.
The domain is periodic in
the x-d|rection.
The lighter surfgce represents v&lues of 0.06
kg.

TT_-2

• $-1

and the darker surface represents values of

--0.06 kg. _-2
. $-I.
The plots are taken st a) d,y 2.3.
b) d&y 3.2. C) d&y 4, &rid d) day 6. _ote the ,ppe&rsnce of
gravity wave activity in the vicinity of the cold front in

c)

b).d).

We wish to determinewhetherthesegravity
wavesarenumerically
generated
or whethertheyare
a dynamicalconsequence
of frontal
collapse.
There
has beena considerable
amount ofresearch
on this
particular
subject
{Leyand Peltier.
1978.Gallet aL
1988.Garner,1989,Snyderet aL 199;3}.
Although
itappearsin Figure7 thatthegravity
waveshave
propagated
away from their
source,
we notethatthe
coldfrontitself
ismovingsouthward
after
theocclusion(cf.FigureI),and thatthegravity
wavesare
simplytracking
thecoldfront.
InFigure8 we display
YZ cross-sections
ofunbalanced
vertical
massflux
and
potential
temperature
at day 6 ofthesimulation,
a
timeby whichgravity
wavesgenerated
earlier
inthe
frontal
collapse
shouldhavepropagated
sway. Itis
clear
thattherehasbeenno propagation
o(thegray.
itywaveswithrespect
tothesurface
coldfront,
and
thattheslopeofthecoldfrontin:helower2 kilometers,
abovewhichwe seethewaveactivity,
isroughly
0.002,
a valuebelowthethreshold
forcompatible
ver.
tical:horizontal
resolution.
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Foldsand Synoptic.Scale
BarocBnic
Wave Life

of Motion in Numerical Prediction.
O'_X_',,,
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{}

terrain,
following
coordinate
transformation,
d.
Comput. Phys..24,186-215.
Gall,
R.L.,
R.T.Williams.
andT.L.Clark.
1988:GravityWaves Generated
duringProntogenesis.
jr.

i:

b)

Figure

u i ,,

"] ", ,,

t''

' ',

i,

8" vz cro,t.eaction,,t x=ts61

,.a

kilometers

Atmos. Sos., 45, 2204-2219.
Garner,S.T,,1989:FuLlyLagrangian
numericsa
so-

of a)

unbsa_ced vertical mass flux and b) potentiM temperature at
day S, Note the gtavlt7 wave _tlvity above the foot of the cold
front: there _e no eil_s of lrrsvity waves havins propslKated
away from their

7.

sourceregion.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a set of b&lance equations
for the anelutic equations sad have tested them diagnostically on a three-dimensional, tmel_tic, primitire equation simulation of a syaoptic-scale bsroclLnic
wave. Results indicate that both forms of imbalsace,
slow higher-order corrections and rut gravity wave
motions, arise in the simulation. The unbttsnced tootion field is dominated by the slower advective tootions. _Ithough the gravity waves re4mha si_Ificsat
amplitude. Further investigation into the origin of
these gravity waves reveals tlmt the frontal slope near
the time of occlusion de_
in the lower 2 kilotz.,.,,
tees to a value beyond compatibility with the vertical
and horizontal resolution employed, sad we conclude
that the waves are numericMly generated.
8.

Telh_, 7,

22-26.
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Low-Frequency

Variation of a Zonally Localized Jet Stream:
Observation and Theory
Ming Cai

CICS, Department of Meteorology
University of Maryland
CollegePark, MD 20742
Introduction:
The climatological mean circulation in the e×tratropics of the Northern
Hemisphere is characterized by two zonally localized jet streams over the east coasts of the two
major continenr_. The zonal inhomogeneity of the climatological mean circulation is believed to be
a primary factor determining the geographical locations of the maximum activity centers of the
atmospheric transients, such as storm tracks over the east coasts of the two major continents and
frequent blocking episodes occurring over the cenffal regions of the two oceans (Frederiksen,
1982; Pierrehumbert, 1984; Mak and Cai, 1989; Cai and Mak, 1990). The impact of the
transients on the zonally localized jet s_.arns is studied mostly in the Lineardynamics framework in
terms of so-called "feedback" diagnosis (Hoskins et al. 1983; Lau and Holopainen, I984; Cai and
Mak, 1990). This study investigates nonlinearinstability of a zonally localized jet stream. The
emphasis is on the nonlinear adjustment of a zonally localized jet stream associated with the
development of the ffansients via local instabilitT. The adjustmentof a zonally localized jet stream
would naturally consists of two parts: one is the tirne-invariant part and the other is the transient
part (temporal variation of the adjustment). Inconjunction with the observation, the time-mean
adjustment is part of the climatological mean flow and hence is "invisible". The a'ansient part of
the adjustment is evidenced by the changes of the jet streams in terms of both location and
intensity. In this study, we tend to relate the transientpartof the adjustmentof the jet stream to the
maximum activity centers of low-frequency variability. The underlying mechanisms that are
responsible for the temporal variation of the adjustment wiU be investigated.
The time-mean
adjustment will be also studied to beta= understandthe temporalvariation of the adjustment.
Observational evidence: To determine the spatial structureof the temporal variation of the jet
streams in the atmosphere, we have analysed the 10-year monthly-averaged ECMWF zonal wind
data at 200 mb from January, 1980 to December, 1989. The anomaly zonal wind is obtained by
removing the climatological mean and the annual cycle from this dataset. As found in other
studies, the anomaly data.set exhibits three local maxima in the extratropics, two of them over the
central regions of the oceans and the other over the upstreamregion of the Asia jet stream. We
then performed an EOF analysis with the anomaly data.setover the region from 20° N to 500 N and
from 40° E to 120° W where the Pacific jet streamlies. Plotted in Fig. I are the first three leading
EOFs, which explain 16.8%, 10.1%, and 9.1% of the variance of the anomalous zonal wind,
respectively. The first EOF primarily accountsfor the east-west movement of the jet sl_'n, with
a positive phase implying an eastward shift of the jet core and a negative phase a westward shift of
the jet core. The north-south movement of the jet stream is also evident in this map, but is
overwhelmed by the east-west movement. The second EOF is very similar to the first EOF,
representing an east-west shifting of the jet su'eam. The difference is the phase of the north-south
movement of the jet su-eam. While the eastwardmovement of the jet core represented by the first
EOF is accompanied by the southward shifting the jet stream, the second EOF indicates the
eastward shifting of the jet core is accompanied with the northward movement of the jet stream.
The third EOF represents an oscillation of the jet sffearnfrom a narrowerjet (positive phase) to a
wider jet (negative phase).
In sununary, there are two principle modes associated with the temporal variation of the
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Pacific jet stream. The first one represents a location change of the jet core, which primarily takes
place in the form of east-west movement. The second mode represents an oscillation between a
wider jet core and a narrower jet core. In the remaining part of this report, we will discuss the
underlying dynamics associated with the temporal variation of the zonally localized jet stream in the
context of a quasi-geostrophic two-layer channel model forced by a zonally asymmetric jet stream.
]_g[flflgl: The two-layer channel model used in this study is otherwise identical to the one used in
the linear local instability study by Cai and Mak (1990) with only two new features: (i) all the
nonlinear terms are retained; and (ii) an asymmetric Ekrnan layer friction parameter is used. The
time scale of the Ekrnan layer damping at the upper level is 20 days and that for the lower level is 5
days. Additionally, we also have a scale-dependent biharmonic friction at each layer to take care
of the enstrophy cascade towards small scales due to nonlinear interaction. The model resolution
is 16 zonal waves by 8 meridional waves with total number of unknowns equal to 528. The time
scale of the biharmonic friction is a few days for the highest wavenumber component of the model.
The model is forced by a basic flow consisting of two parts: one is a zonally symmetric
baroclinic shear representing a zonally uniform north-south temperature contrast and the other is a
zonally varying baroclinicfoarotropic shear. The amplitude of the zonally varying baroclinic shear
is identical to that of the barotropic shear so that the presence of the zonal inhomogeneity in the
basic flow only appears in the upper level and the basic flow at the lower level is purely parallel
flow. We solve the nonlinear problem in terms of the anomaly flow (or the departure flow from
the prescribed jet stream). Because the nonlinearity in this model is only quadratic, the anomaly
model is equivalent to the model for the total flow with a relaxation towards the prescribed jet
stream. In this sense, the time scale of the upper level Ekman layer friction corresponds to a
relaxation time scale of this model.
Results: We have numerically integrated the model starting from an unstable local model up to
2000 days with various model parameters. Here we only show the representative results obtained
with one setting of the parameters. For all the maps plotted below, we will use grids (0, 64) and
(0, 32) as our reference for longitudes and latitudes, respectively.
Fig. 2a is the map of the upper-level su'eamfunction of the prescribed jet stream. The jet
core of the prescribed jet stream is at the center (:t = 32) of the domain and the jet stream is
symmetric about the jet core with a length equal to one-eighth of the channel length. Fig. 2b is
the time-mean map of the adjusted jet stream obtained by adding the time mean part (the last 1500
days) of the departure flow calculated from the numerical integration to the prescribed jet stream.
Clearly, due to the development of the transients arising from local baroclinic instability, the
zonally localizext jet stream has been modified significantly. The location of the adjusted jet core
has been moved upstream (x -- 26) and the strength of the jet has been reduced. The adjusted jet
stream also appears to have a weak asymmetry about the jet core with stronger diffluent flow in the
exit region and weaker confluent flow in the entrance. Detailed analyses in terms of energetics
and feedback calculations (not shown here) reveal that the local baroclinic instability (or
development of storm track) plays a less important role in giving rise to the time mean adjustment
of the jet stream than the finite.-amplitude instability of the jet stream with respect to itself. The role
of the local instability is to introduce a finite-amplitude perturbation
to the jet stream which would
amplify itself by further extracting energy from the prescribed jet stream. As a result, the jet
stream becomes less unstable than the unadjusted(prescribed)jet s_eam.
As seen from Fig. 2b, the wavy part of the time-mean flow is primarily made of the
waves with an even meridional wavenumber, which is anti-symmetric about the center latitude
(y=16) of the channel. The local unstable modes (not shown here) are all compose of the waves
with an odd meridional wavenurnber (symmetric about the center latitude). For easy reference,
we shall refer to the anti-symmetric partof the departureflow (from the prescribed basic flow) as
basic departure flow and the symmetric part of the depamareflow as eddy departureflow. The
time-mean part of the basic departureflow (which is equal to the difference between the two maps
in Fig. 2) is a measure of the time-mean adjustment of the prescribedjet stream and the transient
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part corresponds to the temporal variation of the adjustment of the prescribed jet stream. Although
such definitions of basic disturbances and eddies are somewhat arbitrary, they serve the purpose of
separating the temporal variation of the jet stream from the development of storm tracks.
It is
found that the temporal variation of the jet stream has two local maxima: one upstream (x = 20) of
the new jet core and the other downstream (x = 36).
This is in agreement with the observation
(there two major jet streams and three local maxima of low-frequency variability).
Fig. 3a
shows a representative portion of the time series (from day 1200 to day 1400) of the upper-level
basic departure streamfunction at x = 20 and y = 8. Panel (b) of Fig. 3 is the counterpart for the
eddies at x - 32 and y -- 16, where the temporal variability of the eddies reaches its maximum.
The two time series indicate that whereas the nonlinear evolution of the storm track (eddy departure
flow) has a time scale (a few days) comparable to the linear dynamics, the time scale of the
nonlinear evolution of the jet stream can be much longer (about 60 days). Such longer time scale
is a result of the nonlinear interaction of local instability and finite-amplitude instability of the jet
stream (details of the analyses are not given here).
Fig. 4 shows the first two leading EOFs of the transient part of the basic departure flow.
The first EOF corresponds to an east-west shifting of the jet core and the second EOF represents an
oscillation of the jet stream between a wider jet and a narrow jet. Clearly, it captures the main
features of the leading modes in the observed zonal wind variations shown in Fig. 1. Hence, we
conclude that a large portion of the monthly variability in the zonal wind over the extratropics can
be interpreted as a result of the nonlinear adjustment of the zonally localized jet streams.
References:
Cai, M. and M. Mak, 1990: On the basic dynamics of regional cyclogenesis. J. Atmos. Sci.,
47, 1417-1442.
Frederiksen, J. S., 1982: An unified three-dimensional instability theory of onset of blocking and
cyclogenesis.
J. Atmos. Sci., 39, 969-982.
Hoskins, B. J.. I. N. James, and G. H. white, 1983: The shape, propagation and mean-flow
interaction of large-scale weather systems.
J. Atmos. Sci., 40, 1595-1612.
Lau, N.--C., and E. O. Holopainen, 1984: Transient eddy forcing of the time-mean flow as
identified by geopotential tendencies.
J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 313--328.
Mak, M., and M. Cai, 1989: Local barotropic instability. J. Atmos. Sci., 46, 3289-3311.
Pierrehumbert, R. T., 1984: Local and global baroclinic instability of zonally varying flow.
J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 2141-2162.
Figure Legends:
Fig. 1

The fLrstthree leading EOFs of the ECMWF anomaly zonal wind data at 200 nab. The
shaded area indicates location of the zonal wind greater than 40 m/sec..

Fig. 2

The upper-level stream function in the two-layer mode!. (a) the imposed basic state and
(b) the muc rr_.n of the total flow.

Fig. 3

Time series of the upper-level_ction

at a particular location. (a) anti-symmetric

component of ¥1 at x = 20, y - 8. (b) symmetric component of of _1 at x = 32, y = 16.
Fig. 4

The first two leading EOFs of the anti-symmetric
streamfunction.

transients of the baroclinic
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IN THE NMC MRF MODEL AND REALITY
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Fig. 1
For the left panels,
percentage
of time during
1510
wintertime
days
that the MDL's
positive
LFA exceeds
150m
(a),
negative
LFA exceeds
-150m (b).
For the right panels, percentage
of time during
3948 wintertime
days that the observed positive
LFA
exceeds
200m
(a), negative
LFA
exceeds
-200m
(b). The
first
shading/contour
is 2 %, the contour
interval
is also 2 %.
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Fig. 2
Co_poslte
circu.l.ation patterns based on t.lleLFA variance
centers over the N Pacific.
Left panels for MDL runs, right panels
for OBS data.
Upper
panels
for those based on the positive
LFA
centers
and lower panels based on the negative LFA centers.

Fic,
3.
The
sh dinglcontour

Dec-Jan-Feb
mean zonal
wind at 25Omb
begins
at 30 mls with
increment
of level
First
5
m/_e
(left
panels).
For the right panels, the standard
deviations
of
highpass Z500 synoptic-scale
disturbances.
(a) for 10-yearMDL
runs and
(b) for 28-year
NMC analyses.
First shadlng/contour
is 60m for tha
MDL runs and 80m for the OBS data. Interval
is 10 m.
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Synoptic Scale Eddies in the Northern
Hemisphere Summer: A POP Analysis
John Fyfe
Canadian Climate Centre
Downsview, Ontario

1.0 Introduction
This abstract summarizes some recent comparisons between observed and simulated summertime (JJA) band pass filtered (2-I0 day) eddies in the Atlantic region (Table I). Our
main diagnostic tool is the _-incipal Qscillation Pattern (POP) technique.

Table 1. NMC and CCC GCM Comparisons in the Adantic Region
........

,.

,,

Subregion
Hi

__

..........

ii

Variable
.

IL__

,

__

.

NMC a
,,,

ml

i

GCMII b
,,,,,i,ii

i

GCMIII c
-

Extratropics

¢_

4,

4,

Tropics

_

•

4,

__

a.8 summers(1984-91)
b. 8 summers,T32,10levels
c. 3 summers,
T32,30levels,parameterized
deepconvection.GCMIIIis underdevelopment.

2.0 The POP Concept
The POP analysis is a technique for obtaining the space-time characteristics of a data set
objectively,
andcanbethought
ofasa normalmode analysis
usinganestimated
system
matrix
(Storch
ct.
al.,
1988).
The so-called
"POP" istheeigenvector
oftheestimated
sysmm matrix
whichexplains
mostofthevariance
inthedataset.
The POP'scorresponding
eigenvalue
yields
a period
ofoscillation,
T.When complexthePOP isintcrpremd
asa
propagating
mode (Fig.
I).Inthis
studyall
POPs arecomplexwithrealandimaginary
parts
nearly
inquadrature,
sowe present
real
parts
only.
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Figure 1. Anatomy of a Propagating POE
i

Imaginary

/oo/
T/2

T/2

Real

3.0 Extratropics
In Fig. 2 we see that, as in winter, the summertime extratropical Atlantic storm track maximum is downstream and poleward of the North American time-mean jet core (indicated
withanmow). UsingthePOP technique
we willobtain
thepropagating
pattern
which
explains
mostofthis
variance.
We notethatthePOPs presented
hereextend
through
the
troposphere
butforbrevities
sakewe show POPs on a single
pressure
level
only.
Figure
2.Summertimevariance
ofthefiltered
300mb geopotential.
75N

90W

30E30N
45x104 m4/s4

3.1 Observed
The observed
POP (Fig.
3a)hasT -.4.1daysandcx" 10rn/s.
The pronounced
N-S meanderreflects
a like
meanderinthetime-mean
flow(notshown).
InFig.3bthedivergence
of
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Trenberth's (1986)barotropic E"vector reveals westerly acceleration (+)of the time-mean
flow along the storm track well into the Atlantic, and deceleration beyond (-).
Figure 3. Observed filtered 300 mb geopotential. (7) POP; (b) E and V, _.
i
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(b)

3.2 Simulated:Current and Double CO2
The GCMII (McFarlane et. al., 1992) summertime extratropical Atlantic storm track (Fig.
4) is very well reproduced (compare with Fig. 2), giving us some confidence when moving
on to our POP analysis. [For unknown reasons the simulated variance maximum is
slightly higher in the atmosphere, i.e., at 200 instead of 300 mb.]
Figure 4. Simulated variance of the filtered 200 mb geopotential

45x104 ma/s4
The GCMII POP has T = 3.7 days and cx = 10 m/s (Fig. 5a). The comparatively zonal
track of this POP is presumably related to a simulated time-mean jet (not shown) that itself
Synol_¢ Scale Eddies in the Northern Hemisphere Summer. A POP Analysi_
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is too zonal. E and V, _ (not shown) are quite similar to observed. On the basis of the
reasonably well simulated POP we repeat our calculation (Fig. 5b) in a 2xCO 2 experiment
(Boer et. al., 1992). The filtered variance in this experiment (not shown) is reduced by
half, which is consistent with reduced time-mean baroclinicity found in midladtudes.
Figure 5. Simulated filtered 200rob geopotendal POP. (a) 1×CO2; (b) 2xCO 2.

(b)

The period and phase speed of the 2xCO 2 POP are about equal to the lxCO 2 POP but the
structure is meridionally stretched and it has a more pronounced SW-NE tilt. There am
noticeable differences in _ and V®_ (not shown) as well.

4.0 Tropics
In Fig. 6 we see that the tropical Atlantic storm track has maxima on the coast of Africa
and in the Caribbean. A Hovm011erplot at 20°N (not shown) shows westward propagating
¢

waves originating over Africa and travelling into the Caribbean. These so-called "African
Easterly Waves" are thought by many to originate as shear instabilities in the African
Easterly Jet (indicated by the arrow).

SynopticScale Eddies m the NorthernHemisphereSummer:.A POP Analysis
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Figure 6. Summertime variance of the filtered 700 mb vorticity.
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4.1 Observed
The observed POP (Fig. 7) is westward propagating with T = 4.1 days. There appears to
exist northern (20°N) and southern (10°N) tracks which merge over the Atlantic and then
veer to the NW. Lau and Lau (1990) obtained a similar result using extended EOFs. A vertical cross-section through the lower troposphere (not shown) shows the POP is near surface over Western Africa but elevates to about 700 mb as it passes the African coast.
Figure 7. Observed filtered 850 mb vorticity POP.
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4.2 Simulated
The pattern in Fig. 8a is the 4th most dominant oscillation pattern in GCMII. The other
more dominant patterns are associated with an unrealistic filtered variance maximum in
Central America. That problems exist in the tropics in GCMII is well known and is part of
the motivation for developing GCMIII. The pattern in Fig. 8a (T = 4.4 days) appears to be
physical but has obvious shortcomings, most notable of which is it's termination at the
African coast.
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The GCMIII POP (Fig. 8b) has T = 3.7 days and a more respectable structure. This POP's
vertical structure (not shown) is also quite realistic. Clearly GCMIII performs better in
this regard, however it is unknown why at this time. Increased vertical resolution and
parameterized deep convection are certainly playing a role in the improvement.
Figure 8. 850 mb filtered vorticity. (a) GCMII OP; (b) GCMIH POE

(a)
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5,,0 Summary
Table 2. Observation and CCC GCM Comparisons in the Atlantic Region
,,,,

Subregion /
Variable

GCM

II(lxCO2)

Extratropics
•

Results
•Variancegood
.POP and E-P flux good but too zonal
......
.Variance reduced by 112

I1(2xC02)
Jl

Tropics

i

ii

•POP y-stretched
andE-P flux shifted

i

i

i

i

II

.Variance and POP poor

I]I

.Variance andPOP fair

i

J

i

i

..,
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I. Introduction
Atmospheric
transient
eddies
contribute significantly to global energy
and water cycles through their transports
of sensible
heat
and water
vapor,
Changes in global climate induced by
greenhouse enhancement will likely alter
transient
eddy behavior.
General
circulation models (GCMs) can simulate
such alterations,
but unraveling all the
feedbacks that occurin GCMs is difficult.
Here we isolate transient
eddies
from the feedbacks by studying of the
response of eddy life cycle simulations to
changes in the initial, zonally symmetric
temperature,
wind
and
moisture
distributions, using a primitive equations
model. By specifying
zonallysymmetric
initial
conditions
thatcorrespondtoGCM
simulationsof either the current or
doubled-CO2 climates,we use the life
cyclesimulations
toevaluatethepotential
impact of CO2 doublingon the water
transports
and energetics
ofextratropical
transient eddies.
This abstract
summarizesresults
previously
reported
by
Branscome and Gutowski(1992;BG) and
extends them with an expanded
discussion
ofEliassen-Palm(EP) fluxes,
We alsouse the model to examine how
changes in atmospheric water vapor
amounts might affectsthe temporal
variability
ofeddytransports.
II.Model and Experiments
Our model isa global,primitiveequations, spectral model whose
characteristics
have been describedin
Gutowski et al.(1992)and references
therein.We assume that atmospheric,

extratropical
eddies are governed by
baroclinic instability of large-scale flow
and that eddy life cycle simulations reveal
how eddy dynamics would change under
global warmings resulting from a doubling
of atmospheric
carbon dioxide in GCM
simulations.
We use the zonal-mean
wintertime
climates
of the NCAR
(Washington and Meehl 1984) and GFDL
(Manabe and Wetherald
1987) GCMs
using current
(lxCO 2) and doubled
(2xCO 2) amounts of CO 2 as initial
conditions for our experiments.
We perform all experiments with
zonal wavenumber
7 and two higher
harmonics,
14 and 21.
Meridional
truncation is the equivalent of rhomboidal
30 for the retained zonal waves. Vertical
structureis resolvedusing 10 sigma
layersof equalthickness.We run our
model by addinga wave perturbation
to
the zonal mean temperaturefieldand
then performing several 40-day
integrations.Due to the short-term
nature of our experiments,changes in
eddy evolutionarecausedby changesin
the zonal-mean climateonly and are
isolated
from otherfeedbackspresentin
complete GCM simulations. Further
details
ofthecomputations
appearinBG.
III.ResultsofLifeCycleSimulations
The principal
changesin the life
cyclesimulationswhen C02 isdoubled
area weakeningofmaximum eddykinetic
energy(EKE) duringthe life
cycleand a
poleward shiftin the hydrolo_ccycle
producedby the eddy. Detailsofthese
changesappearinBG. We presenthere
some additionaldiscussionof these
changesintermsoftheEP flux.
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Maximum EKE is smaller
2xCO2
experiments
because

in the
CO2

i
•
_._ _-_

doubling
in the GCM simulations
produces
atemperature
weaker
mid-latitude,
meridional
gradient
and
hence less available potential energy for
the
growing
disturbance.
Despite
differences in EKE, during the early stage
ofeddy growth,the eddiesinthe IxCO2
and
2xCO2with
experimentshave
similarat
structure
a maximum in a EKE
45°N.
However, eddiesin the IXC02
experiments
spread laterally
into the
subtropics to a greater extent than eddies
in corresponding 2xC02 experiments,
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poleward flank of the eddy are more
nearlycomparableinthetwo simulations,
The weaker intrusion of the eddy into the
subtropics
duringthe2xCO2 simulation

o._
o._

contributes
to an effective
polewardshift
ineddy
transports,
sinceeddytransports
in the subtropicsbecome weaker. This
behaviorappears,for example, in the
vertical-average
meridional
moistureflux
(Fig.2).

'
o.,,
_.o _ , ,
,_

Alsocontributing
tothepoleward
shiftin Fig.2 isthe largeramount of
atmosphericwater vapor in the 2xCO2
climates.For boththe NCAR and GFDL
models, atmospheric water vapor
increases
by 50 - 100% in mid-latitudes
as a consequence of CO2 doubling,
enablingthe weaker eddiesinthe2xCO2
simulationtotransportas much ormore
watervaporinhighlatitudes
astheir
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Differencesin lateralspreading
are exemplifiedby EP-fluxdiagramson
the day of peak EKE in experiments using
theNCAR climates(Fig.I).Comparable
behavioroccursusingtheGFDL climates.
Compared to the 2xCO2 experiment,the
lxCO2 simulationhas a more clearly
definedand strongerzone of EP-flux
convergencein the upper, subtropical
troposphere. More important for
meridionaltransports,
however,is the
substantially
largerEP fluxinthelower,
stronger
convergence/divergence
patternin
subtropical
the
IxCO2 troposphere,
simulation.In
indicated
contrast,
by the
lower atmosphere EP fluxes on the
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FIG. 1. Eliassen-Palmflux and its
divergenceon day 20 of eddy lifecycle
simulations
usingixCO2 (top)and2xCO2
(bottom)zonal mean statesfrom the
NCAR simulation.Contourinterval
for
divergence
is0.5"i016m3. Scaleforflux
componentsappearsinupperleftofeach
figure;
unitsare m3kPa forthevertical
component and m 3 forthe horizontal
component.
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instability of the atmosphere
and the
available potential energy, and ultimately
yielding much weaker transient
eddies.
Radiative cooling is thus an important
counterbalance
to the eddies'
static
stability adjustment.

..,

We have
made
an initial
exploration of this interaction
using a
simplified
versionof the spectralmodel
describedabove so that we couldeasily
performsimulations
ofextratropical
eddy
dynamics lastingseveralmonths. The
model inthisinstanceuses sixlayersin
thevertical,
withthe lowesttwo having
onlyhalfthethickness
oftheupperlayers
toresolve
betterstatic
stability
changesin
the lower atmosphere. Only zonal
wavenumbers 0,7 and 14 were included,
witha meridional
truncation
equivalent
to
rhomboidal 15. The model had no
moisture,but used a dry convective
adjustmentwith a critical
lapserateof
5.8K/kin. The model was forcedby a
fixed, zonally symmetric
surface
temperaturedistribution
that matches
NorthernHemisphere's
observed,
zonallyaveragedsurface
temperatures.For each
run,a "radiative
cooling"
of1 K/daywas
specified
forone of the model'slayers,
with coolingelsewherebeing zero. In
addition,surfacedrag was appliedto
winds in the lowest layer and scaledependentdiffusion
was appliedtowinds
and temperaturesin all layers,with
specifiedparameters the same as in
Branscomeetal.(1989).
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FIG.2. Vertical
and zonalaverageeddy
fluxofspecific
humidityfromexperiments
usingNCAR climates
asinitial
conditions,
Fluxisaveragedovertheeddylife
cycle,

lxCO2 counterparts. An important
hydrologic
outcomeofthisshift
isthatthe
precipitation
producedby the eddy life
cycleis alsoredistributed,
decreasing
in
the subtropicsand increasing
at higher
latitudes.This behavioris consistent
with and helps us understand the
extratropical precipitationchanges
produced by the GCM CO2-doubling
simulations,
IV. Eddy Variability and
Stability Adjustment

Static

The increasedspecific
humidityin
mid-latitudes
thataccompaniessimulated
globalwarming _._iould
have a marked
influence
on
atmospheric
radiative
transfer,
sincewatervaporistheprimary
greenhouse

gas

in

the

Earth's

atmosphere. In particular,
increased
atmospheric humidity could inhibit
radiative
coolingofthelowertroposphere,
In the presentclimate,
thiscooling
tends
todecreasethe lowertroposphere's
static
stability.
Counteracting
thisbehaviorin
mid-latitudes
isthetendency
by _ransient
eddiestoincrease
lowertroposphere
static
stability
(Gutowski1985;Gutowskietal.
1989).Ifleftunchecked,theeddieswould
increasethe staticstability
severalfold,
markedly reducing the baroclinic

Three runs of 200 days were
performed:(1)cooling
inthemodel's400600 mb layer(mid-troposphere
coolingor
MTC), (2)cooling
inthe200-400mb layer
(uppertroposphere
coolingor UTC), and
(3)
no coolingin
anylayer
(NoTC).Cooling
inMTC
runresembles
(crudely)
thecooling
distribution
fortheobservedatmosphere,
whereascooling
in the UTC run may be
thoughtofas resulting
from theextreme
caseofan atmospherewith considerably
greatermoistureand cloudcoverso that
radiative
emissionto space (and hence
radiativecoolingof the atmosphere)
effectively
occurs only in the upper
troposphere.
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shows time series the vertically averaged
meridional eddy heat transport, averaged
over 37N-57N, from the last 100 days of
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FIG.3. Vertical
averagemeridional
heat
fluxfordays 100-200in the UTC and
MTC runs. Alldatahave been averaged
over37N-57N. Units:"C.m/s.

fluctuations occur in concert with static
stability fluctuations
(not shown), with
growth of the eddy heat flux tending to
occur when staticstability
is near a
minimum.
Some variability
of 1_earsurface meridional temperature
gradient
also occurs, but to a much weaker degree.
the results
UTC and
MTCa close
runs. relationship
The eddy
The
suggest
betweenN 2 and thestren_hofbaroclinic
eddies,
forthismodelconfiguration.
The most notablefeatureofFig.3
istheslowerevolution
ofeddyheatfluxin
theUTC run compared tothe MTC run.
The results
suggestthatthe modulation
of radiativeemission to space by
atmospheric
moistureand cloudcovercan
exert a significantcontrol on eddy
amplitudes through static stability
changes.The feedbackhere suggestsan
internal radiative control of finite
amplitude atmosphericeddies that is
capableofactinginconcertwiththesolar
forcingof near-surfacetemperature
gradients.By means of thisradiative
cooling
feedback,
extratropical
eddiesmay
be abletothrottle
themselvesthroughthe
moisturethey transportand the cloud
formation
theyinduce.
IV. Summary

Accordingtodiscussion
above,the
lack ofatmospheric
coolingin the NoTC
run shouldseverely
restrict
theability
of
the model tocounteract
theincreases
in
mid-latitude
static
stability
by transient
eddies. Over the last100 days ofthis
run, lower tropospherestatic
stability
is
roughlytwiceaslargeasintheothertwo
runs. As a consequence,NoTC eddy
amplitudesare an orderofmagnitude
smallerthan thoseintheUTC and MTC
runs,eventhoughthesurface
temperature
gradientisthesame foreachrun.
The presence
ofcooling
somewhere
in the atmosphereevidently
can have a
marked effect
on eddy amplitudes.The
locationofthecooling
alsoappearstobe
important,ascanbe seeninFig.3 which

The globalwarming producedby
GCMs under a doublingof atmospheric
carbondioxidehas a strongimpact on
interactions
betweenthehydrologic
cycle
and extratropical
transient
eddiesdriven
by baroclinic
instability.
A weakeningof
subtropical
eddy dynamics coupledwith
increased
atmosphericwatervaporyields
a net polewardshiftof the eddy.driven
portionofthe cycle.In addition,
in the
higher humidity climateof a warmer
Earth,the resultshere suggesta more
sluggishevolution
ofmid-latitude
eddies,
with potentiallylonger episodes of
temperatureand precipitation
extremes
asa consequence.
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Abstract
The responseoftransients
to changingforcing/ boundary conditions
caaLbe justas striking

astheresponse
ofmeanfields
sucha.s
surface
temperature.
Indeed
thetwoareintimately
lmked
andtheextent
towhichthetransients
areeither
controlled
by,orshapethemeanflow
isdifficult
toquanti_v.
Diagnostics
arepresented
fromseveral
GCM equilibrium
climate
simulations
using
theUGAMP

GCM. Theseinclude
representations
of:thepresent
clim_tt,::
theLa._1,
Glacl'al

Maxm_um andtheJurassic
chmate{150._I
years
ago).
Changes
int,he
distributlon
of1,ransient
eddyactivity
arecomparedwithchanges
inlowlew,l
baroclinicity
Toa._ess
thedirect
response
ofthestormtracks
tolocal
conditions.
Budget_
calculations
arealso
prese,ted
r,o
identify"
the
changing
roles
ofdifferent
component_
ofthe_tmospheric
circulatmn
intransporting
heatand
moisture
fromequator
topole.

1

Introduction

The E_rth',.
climate
h_ seenmany dramatic
changes.Suchcha._Iges
_Lre
oftendiscussed
interms
ofthemean conditions,
particularly
temperature
and precipitation.
How_,x'er,
changes
intransient
activity
arealsoimportantintheir
own ri_sht
aswella_beingintimately
,'<_nnected
withthemean
state.
Certaingeological
indicators
ofpastclimate
relate
to_'ariabiii_:y
Is_ fi)r
exampleBarron.
1989}and anyprojection
ofthefuture
ciimate
and itsimpactshoulda,[,o
blclu,Je
an assessment
of
thech_,nge
invariability.
Inthiscontribution
we describe
numerical
simulations
oftwopastc[imales
usingt,
he UGAMP
(UK Universities"
GlobalAtmospheric._lodelling
Prograxn)
GCM. "l'l_e
analysis
focuses
on the

72

response of the northern
temperature

structure.

the signal is strongest.
energy

hemisphere

polewards

storm tracks to chan_es in the t,me mean flow and its associated

We restrict our attention

to the winter sea,_on _December to February ! when

The way in which the different clJrnates equilibrate

is also analysed

and the changing

themselves

by transferring

roles of the mean flow and transients

in this

process is quantified.
The following section
Three different
last glacial

simulations

maximum)

5 respectively.

present day: 21 thousand

procedures

used.

years before present

{the

period),

3 to

in sections

For the sake of brevity, discussion of the 2xCO_, work given in the talk is omitted.

The Model

The UGAMP

are then considered:

to the model aJld the analysis

and 150 million years before present {the Jurassic

This is covered in detail

2

gives an introduction

GCM

by Hall et al (1993}. A short summary

is given in section 6.

and Analysis Procedures
is based cn the forecast
model of the European CentreforMedium Range

Weather Forecasting.It isa spectralmodel, usinga triangular
truncationat totalw_venumber
42 (exceptforthe Jurassicrun which isT31_ with 19 levels
in theverlical.
5 of which arewithin
150 mb of the surface(i.e.in theboundary layer}.
'thephysicalparamet..risations
areevaluated
on • longitude/latitude
gridof 128 x 64 points."['he
model includesa i_irly
slandardset of
parameterisations.
The radiation
schemeisthatofMorcrette(1990).
and includes
a predictive
cloud
scheme based on relative
humidity,
criteria
(Slingo.
1987).A par,'uneterisation
of theeffect
on the
laxgescaleflowofsmallscaleatmosphericgravity
wavesgeneratedby sub.grid
sc:fle
orographyis_Iso
included.This isreferred
to as gravitywave drag(Palmeret al.1986).'thevertical
advectionuses
a totalv_ria_cediminishingscheme {Thuburn.1993),Thisscheme improvestherepresentation
of
vertical
moisturetransports,
but hasthedisadvantage
ofbeingrelatively
dissipa,tive.
An important
modification
includedinthisversion
ofthemodel isthattheconvection
schemeisbasedon thework
of Betts _nd Miller(1993)and Slingoand Blackburn(1992).The land surfaceparameterisation
prescribessurfacealbedo and roughnesslength,a_d uses a threelayerdiffusive
soilmodel to
calculate
surfacetemperatureand moisture.rhere isa no-flux
boundary co_idition
at the bottom
of the soilmodel (approximately
6m thick_,
The model seasurfacetemper_tures
are prescribed
in
cases.A simplesea icemodel identical
to thatin SlJngoet al(1985)isused to caJcul_tte
the
surfacetemperatureof sea ice.Thisisa purelythermodynamic mode[ in which heat isstoredby
and diffusedacross_ slabof icewhich istwo metresthick.

"3

A useful local measure
growth
:990).

rate of the fastest

of the ,ucceotibilitv

_rowing Eadv wave (see Lindzen

This is defined as #s!

Vaisalla frequency.
quantity

= 0.:}lf

is calculated

obtained

_

and Farrel).

instability

It is compared

and v i_ the horizontal

with the transient

ecidy kinetic energy (EKE=

time mean and prime, departures

therefrom.

is the

_.9",tJ:Hoskins and Valdes.

where f is the Corioiis parameter..%

on the 500 mb pressure surface lbr each climate

flux. (ff'_'_) at 850 mb and the transient
denotes

.\

?v

: is the "apwarci vertical coordinate

the mean flow and the transients.

overbar

of the basic state ,o i,arociinic

is :he Bryant

wind vector.

,_o provide

This

a link between

eddy meridionai

temperature

_( u'_ - ).':;I) at 250 rob. where

High pass eddy correlations

are

using a simple block filter as used by Hoskins et al (1989). High pass fields approximate

the variations

on time scales between one and six days.

The zonal mean energy budget is assessed by way of vertically
of moist static

energ3,'. (= cpT+

_ + Lq. hereaher

where a is the Earth's
T temperature.
and square

radius, o latitude,

_ geopotential./:

brackets denote

dry components,

fluxes

MSE}. which are _iven by

_- .0 ....

2'ac°s°
Lfl
°,°
.......g

inte.,4"rated cross.latitude

]

v (cpT + _ + Lq) dp]

(1)

c..,the specific heat capacit.v of dry air al constant

the latent heat of condensation,

q the specific humidity,

pressure.
p pressure

zonal mean. The integral is carried out on model levels and moist and

and transient

and time mean components

are ca.l(:ular.,;d sepaJ'ately

as well as the

t.ota.[ fluxes.
The analysis is based on 5 years of integration

of the model except for the Jurassic

which was

run for 8 years.

3

Present

Figure l(a)
maxima

shows the 500 mb Eady growth rate for the simulation

in this quantity

mid-latitudes
contrasts

delineate

off the eastern

in these areas.

The positions
vertical

Day Climate

the norti_ern hemisphere

Large values extend

of the mid-latitude

jets are also closely related

nicely,

The

with peaks at

the la_ud-sea temperature

to this quantity

It is also a measure of the static stability

disturbances

day c[iraate.

out over the oceans and back into the continents.

for the long t_il of large values back over the Asian continent.
of high frequency

storm tracks

coasts of the major land masses reiiecting

shea.r in the mid-troposphere.

propagation

of present

whero this quantity

as it reflects the
and this accounts

One might expect rapid growth and
is large.

i .=#

a

b

C

FigureI:Presentday climate.
(a)Eady growthrate.ContourseveryCl.l
days-i,valuesgreater
that0.6
days-I shaded.(b)850mb highpassr'_. Contoursevery5 K ms-L.values
greater
thanI0K ms -I shaded.
(c)250mb highpassEKE. Contoursevery20 m'_s
-2.values
greater
thml I0{I
m:_s
-2 shaded
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Figure2:Present
dayclimate.
Crosslatitude
northward
energyflux forla)tolaland(b, transient
component
of theflow.The heavysolid
Lineisthefluxof .MSE.Th__Lighter
solidlineisthe.'
fluxofdrystatic
ener_"
whilethedashedline
showsthefluxofLatent
heat(Lq).The dot-dashed
line
showsmi_sflux.
forwhicl_
the
ordinates
shouldbe re-interpreted
asrepresenting
unitsof 109Kg s-I

Figure1(b)shows the 850 mb high passP'_. a me_ure of the intensity
of growingbaroclinic
disturbances.
Ma0dma in thisquantityarelocatedfairly
wellin the positions
ofmaximum

growth

ra_e. The maxima in high pass 250 mb EKE. shown in figurelic)are somewhat downstream.
as may be expected(seeHoskins (1983)).The locationand magnitude of tllese
featuresare in
excellent
agreement wizh observational
da_a as givenin (lioskins
et al.1089).
Figure2(_)shows the crosslatitudinal
fluxof MSF in petawat,
ts.There isa maximum

in _he

northernhemisphereof 7 PW. ra_hermore than hacfofwhich isdue to lhefluxofdry static
energy
(= %T + _, hereafter
DSE) and the restdue to moistureflux(Lq). The mass fluxisaCsonlotted
forcomparison as a dot-dashedline.This issimply the vertical
integral
of _;as in equation(i)
_nd reducesio spectra2noisein the to_alflux.The contribution
Horn cransienls
isshown in figure
2(b).Itisabou_ 3 PW

at40°N. ofwhich about two thirdsisdue to m(,islure
flux.Note thatthere

isa significant
equa_orwazdmass fluxby the _ransients
which iscompensated by a polewaxdflux
of mass by die mean flow.The generalform of thesefluxescompares w_dlwilh observations
(see
Michaud and Derome {1991))but _he to_a.l
fluxin the model isslightly
sr,
rongerand the transien_
fluxslightly
weaker,paxticularly
in the DSE componenl.
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4

The Last Glacial

The simulation
Primarily

sheets

21 thousand

according

over Canada

190 ppm. rather

_Fi_ure

:}lal! and the sea .-urface temperatures

to the CLIMAP

boundary

and Scandinavia.

conditions

before

appropriate

to the period.

in figure 3(c). which shows the 250 mb stream
East Pacific, upstream

of the Laurentide

appearing

of s_,a ice. The COo is set at

dab. and the Earth's

zone marked

orbital

parameters

Level circulation

is seen

Strong diffiuence in the jet is seen in the

ice sheet and the Atlantic

over the baroclinic

in three way's.

t figure 3(bi'_ have been

The impact on the upper
function.

present

i [9,',1i. with large (up to :] kmJ ice

and a oreatl.v in('reased extent

than the :]54 ppm used *.'orthe present

[_ave been _djusted

westerlies

years

of the last glacial ma.,dmum Uiffers [rom ti_e I)ies,,_n_day _imulation

the orograph_"

prescribed

Maximum:

jet has been split with stronger

by the sea ice edge and a second, weaker jet

core in the sub-tropics.
The greatly

enhanced

barodinicity

at the sea ice edge is revealed

rate in figure 4(a) which is much stronger
'

Atlantic.

This trend

and spreads further to the east, particularly

is closely followed

bv the 850 mb high pass --'z
v'T

in low level heat flux in the North Atlantic
22.6 K ms -l
displaced

in figure 4(c)is

considerably

at 55°N. almost

entirely

eastwards

da_" simulation.

storm tracks.
ascribe

of the disturbances.
glacial maximum,
the reduction

transporting

it

for both storm tracks.

sea ice edge and thence

is a spike of 9 PW

the Atlantic

jet.

of the

This feature

energy flux (figure 5(b)), whi_:h is ,_ctu_dly weaker than in the

This result appears

but it must relate

so one cannot

confined, although

energy fluxes. The most striking feature

zone just north of the Atlantic

hemisphere

and is more meridionally

due to the flux of DSE by the time mean flow. This is the latitude

is not seen at all in the transient

than

is now 35.9 K ms -L rather than the present day value of

weaker than for the present day simulation

Figure 5(a) shows the cross-latitude

4(b),

(figure 4(b))" the maximum

side of the ocean basin in both cases. The 250 mb high pass EKE shown

also shifted

is actual.ly somewhat

present

in the North

The heat flux is slightly weaker in the Pacific storm track but the maximum has been

to the eastern

baroclinic

1)_.the 500 mb Eady growth

to a degree

to be in conflict with the: impression

of compensation

gjivep, by figure

between the re.,,poases of the two northern

Note. however, that the mass flux is still almost identical in the two cases,

the difference

in transient

energy flux to a (:hangs: in the average

Both moist and dry components
by roughly

the same proportion:

in the DSE flux.

'this is

drier ahr in a cooler climate.

ot"the transient

the reduction

consistent

strength

flux are reduced for the Last

in the moist component

with the idea of equally

vigourous

is greater
svstems

7?

b

Figure 3: L_t

glacial maxinmm.

(a) Orography.

Contours every 500 m. (b) Surface air temperature.

Contours every 4 K. (c) 250 mb stream function. Contours every 10r m2s - L

.8

a

b

Figure 4: As figure 1 but for the last glacial maximum.
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Figure .5: A.s figure 2 but for the last gtacia.tmaximum.
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The

Jurassic

In this section
positions,

Climate:

150 million

years

before

we present a simulation of the climate at a time when the continents

and the CO2 was 1120 ppm. Fi_o'ure6(a) shows the orography, deduced

cal data (see VaJdes and Sellwood.

are prescribed from a simple cosine-of-latitucie

from zonal symmetry

come from the arrangements

of _he continents.

winter, the northern continents cool restfiting in a relatively
clinic zone. which is closely delineated
high latitude

baroclinic zone e_sts

from the geologi-

In the northern

low latitude,

in the large western ocean
in this simulation

hemisphere

zonally orientated

(Panthala_sa).
axe sign.ificantty

The $50 mb total _

baro-

A .second.

The characteristic
slower than for the

The time filter deta_led ill section 2 is therefore inappropriate

we shall simply present the total transients.

The sea

a._.',umption, so aLl departures

by the 500 mb Eady growth rate I figure 7(_)).

phase speeds of the baroclinic disturbances
day simulation.

were in different

199:2) and figure 6( b', shows the surface air tempera.ture.

surface temperatures

present

present

and instead

(figure 7(b)) shows clear relation

to the pattern of the 500 mb growth rate. The strongest m_x.imum is cent, red in the paleo Atlantic
slightly down stream of the growth rate ma.xJmum. 1'here is another maximum
sub-zero

re,on

the northern
these patterns,
results.

of the northernmost
Panthalassa

Ocean.

while the magnitudes

tEurosian)

on the edge of the

conlinent and a broad region of larger va.lues in

The 250 mb total EKE (figure 7(c)1 _d._o broadly
shouid obviously not be directly compared

conforms

to

with the high pass

The most strikin_ feature of the cro._s latitude energy budge1 (figure 8) is the massive cancellation

of the dry and moist transports

in a considerably

enhanced

meridional

circulation

of the

__,3
0

8C

b

Figure6: As figure
3 (a)and (b)butfortheJurassic.
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Figure

7: as figures 1 and 4 but for the Jurassic.

tha_l high pass, and the shading

for the EKE

Also note that in this c;ts,, eddy correlations
is now just

for values higher

thaa

160

'

m'S-'.

_tre total ral her
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1.

Introduction

An aspect of the climate change
problem that is also important to our
understanding
of the 8eneral circulationis the
relative roles and interactions between
baroclinic-acaletransienteddies and the larger
scale, lower frequencyvariabilityof the flow in
midlatitudes. A question may be raised as to
how a reduced (or enhanced) level of highfrequencyIransienteddy activity may infltlence
the characterof the large-scale flow. If the
Wansiem eddies play an iml,xtant role in
determiningthe large-scaleflow immm in the
auncsphere, then we might expect a profound
impact from a changed _vel of high fi'eqeency
wan_ent eddy activity on the krge-scale flow.
For example, in a recent paper, Held (1993)
discusses potable influences of al_c
dynamics in a changing climate including
possible comequences to mmient eddies and
theirsubsequentfcodbackon the_.
An opp3rtemtyto addressthis question
is presented by the intercompmisonof two
general circulation
models,thed/ffenmces
in
whose fmmulations lie l_imadly in their
physical param_'ons.
We will compare
Northern Hemisphere (NH) conditions for
perpetualJanuarysimulatiom each 1200 days
long of two versions of the NCAR Community
Climate Model, designatedCCM0 and CCMI.

Both models are run at RI5 resolution with
identical fixed boundaryconditions. CCM1 was
designedto be warmerthanCCM0 in the winter
hemisphe_ in order to overcome CCM0's
syslemal_._ly too cold winter polar latitudes.
We focus on the dynamicalimplicationsof the
wanner verses colderclimates of the modelsand
aaempt, as a consequence, to provide some
insight into potable sowr.es of the well known
deficiencies in the grid point height varianceof
CCMI. We find that a large portion of this
climatic _
in CCM1 appearsto be connected
to the generally weaker level of baroctinic
instabilityin thatmodel.
It is well known that CCMI exhibits
weaker 500 mb grid point height variance
compared to obsm_ations or compared to
CCM0, particularlyin sterm track regions and
over the emtml midlafitudeoceans. The latter
a_e regi3m which could be characterizedas the
ends of the strum wacks over the respective
midlatitude w,eam, and which in observmions
are regionsof _t
anomal/_like blocking.
These reSk_ of weaker variance are 20% to
25% lower overtheNorthPacific and25% to
35% lower over the Atlanticin CCMI compared
to CCM0. The question Irises as to why there
shouldbe inch a differencebetween the models,
and _y
whether there is a scale
dependenceto the differencesin the variance.
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2.

SpeclralAnalym

twomodels.Thevmancespectra
arepresented
as eastward Iraveling, westward traveling _nd
slarding variance.

We usea_i_i_
developed by Hayasb/(1982) IOcompmrethe
specu'al d/s_ufim
and pm/fiouing of the

2.1

_

'1_ emmmd and _
u.aveling
vacate f=rCCIVlO
i CCMI in the two chosen
lmimdezoees arepreseau_dinFigs. I and2
respectively. In middlelal/mdes,the
inUmned/a_._e eastwardtmvelin8 variancein
CCM0 _
dmnagcally fromsulm_ical

in the mo umde_ in mdm'to dm_ the
in their variance clinuuololies,
Specua are presentedfor Nil Januaryconditions
with/n 2 latitlxlezones, a middle lalitude zone
(42_N-._S_T),
and a h/gh lalimde zone (_6°N.
69°N) for pm'pmxml
JanuaryimuJabotmof the

Travelingv_,'/ance
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W'_b the muchweakereastward

su88emdueweakerbarocSJ_inmldl_leads

traveling, high-_,
bamclim'c-scale
variance m CC_I compaml to LX_0, it is

to the weakerbigh-bequency transiem
eddies.
The lower level of bamclim'c ith-'tabil_ in

CCMI _
weaker _d less _
_
_cks ovw IxxhNI.I n_x_
¢x_ns in _
of hilb Item filtered Ipid point Imightvatimce

_diad_vmk_.x_ezo_l_wind.

com_onde_
betwem the diHedn8 kvels of
hilghires filtmai eddy nm height md dte local
mb me_/imal mnl_raum smdiem. This

Forthemndinscompom_ ofthe
_
(F_8._), the motk_ exJu'bit
comparable
values /nthem/ddleladmdezone. Averaged

immestingm exandmethe diffmmcmin the
mmmtracksbetweenthetwomodels.I- _

(not shown).

Fm_,

there is a close

CCMI_mpmxlmCCMO
is alsomfl_l in
d_ zmudmmm
medmou_
umpermresradients
2.2

Standingvariance
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landing power m high

conparedmmiddleLmiU_andtwiceas strong
CCMI.

To a certain exit,
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of the models _cs
varianceresults.

F.OFmudnisof bothmodels. In an
I_dy, HIsea and Sum (1992)showed
a_
_mre _ts m _ sure
of
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CCM0 defined
by theleading
twoeigenvectors
oftheCCM0 500mb eddyheight
covariance
matrix. Since a realEOFanalysissuch as theirs
seeks to represent the variance as a linear
combinationof standingmodes, the slructurein
the phase s_ce of the leading eigenvectors
implies a slrong standing fluctuation in the
model withcertain
preferred
configuralions,
Given the weakerstanding varianceat higher
latitudes diagnosed in the power spectral
analysis of CCM1, it is int_sting _ performa
similar EOF analysis
withtheCCMI January
dacaset. As shownin Fig. 4, CCM0exhibits a
bimodal structure while CCMI is slr_ngly
unimo-lal.[The CCM! eigenvectors
are
different
thantheCCM0 eigenv_cmrs
butthe
someresult
isobtained
fftheCCMI height
grids
are pmje¢tedontotim CCM0 eigenve_,ms.] Tim
more homogeneous
mruclmein CCMI's phase
space as defined by the leading EOFs is
coasist_t
withthe weakerslmding varianceand
absence of large-scale flow _-'gimesnoted in
CCMI SH simulalionsby _
el al. (1991).

weakness
m theCCMI standing
variance
might
be linkedto therelative
weaknessin the
baroclmic waves, which in turn results fi'om
weaker baroclimc instability in CCMI.
A
sufficient level of baroclmic eddy ac_vity may
be needed to induce the flow regimes. This
speculation is consistent theories which imply a
stronginteraction
betweenbarocl/nic
eddy
activity and large-scale flow regimes (e.g.,
Reinhold et al., 1993; Pandolfo and Sutera,
1993).
The well known weak level of grid
point height variance in CCM1 may now be
linkedto bothtooweak eastwm'd Iravelmg
baroclinic-scale
transient
eddies
andmo weak
standing
variance.
The formerappears
tobe
dynamicallylinkedto the baroclinicinstabilityin
the model. Whethera causalconnection
canbe
establishedbetweenllusaspectandthedynamics
of the planelary-scale flow is the subject of
ongoing resean:h.
4.

3.
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SummaryandDiscussion

The Northern I-le_
climates
flora _
January simulalions of two
GCMs were compared. One model (CCMI)
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The warmer model (CCMI) exhibits a
much lower level of ¢_lstwatd propagating
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middle and particularly higher
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1. INTRODUCTION

behavior of this dynamical system is determined by

Spectral analysis of the transient geopotential
variance of the midlatitude at.mosphere reveals a
sharp peak in the wavenumber-period spectra concentrated at large scales (zonal wave numbers m < 6) and
low-frequencies (periods T > 10 days (Blackmon,
1976; Hayashi and Golder, 1977; Fraedrich and
Bottger, 1978; Schafer, 1979; Hansen et al., 1989)).
This is surprising because conventional baroclinic
instability calculations (Gall et al., 1979), predict a
broad maximum of the variance at synoptic scale
(8 < m < 12) with associated period of a few days.

the fact that it is governed by a normal dynamical
operator. In such a normal system the magnitude of
the response of each normal mode is inversely pro-

The structure of the dominant waves responsihie for this low frequency variability is most clearly
discerned through analysis of the zonal wavenumber 5
eastward propagating wave with a period of approximately 10 days which is persistently present in the
southern hemisphere during summer
(Salby, 1982;
Schocberl and Krueger, 1983; Randel and Stanford,
1985). Observation of these waves reveal a regular
eastward phase progression with amplitude fluctuating episodically over time spans of approximately 2
days (Salby, 1982; Randel and Stanford, 1985). Energetic analysis confirms active baroclinic conversions
during these periods (Randel and Stanford, 1985).
Consequently, a theory accounting for these sharp
peaks in the power spectrum and the wavelike eastward phase progression must also account for the
rapidity of growth and the episodic nature of the
amplitude time series,

maintained variance in this non-normal system is not
detemtined by a balance between the energy input by
stochastic forcing and the energy lost to dissipation,
as is the case in familiar normal systems, but rather
the primary balance is between dissipation and energy
transferred from the mean flow by the perturbations
with the energy input by the stochastic forcing playing a relatively minor role. This additional source of
energy from the mean to the perturbation field leads
to greatly increased variance over what would have
been anticipated from the modal dissipation alone. It
was found using these methods that background forcing at a level of 0.1 Wm"2is capable of maintaining
the observed transient energy of the midlatitude atmosphere and of producing the observed transient heat
flux (Fan'ell and Ioannou, 1993b, Fib).
In this work we first review the method for
calcu:ating the maintained variance and associated

Egger and Shilling (1983) proposed that the
observed variance at low frequencies and large scales
is the response of the atmosphere at these large scales
to stochastic forcing at smaller scales. In their study
they employed an equivalent barotropic model of the
atmosphere with a constant zonal flow. Such a flow
possesses a countable infinity of modes with an accumulation point at zero doppler shifted frequency
(Kasahara, 1980). To obtain the observed response at
large scales Egger and Schilling (1983) also assumed
the forcing spectrum to be spatially red. The

fluxes and then discuss some results pertaining to the
interpretation of the EOF's which arise from the stochastic dynamics of non-normal dynamical systems.
Next, we will present results from the stochastic
excitation of a baroclinic midlatitude jet with realistic
zonal velocity and static stability. The stochastic
forcing will be taken white in order to facilitate investigarion of the spectral properties of the variance as
determined by the non-normal dynamics.

portional to its rate of dissipation, and the dominant
spectral component is the least damped mode, when
weighting by the spectral power of the forcing at each
modal frequency is allowed for.
The theory of stochastic dynamics as it applies
to the atmosphere has recently been developed taking
into account the pivotal non-normality of the underlying dynamics (Farrell and Ioannou, 1993a, Fin). The
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2. STOCHASTIC
WAVES
a. Formulation

DYNAMICS

OF BAROCLINIC

of the stochastic

equations

and

their solution
Consider stochastic excitation of perturbations
on a zonal baroclinic flow. Harmonic geopotential
height perturbations with zonal wavenumber k and
meridional wavenumber I in a 13 - plane channel obey
the linearized quasi-geostrophic potemial vorticity

We transform _11 into generalized velocity
variables u = M" o
In these generalized velocity
x'anables the stochastically forced perturbation potential vorticitv equation takes the form:
du,
dt

<_,(t)
_ B 0 ,

(1)

where
B =

' I
e_'"_ I.A-z (-ikU-R)
"_:

I <
A - ik A-t Qy j _

-

m+
a2
_

S:

-

_dS J"_ '

,

-

1 [/1 dl_
_" t_" _
-1

(9)

where < • > denotes the ensemble average. Note that
the stochastic forcing excites independently and with
equal unit magnitude each spatial forcing distribution

<E'>
-'- limt...,, <u,(t)u,(t)>
exists.
< Et> = <u,'( t ) u,( t ) >.

(4)

and the stability parameter is defined as

S i

.

(3)

AYf

daU
+ 2S..__
uzU - _

= 8,jS(t-t')

as specified by the columns _> of the matrix F,,. We
want to determine the evolution of the variance sustained by (8), which in physical variables is the
ensemble
averaged
'energy
density

Here U is the mean zonal wind, _ the square ratio of
the Coriolis parameter to the Brunt-Vaisala frequency,
a the total wavenumber, and R a linear potential vet.
ticity damping coefficient. The mean potential vorticity gradient is given by
Qy =

_'(t'')>

(2)

with

a --- _d2

(8')

where A = M"B M.... and ,_ is the random forcing
assumed to be a 5-correlated Gaussian white-noise
process with zero mean. and with variance:

equation:
dO
dt

- A,)uj + F_:_j ,

and

when this limit
its
limit

Note that the operator A is in general nonnormal i.e. A* A ) A A" ( . denotes the hermitian
transpose) so that the eigenvectors of A are not necessadly orthogonal and transient growth that is not
associated with modal instability is possible. If A
were normal, as is the case in the absence of basic
state
transformation
into normal
le_ds shear,
to the result
that the total
variance coordinates
is the sum
of the variance arising independently in each of the

.

(5)

The operator &-l is rendered unique by incorporation
of the usual boundary conditions at tht ground arising
from the vertical velocity arising from
Ekman
pumping associated with a coefficient of vertical
diffusion v. The boundary condition at the top of the
atmosphere is taken to be vanishing vertical velocity
at ¢ scaleheights. A realistic stratification and zonal
wind distribution is included (see Ha for details).
Using the finite difference approximation of (1)
we reduce the continuous dynamical system to a finite
dynamical system,
As a perturbation measure we take the energy
density

Uhlenbeck, 1945). Due to energy exchange with the
normal non-normal
mean,
coordinates dynamical
forced independently
systems do(Wang
not allow
and
such a straightforward characterization, and a generalized calculus for determining the evolution of the
ensemble average variance for non-normal systems
has only recently been developed (Farrell and loannou, 1992 (FIa)).
The random response, u, is linearly dependent
on _ and consequently is also Gaussian distributed.
Therefore the statististics of the response of the
dynamical system are fully characterized by the first
two moments. The first moment vanishes for large
times if A is asymptotically stable. The expression
for the second moment, the ensemble average energy
density, can be reduced to:
<Et> = <u(t)i' u(t)i> = Trace( F' Kt F ) , (10)

E t - 0* M O

(6)

in whichmetric
_" isis the
hermitian
transpose
energy
given
for a grid
of widthof8 0by:and the
8
M = --_- ( ETaE -

cdP ) ,

(7)

with l_._¢...discretized d/dz operator, Pij m Pi 8ij ,
Eij m -_Pi[i 8ij, and Pi the mean density at the i-th
grid.

where
IP = __teA. (_) eA(t_

ds .

(1 1)

When A isasymptotically
stable
itcanbe shown (see
to FIa ) that
Kt = K" - eA+' K" eAt ,

(12)

and that the asymptotic value can be determined by
solving the Liapunov equation:
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A_'K'+K'A

= -I

.

(13)

Note that when A is not asymptotically stable B"
diverges, according to the linear dynamics, but that
the time development of ,,ariance can still be obtained
by direct numerical integration of a time dependent
version of the Liapunov equation (see Fla). Note also
that with an orthogonal set of forcing functions such
that F F" = I. the expression for the energy density
simplifie_ to <E'> = Trace (K') and the variance is
independent of the specific forcing distribution,
It is also useful to determine the ensemble
average correlation matrix of the response
C,_= <u(t)i u(t)j >. It can be shown that the correlation matrix for unit.ay forcing takes the form:
C' =

eA<'-_)eA.(t_' ds ,

C" - lira,_.,

It

e _<t-, e*:"-') ds .

(18)

Note that due to the non-normalit.,, of A the eigenfunctions of {18) do not coincide with the eigenfunctions of the dynamical operator A. Only for normal
dynamical operators, for which A and A" commute.
do the eigenfunctions of (18) coincide with the modes
of the system.
Eigeanalysis of K'. on the other hand, allows
ordering of the forcing distributions according to
their contribution to the variance of the statistically
steady state. This follows fi'om (I0) and the observation that the eigenvalues of K'= are stationary values
of the Rayleigh-Ritz quotient:
I If] = f' K" f
f,-f

(19)

(14)
Consequently, the forcings, f('). obtained from
eigenanalysis of

which satisfies
C'=C"

- eA'C'e

A'' ,

(15)

and that the asymptotic correlation mamx is determined by solving the Liapunovequation:
A C" +C" A. - -I .
(16)
which differs from (I 3) when A is non-normal.
b, Dynamical interpretation of the EOF's and
determination of the opt/real stochastic forcings

K" i lira,..,

eA (,-s) eA(,-s) ds

(20)

can be ordered according to their relative contribution to the stochastically maintained variance, The
optimal stochastic excitation consists of the eigenfunction correspondingto the largest eigenvalue of
(20). Note once again that because of the nonnormality of A the eigenfunctions of A, K", and C =
do not coincide. In FIa examples of the differences in
these structuresare given,

We showed in the previous section that the
ensemble average energy density for a full rank unitar),
forcing
disuibudon
canbederived
either
fromK L
or equivalently
from the traceof thecorrelation
matrixC'.BothK' andC' areby construction
positive
definite Hermitianforms with positive real eigenvalues associated
with mutually
orthogonal
eigenvectors. Each eigenvalue equals the variance accounted
for by the panem of its correspondingeigenvector
andthepattern
that
corresponds
tothelargest
eigenvaluecontributes most to the variance.The decom-

According to the theory presented here
eigenanalysisof (18) is expected to yield the observed
EOF'sifA istakentocorrespond
tothelinearized
operator
ofanobserved
atmospheric
state.

positionof the correlationmatrix into its orthogonal
components
is calledtheEOFdecomposition.

wherethe frequencyresponse

The EOF decomposition
of C" determines
the
structuresthat contributemostto the ensembleaverage varianceof the statisticallysteadystate. These
are the primary response
structures
of the dynamical
system. They am determined by solving the eigenvalueproblem:

F(c0)= Trace(R+(oa) R(co)) ,
followsfromthe re,solvent

C'u¢i)
= X(i)u
¢i),

(17)

in whichthevariance
accounted
by thestructure
u(i)
isgivenby X<°.
The EOF's can be interpreted
dynamically
usingthestochastic
theory
developed
herethusproviding a link between
observedatmospheric
statistics
anddynamicaltheory.The leadingEOF canbe determined asthe eigenfunction
corresponding
to the maximum eigenvalue
oftheoperator:

c.. Determination of the power spectrum of the
nmintslned
variance
Fouriertransformationof (8) readily yields that
< E" > -

I
2

f= F(¢_)dco,

(21)

(22)

R(oa) = (icoI - A)-L
(23)
Note that the energy response function F(¢o)can not
be simply
characterized
asa summation
oftheconu'ibutions
fromthepoles
oftheresolvent
asitwouldbe
iftheoperator
werenormal.
To estimate
therangeof
values
attained
by (23)consider
theinequality
(Kato,
1966):
I
I
_;IIR((o)II_;_
(,24)
dist(ko,A(A))
dist(im,F(A))
wherethe right inequalityis valid for i co notin the
closureof F(A) andthe left inequalityfor i oa not
in A(A)whereA(A) isthespectrum
setofA, and
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dist denotes the distance function of a point from a
set, We denote by FIA) the numerical range of A
i.e. the set of ',alues u" A u for I lul 1=1. It can be

generalized ,,elocities determines the heat flux and. in
particular, the diagonal elements of H_ give the height
distribution of the heat flux..An example of the dis-

1 (A + A" /
the largest eigenvalue of "3"
provides a bound on the instantaneous rate of growth

tribution of the ensemble a,,era_e heat flux _s shown
In Fig. 1,

of perturbations and that this bound coinciders with
the supremum of Re I F(AI ). Consequently. a non-

e. On the assumption of asymptotic stability of the
dynamical operator

normal operator will exhibit transient growth whet:ever A + A" has a positive eigenvalue.
This can
happen even if all the eigenvalues of A have negative
real part. For a normal operator the numerical range
F (A) is the convex hull of A(A) and consequently the
inequalities in (24) become equalities signifying that
the system
response at a given frequency co is
characterized solely by the proximity of ice to the
spectrum of the operator A. However. (24.) indicates
that for a non-normal operator the norm of the resolvent may be h'u-ge even if i ¢o is far from the spectrum, rendering the familiar estimate of the response
by the distance from the contour i_ to the poles
inadequate.
For further discussion of these points
refer to Fan'ell and loannou (1993c) and Reddy et al.
(1993).

In the formulation we have presented it Is not

shown

that

d. Determination
fluxes

of the ensemble

average

heat

The ensemble average heat flux can be shown
(see Fib) to be proportional to the trace of the matrix:
Ht -'- _k

Im IET

M-tc2CtM-,C2 E+ 1 ,

(25)

where C t is the correlation matrix given in (14).

k- o.sm. t-_. s - o.2s._ - o.m,t,v- 20
E_=02 Win4
1 : HEAT
gl.UXin10,1Wm-a
2:, E_,,n na s-z

1O0
200
aoo

state of the atmosphere as it is maintained against dissipation by the mean forcing (including both external
and internally generated Reynolds stressesl is asymptoticaUy stable i.e. all the eigenvalues of A have
negative real parts. Under this assumption the
asymptotic values of the ensemble average energy and
heat flux exist and can be readily evaluated from the
Liapunov equations presented in the previous section.
This
fundamental
underlying
assumption
should be contrasted with the alternative view tt'tat
the mean atmospheric state is unstable and coherent
unstable waves dominate the variance. In the theory
presented here the dynamics are assumed stable and
the energetics and fluxes are controlled by the nonnormality of the dynamical operator. From this perspective the atmospheric variance results from stochastic amplification of the background stochastic
forcing rather than from equilibration of unstable
modes.
The appropriate choice of dissipation parameters for representative eddy scales in the atmosphere
and for a typical jet with a maximum velocity of
4.5 ms -_ are coefficients
of vertical
diffusion
v>5 m2 s-_ and coefficients of linear potential damping R<0.01, corresponding to e-folding times smaller
than 11 clays. These render the operator A asymptotitally stable. The most crucial parameter for asymptotic stability of the dynarnical operator turns out to
be the linear
potential
vorticity
damping,R, which
models the disruption
of motion due to nonlinear
scattering
and shouldbe viewedas an eddy viscosity

4o0
,_ see
- 60o
*"

(Salmon, 1980; Vallis, 1985). To obtain an upper
bound on the eddy viscosity note that the observed
decorrelation time for atmospheric motions is 7 days

_
_

coo
700 '
91)o
_°°°.s

necessary
a statistically
stead,,' that
statethe exists.
However, itthatis reasonable
to assume
mean

"_

(Leith, 1973), implying R=O.016. For a lower bound
note that the radiative relaxation time is approximately 20 days. In most of the calculations we take

3e ,to _

an e-folding time between T days and 11 days.

Ekman Layer
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Fig. 1: The distribution with height of the ensemble
average energy and heat flux for global zonal
wavenumber 5 waves (k---0.821 and /=1). The dissipation parameters are chosen to be v=10 m2s-t and
R=O.014. The stochastic forcing is 0.2 Wrn "2.
It is worth noting that the correlation

matrix of the
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3, THE SPECTRC.%I OF TH]E RESPONSE
STOCHASTIC FORCING

TO

We consider a baroclinic atmosphere and large
scale v,aves with mendi)nal wavenumber 1=1 (for
the dimensional equivalent see Fta), Note that the
meridional confinement _mplied by l=l is consistent
with the atmospheric state given by Salby (1982)
(using the correspondence between the separable and
non-s_parable problem
established bv loannou and
Lindzen (1986)),
"
k-0.821

;-I.s-O.2S,
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chastically maintained in a s)ate of near neutrality
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Fig, 2: The frequency
response
(incyclesperday)of
the maintainedvariancefor zonal wavenumber 5
(k=0.821),
l=l. The vertical
diffusion
coefficient
has
beenchosentobe v-20 mZs-_,and thee-folding
time
forthe linear
damping to be 8 days(R--O.014).
The distribution
of the maintained
variance for

Fig. 3: The variance as a function of period (in
days)and zonalwavenumber forI=I. The vertical
diffusioncoefficient
has been chosen
to be
v=20 mZs"_.and the e-folding
time for the linear
dampingtobe 8 days(R=O.014).
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zonal wavenumber 5 as a function
of frequency
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shown in Fig.2. This graph shows thatthe pronounced response
withan approximateI0day period
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Fig. 4: The ensemble average energy and heat flux
as a function of zonal wavenum_r for /=1. The
vertical diffusion coefficient has been chosen to be
v=20 m2s-_, and the e-folding time for the linear
damping tobe 8 days (R=O.014);
thedottedcurves
areforlinear
damping of 7 clays
(R=O.016).

Dimensional values of ensemble average
energy and associa:ed heat flux as a function of
zonalwavenumber areshown inFig.4 forstochastic
forcingof l Win-2 ',for
the dimensionalforms of
these quantities refer _oFib).The maximum response
isconcentrated
betweenzonalwavenumbers5 and 6
(note also the reduction of the variance and the fluxes
as dissipation
inc_,.ases).
The factthatthe atmosphere often exhibitsenhanced varianceat these
scalessuggestsfurther
thatthe atmosphereissto-

i

"....

_,

function

of period and zonal wawnuml_r is shown in Fig. 3.
Comparison with obs_,'vations (i.e. Hansen et al.,
1989) reveals that the derived spectra are in remarkable agreement with observations.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
"_,'ehave shown that stochastic excitation of a
stable baroclinic model of the atmosphere results in a
spectrum of variance remarkably close to that
observed. The dominance of zonal wavenumber 5 in
observed spectra suggests that the atmosphere is
equilibrated to a state of near neutrality in which a
balance has been achieved between the stochastically
determined mean flow tendencies and the large scale
thermal forcing.
One impLicationof this work for GCM's is that
the models must be sufficiently resolved so as to
include the small scale waves required to stochastically force the large scales. In such a circumstance
the stochastically maintained mean ._tateof the GCM
can be expected to be subcritical.
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1. Introduction
A large
partofthe globalclimate
variability
isattributed
tovanauonsoftheIndianMonsoon andof
E1Nifio/Southern Oscillation (e.g. PHILANDER, 1990). Facing the recent violent voicamc eruption of Mount
Pinatubo in June 1991, and searching for the climate signal of the increasedgreenhouse effect, the climate tmpact
of volcanic aerosols becomes more and more interesung.
The explosivity and chemical properties of volcanic ejecuons play an tmportant' rote for the variability of
climate in time scales between one month and some seasons. However. not only the eruption height is of importance, but also the total mass of aerosol-building-gases

passing the tropopause. The stratospheric aerosol has res-

idence times of a few years and thus stratospheric volcanic aerosol may influence the global climate i',-,ryears. All
parameters commonly used to measure the strength of eruptions have their specific deficiencies. Especially they
do not give an objective measure of the $O 2 content of the eje,cta, the most tmponant parameter for the potential

eruption.

climate effectiveness of an

The volcanic aerosol perturbation leads to a combination of short, and longwave radiation effects due to
scattering of shortwave and

absorptionof

longwave radiation at the volcanic aerosol in the stratosphere. This

forces regional and seasonal changes of the mendional temperature gradient in the su'atosphere. The wintertime
stratospheric circulation strengthens during penods with high aerosol concenwat/on m.the tropical slratosphere.
The stratosphe_c circulation has a su'ong annual cycle. Stratospheric meridional tracer transport between
tropics and exwatropics mainly takes place during the rearrangement of the seasonal circulation types. This rood.
ulates the volcamc aerosol distribution as a function of the latitude of the volcano and the eruption date.
During E1 Ni_o episodes the strong ocean-atmosphere,interaction suppresses the upwellmg of cold and
nutrient water in the eastern Pacific. The Walker circulation cell shifts zonally, obta/n/ng an ascending branch
over the cenwal Pacific region. The strong latent heat release in the ascending Walker cell branch intensifies the
merid/onal poleward energy transport of heat and momentum. The cyclone activities in freddie and higher latitudes are modulated via an strengthened Hadley circulation. The strong Aleutian Low during El Nifio winters
certainly plays an important role for the change of the tropospheric circulation pattern, but it may weaken the
wintertime stratospheric polar vortex (LABI'TZKE/LOON, 1989).
Thus the strength of the stratospheric vortex can be ci/ffcrently influenced by both factors (volcaaic aerosol
and El Nifio). Linear theory of atmospheric mean flow/wave interact/on suggests that a strong polar vortex

_q

.Vorthern
hem_phencresponse
tola_evolcanic
erupnons
inrelation
toElNi_o.w,rnter
case
studies.
Ingo Kirchner, Max.Planck.lnstatut Hamourg
reflects the vertically propagaung energy of tropospheric planetar2,,'waves back to the troposphere and thus alters
the standing wave pattern in the troposphere IGELLER./ALBERT.

1980).

Since potential volcamc and El Nifio effects often coincided during the last century, (GRAF, 1986) (e.g. El
Chachon in April 1992 and strong E1 Niflo 1982/83). and the observauonal basis is only small for such rare events
like violent volcamc eruptions, it is difficult to select the different effects of volcanos and El Nifio in climate vat.
lability, and to delimit these changes from those of other climate forcing factors like e.g. _eertlaouse warming A
combinauon of observations and model studies may help overcoming these problems.

2. De,ta processing and experimental design
Not all important features of volcamc activity are measured over a time range long enough to apply stausucal techniques. Information on the eruption height (Volcanic Expllosivity Index > 3), the total aerosol loading
(Dust Veil Index >= 200), the geographical position and season of the eruption were therefore used to generate a
table of volcanic events with l'ugh climate perturbation potential. Only in few cases information about the sulphur
content are available. It is suggested that only in the first winter after a volcanic eruption in tropical regions and in
the second winter after a volcanic eruption m latitudes poleward of _" north or south, a volcanic signal may be
detectable.
The volcanic potential impact estimations and the El Niflo statistics since 1854, were used to separate all
years between 1854 and 1989 into four different classes. Following this classification, 62 periods without E1Nifio
or volcanic

perturbation
in northern

winter were selected. In 26 winter seasons El Ni_o exist, 23 periods with

high stratospheric aerosol loading potential occur and 25 periods with a combination of E! Niflo and volcanic
forcing were observed.
This volcano/E! Niflo classification was used as the basis for a superposed epoch analysis of the global data
set of the surface air temperature (JONES et al., 1986). At many grid points data exist only for the last few years.
This might (e.g. in case of any trends in the time-series) affect the results, and therefore it was used grid points
with less than 20 % of missing values.
The volcano/El Niflo superposed epoch analyse was compared with a polar vortex superposed epoch analyse. The selection into strong and weak vortex winter months is based on radiosonde observations of the 50 hPa
layer (LABITZKE, 1992) since 1957, as analysed in the EOF (Empirical Orthogonal Function) space (PERL.
1992; GRAF et el., 1993a).
In addition four perpetual January experiments corresponding to the four different volcano/El Niflo classes
were performed with the T21 version of the ECHAM2 (ROECKNER et al., 195.c CUBASCH ed., 1991). Since
the internal radiation scheme of the ECHAM2 climate model uses a climatologica ty prescribed aerosol distribution. an external 2D-radiation-anrosol transport model (SCHULT, 1991) was used to calculate the aerosol effects
explicitly. The computedheating razesin the lower stratosphereandthe shortwaveradiation effectat the top of
the atmospherefor Januarywereinsertedinto the climatemodel (GRAF et al. 1993b).
All experimentswere integratedover60 Januanes.Thereferenceexperiment(CTRL) runswith climazo-

Xorthtrn htmispher_c responst to large volcanH ¢ruprion_in re_ion to El Ni$o . winter case studies.
Into Kirc/m_r, Max.Planck.lnsntut Hamburg
logzcaily prescribed sea surface temperature and without addluonal aerosol effects. In the volcano case experiment (PEILM3)the boundary condiuons are the same as m the control case. External heaung rate anomalies were
added in the upper six model levels and the shortwave raaiauon reduction effect was simulated with the reducuon
of the solar radiation at the top of the model atmosphere according _,, the external 2D-calculations. For the
El Nifio experiment iSST2) the sea surface temperature anomalies in the area between 25"N and 25'S. as
observed in January.1983, were added to the climatological mean sea surface temperature. In the fourth experiment fPERM6) the El Nifio experiment bound_

conditions were combined with the heaung rates and the short-

wave radiation reduction corresponding to the volcano expenment.
The applied statistical methods to analyse the GCM experiment data are a combinaUon of the local t-test
statistics and signal detection methods based on EOFs (]-[ASSELMANN, 1991; SANTER et al., 1993). The average signal _¢ was calculated as an overlay of a small set of EOF.patterns weighted with the mean ampLitudeof
the corresponding principal components.
The simulated response was compared with observed winter mean geopotential height anomalies of the
500 hPa layer fol|owing NMC (National Meteorological Centre of the U,S. Weather Service) analysis, transformed to a 5 * 5"grid in Hamburg. In order to compare the simulated temperature response the Microwave
Sounding Unit (MSU) data set (SPENCER/CHRISTY. 1991) was used. It was suggest that this data set is better
comparable with the simulated temperature response in the lower troposphere than are the near surface temperature anomaly data because (1) mainly large scale dynanuc processes being responsible for the anomaly patterns
in the lower troposphere and (2) the swong local influences of the ciimatologicaUy prescribed sea surface temper.
azure in higher regions overlaying the patterns.

3, Results
The volcano/El Niflo superposed epoch analyse shows similar anomaly patterns of the near surface temperamre, especially concerning the warming over Eurasiaand North America and the cooling in the Greenland
region, than an independent analysis (ROBOCK/MAO, 1992) of the same data set but for the 12 strongest eruptions and with an regressive elimin_on of the E1Niflo effect. The area covered by data is very small because
those areas with very swong amplitudes are considered.
The difference between il_ surface ah"temperature anomaly patumm of winter months with a strong and
with a weak vortex clearly indicates the association between the su'ength of the polar vortex and volcanically
forced anomalies. Positive winumm_ tempermureanomalies over northernEurasia are a feature of winters with
strong su'atospheric vortex and also of winters with high su'atosphenc aerosolperturbation potential.
The principal component analyse of the simulated response shows tha_ the volcanic signal is less su'ong
than the El Nii_osignal in the troposphere. The opposite holds for the su'at_"sphericresponse.
In the stratospherethe simulatedtemperatureresponseof r_e volcanicallyforceclpenurbax/onis aboutten
times the amplitudeof the El Niflo experiment(SST2). It becomesevidentthatvolcanic forcing leadsto the
expectedwarm/ngof the tropicalsu'atosphere,
while tt coolsthe su'azosphere
in northpolar latitudes.This cooling

Northern httn_pturrtc response to larg¢ volcamc ¢ruptWns Otrthmon to El NMo . winter case studies.
/agoKirchner. ._fax.Planck.lnsnrutHamburg
tslarger
thantheaerosol
heaungandcompensates
theposmve Iongwaveradtauon
effect
nearthepol.Incontrast
tothevolcanic
response
thewarm $ST oftheElNifio
caseleads
toa 'zonally
symmemc cooling
ofthetropical
stratosphere
andtotheformauonofa wavenumberonepattern
tnhigherlatitudes
witha wamung overthenorthernPacific
andcooling
overtheNorthAtlantic.
Thisism accordance
w'tth
observauons
tLABITZKE/LOON.
1989).
A strong
maximum ofthevolcamcresponse
ofthe50baUa
zonalwindisobserved
overtheNorthAtlanuc.
anda secondary
maximum xsovertheBeringStrait.
IntheEl Niflo
casethestrongest
signal
inthezonalwind
field
ofthe50hPalayer
occursoverthePacific.
Itconslsts
ofnegative
anomalies
intheTropics.
positive
onesin
theSubtropics,
anda weakpolar
vortex
inhighnorthern
lautudes.
Inthecombinedexperiment
(PERM6) thepositive
anomalies
areshifted
somewhattothesouthascomparedtothevolcanoexperiment
(PERM3).
The stratospheric
signal,
whichisstrong
inthevolcano
case.
becomesweakerinthetroposphere
incompar.
isontotheElNifio
response
inthezonal
windfield.
Inthe200hPalevel
thevolcanosignal
inthezonalwind field
isrestricted
totheNorthAtlantic.
IntheElNiflo
caseinthetropical
uppertroposphere
.easterly
anomalies
dominateoverthePacific
andwesterlies
arefoundfromtheAtlantic
crossing
AfricatotheIndian
Ocean.Westerly
anomalies
occurinthePacific
subtropics.
Inthecombinedexperiment
theEl Nifio
response
dominates
thezonal
windfield.
The simulated
volcano
signal
ofthegeopotential
field
ofthemiddletroposphere
behavessimilar
likethe
zonalwindfield
m the200hPalevel.
Zonally
symmetric
positive
valuesintheTropics
arechanmtea'istic
forthe
signal
inthegeopotential
field
ofthe500hPalayer
fortheElNiflo
case,
asarea strong
negative
anomalyoverthe
NorthPacific
andpositive
values
overNorthAmerica.
Forthecombinodforcing
theElN/rio
signal
remainsdominant
intheTropics
andinmiddleandhighlatitudes
overthePacific
region.
But,fromtheAdantictonorthern
Eurasia
thevolcano
signal
isclearly
modified.
The trough
overGreenland
isweakerinPERM6 thaninPERM3.
andthepositive
anomalyvisible
inthevolcano
expenmentovertheNorthAtlantic
isalsosmaller.
The Greenland
trough is in the middle of a large scale positive geopotential anomaly reaching from the west coast of North
America to central Siberia in mid and high latitudes.
The s/mulated negative anomaly over Greenland was also found in all observations with volcamc perturbed
stratosphere (isolated and combined with El Niflo), and the negative anomaly in the Aleutian region occurs in all
El Ni_o cases, simulated and observed.
The comparison of the 850hPa level temperature signal with the observations shows reasonable similarity
in the volcano case as well as in the mixed case. Because of lacking data for the winter 1957/581 can not compare
the patterns for the single El Nifio case with MSU data. In the volcano case during winter, the temperature over
the North Adantic and northern Eurasia is warmer than normal and more cold air is advected from the polar
regions
towardsGreenland.
The volcanic
response
inthenearsurface
temperature
field
canbeu'acedwithwinningoverScandinavia
andinthecentral
pan ofNorthAmerica.
NorthAsiaandthewestcoast
ofNorthAmericaarewarmerandtheFast

.\'onhern
hem_pher_respon._¢
to_¢ vo_an_c
er_prmns
inrein
lngo Kirchner, Max.Plaack.in,rntut Hamburg

toElNido.wi_ercase
sc_ics.

Coast of Nor',.hAmerica is colder than normal. This featuxe was also observed by o_er authors ISPIR.[NA. 1973:
GRAE 1986; LOUGH/FR.r'_s,

1987; SEAR et al., 1987; GROISM,M's_I, 1992) after strong volcamc erupuons

and this is just the temperature pa_em winch was observed dunng the winters [991/92 and 1992/93 after the
Pinatubo eruption.
The shortwave radiation effect in the volcano case _sdetectable only in lower lautudes, like over Southern
Asia and North Africa. A large area of negative temperatu_ anomalies in central Asia is pronunent in the rmxed
case of observations and simulations.
The positive temperature anomalies over Southeast Asia as well as the warming over the North American
westcoast are found in the model and in the observations for E1Nifio winters. The same holds for th,. cooling
over the Southeastern USA. A clear difference between obse_auons

and experiments is found over Europe. The

observed negative temperature anomalies are not in agreement with the modelled El Ni_o response.

4, Summary

v

(i) E1Niflo and strong tropical volcanic eruptions lead to regional different anomalies during winter.In the
lower troposphere the dynamically enforced pan of the volcano signal is weaker than in the stratosphere
and the effect of the reduction of shortwave solar radiation becomes increasingly visible over the continental Subtropics. The cooling effect over Greenland and the strong warming over northern Eurasia are
the result of advection of cold and warm air masses respectively. In conu'ast to this pattern, in the
El Niflo case su'ong temperature anomalies are formed in high latitudes only over the northwestern pan
of North America.
(ii) The volcanic aerosol heating in _e stntosphere

is only one factor to force a naturalmode of the polar vor-

tex. The tropospheric response of the volcano perturbation is larger in the Atlantic region than elsewhere.
(iii) The effect of local cooling due to the reduction of shortwave radiation over large land areas (like Asia) in
subtropical regions, and also the advective warming over Eurasia and the advective cooling over Greenland was well simulated as compared with observations during episodes with high stratospheric volcanic
aerosol loading.
(iv) The E1Niflo signal amplitude is

largein the Pacific region.

It is not reswicted to the Tropics. The well

known anomalies in the Tropics, the wanning over North America in middle and high latitudes are simulated as observed.
(v) The observed cold El Niflo winters over Europe are less intense in the simulations. I suggest that this is
due to the model's lacking ability to weaken the stratosphericvortex. Therefore the planetarywavepatternsover the Atlantic and Europe remain unchanged.

i01
Northern hemispheric response to large volcanic eruptions m relation to El NiJio . winter casestudies.
lngo Kirchner. Max.Planck.lnstltut Hamburg
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POTENTIAL VORTICITY DYNAMICS
IN THE CANADIAN CLIMATE CENTRE GCM

John N. Koshyk and Norman McFarlane
Canadian Climate Centre, Downsview, Ontario

Abstract
The global distribution of Ertel potential vorticity (PV), simulated by the Canadian Climate Centre general circulation model (CCC GCM) is examined. An expression for PV in
terms of an arbitrary vertical coordinate is formulated.

This expression is used to calculate

temporally averaged PV from the model temperature and wind fields. It is shown that a good
approximation to the temporally averaged PV can be obtained from temporally averaged temperature and wind fields.
An equation governing the time evolution of PV in the model vertical coordinate system
is also derived.

This equation is written in flux form and the associated flux is examined in a

lower stratospheric region of enhanced gravity-wave drag, above the Tibetan plateau. In this
region, the southward transport of PV effected by gravity-wave drag is balanced to a large
degree by the advection of PV northward.
Finally, results from a recent experimental version of the CCC GCM, with an uppermost
level at 1 rob, are used to examine PV dynamics associated with a spontaneous model stratospheric sudden warming.

The warming

is preceded

wavenumber 1 disturbances in the lower stratosphere.

by 2 successive

large amplitude

The second of these leads to splitting

of the mid-stratosphexic vortex into a double vortex pattern, as is clearly evident on maps of
the 850K PV field during the warming period.

1. Potential Vorticity in the "s" Coordinate
The equations required to derive a Lagrangian conservation law for PV in terms of an
arbitrary vertical coordinate, s = s(x,y,z,t) are the momentum, mass continuity and thermo-
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dynamic equations, written respectively as follows:
1

d_.y..v
+ 2fZxv
dt

+ V_

de
dt

+ "---Vp p

F = 0

(la)

H = 0 .

(lc)

These arc similar to (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) in Laprise and Girard (1990) and were derived previously by Kasahara (1974). In (1), v = (u, v, 0) is the horizontal velocity, ta = (0, 0, msin¢)
where co is the angular frequency of the earths rotation, V = (u, v, _) is a generalized threedimensional velocity vector and other symbols have their usual meanings.

The vector F =

(Ft., F¢, 0) and the scalar H represent sources and sinks of momentum and heat respectively.
The operators appearing in (1) are defined as follows:
d
d"_"=

_

1
+ V'V;

_

V = (a acos(_

1 _}
3¢'_s

_9
)

where a is the mean radius of the earth. Using these definitions the vertical component of the
momentum equations yields the hydrostatic relation, Laprise and Girard (2.5).
It can be shown that the expression for the evolution of PV in the (x, y, s) coordinate
space and for arbitrary momentum and thermal forcing is

- -g

--

(VxF.Ve

.

(2)

where

=-g

..ve

(3)

is the Ertel PV in the s coordinate. Note that substituting s = z, p or 0 into (3) and invoking
thehydrostatic
equation
yields
thefamiliar
expressions
forq ina hydrostatic
atmosphere.

i

i
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The hybrid pressure coordinate used in the CCC GCM, rl, can be defined in terms of
pressure through

p(_)=

Porl + (ps -

po)

1 - 'I]_-_.]
r

q-

(4)

where r = 2 fox the results shown in section 2 and 1.5 for those of section 3, Po is a typical
value of the surface pressure, ps(x,y,t) = p (x, y, T1= 1 ,t ) is the surface pressure distribution,
and tiT is the value of 1"1at the top of the model atmosphere.

Using this coordinate, the

Lagrangian evolution equation (2) can be written in flux form with the aid of the mass continuity equation, (lb).

Setting

J_ = -_

V

g

_--_]- F x VnO - _

o,lj

H

(5)

the flux form of (2) is

_-

-_

= -Vn.Jn

.

(6)

Thisisanalogous
toequation
3.9with3.4ofHaynesandMclntyrc(1990).
In figurela)thetemporally
averaged
PV fora single
modelJanuaryisshown atrl=
.160(= 160 rob)inPVU (IPVU = 10-6Km2s-lkg-l).The result
isobtained
from a model
withresolution
corresponding
toT32 inthehorizontal,
10 vertical
levels
and a rigidlidat5
mb. The temporally
averaged
PV canbe written
asa sum oftwo termsasfollows:

q-_=-g-_tn'Vrl8

=-g

_-_.'V,O

+ Acbl

(7)

where

Aqn=

-g _'_" _ml'" XTrl0' -

---- al'

-gv e

•

gO'

- g

"_VrlO'

%e'.

(8)
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In (8), the overbar denotes the time average over a one month period and primes denote deviations of sampled (twice daily) values from this mean. In pressure coordinates the quantity
,_qn takes the simple form
Aqp

= -g

r_ap'. VpO'

(9)

which is a quantity discussed in some detail by Keyser and Rotunno (1990) who consider its
contribution to _e mean PV field in the vicinity of mesoscale tropopause folds. The term
Aqn is displayed _n figure lb) and has maximum values that are at most 5% of the values
typifying figure l a). This suggests that time averaged PV structure is dominated by the time
averaged vorticity and potential temperature rather than by transient eddy correlations between
these fields.
2. Parameterized Gravity Wave Drag Effects
Parameterized sub-grid scale processesmay play an important role in the larger scale PV
transport in the lower stratosphere. In figure 2, the effect of parameterized gravity-wave drag
on the local PV distribution over the Tibetan plateau at _3 = .160 is illustrated, using the
results from a short (10 day) model run. In the figure, the a) horizontal divergence of the first
¢%

the

g

horizontal

Lo J

divergence of the second term on the right hand side of this equation (Vu •(F × VnO)). In the
latter term, the main contribution to the momentum sink, F, is gravity-wave drag.
From the figure it is clear that the net effect of the wave drag in figure 2b) is a southward transport of PV (note that the operand on the left hand side of (6) is proportional to
-qn). This transport is to some degree balanced by the advection of PV by the large scale
wind field depicted in a). To the extent that the parameterized wave drag used in the model
provides a reasonable representation of this phenomenon in the atmosphere, our result is consistent with the conclusions of Haynes and Mclntyre (1987 and 1990) who suggested that the
effects of advection and mechanical forcing should indeed be comparable in magnitude, in
regions

where wave drag dominatesthe momentumsink.

I08

3. PV Dynamics During a Model Stratospheric Sudden Warming
In this section, model results are examined from a 6 year simulation with a recente×perimental version of the CCC GCM, with an uppermost level at 1 mb. As in the previous section, the horizontal resolution corresponds to T32. However, this version has 30 levels in the
vertical. During the third January of this particular simulation, a major stratospheric warming
occurred. According to generally accepted criteria (e.g. Andrews et al., 1987, p. 259), a
,,arming is considered major if at 10 mb or below, the zonal mean temperature at the pole is
greater than that at 60N and the zonally averaged zonal wind at 60N is easterly.
The reversal in wind direction from its normal wintertime westerly orientation affects the
stratospheric distribution of PV in a rather spectacular manner during a major warming. The
evolution of model PV through the warming period is illustrated on the 850K surface in figure
3. The distribution in a), corresponding to Dec. 28, year 2 of the simulation, is characterized
by a strong positive PV maximum situated directly over the pole. This is associated with
strong circumpolar westerlies and a cold pole. As the simulation proceeds however, the PV
anomaly is forced off of the pole as midlatitude air with relatively lower values of PV enters
higher latitude regions. Eventually, by Jan. 18 of year 3, a weak double vortex pattern has
evolved, accompanied by a much warmer pole, and easterly winds at 10 rob, poleward of
60N.
The rather realistic replication of a mid-winter stratospheric warming by the model suggests several possible directions for fumm research. One of these, which is broadly in line
with the approach to model PV dynamics suggested by the fast two parts of this note,
involves calculating the PV budget for the warming period by examining the time evolution of
the terms on the right hand side of the PV evolution equation (5). This might yield a somewhat different perspective on the warming process itself, by clarifying the roles played by
advective, frictionaland diabaticeffects at different stages of the warming period.
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Atlantic

Interdecadal

Ocean-Atmosphere

Interaction

Yochanan Kushnir
Lamont.Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University
Palisades, NY 10964, USA

We study the climatic scale fluctuation of North Atlantic sea surface temperature
(SST), and related atmospheric variability. Timeseries of North Atlantic SST, based on
marine observations, display an almost century long swing from cold condition before
1925 to warm conditions between 1930 and the early 1960s, and back to cold conditions
after 1965 or so. This fluctuation is evident with minimal processing as can be seen in
Fig. 1.
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calculatedfarmCOADS(Comprehensive
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DataSet, Woodruffet al.
1987).withrespeclto the1950-1979climatology.
Earlier interest in the initial stages of this interdeeadal temperature swing dates
back to a seminal paper by Bjerknes (1964). Bjerknes showed that the gradual SST
warming at the beginning of the century was associated with a sea level pressure (SLP)
change corresponding to an intensification of the meridional pressure gradient across the
basin. This implies that the interdecadal SST warming coincided with a strengthening of
the overlying westerly winds. Such surface wind circulation will act to attenuate the
underlying SST anomaly

Based on his observations, Bjerirnes argued that Atlantic

interdecadal ocean-atmosphere interaction entails a basin-wide interplay between ocean

i14

and atmosphere.
Incontrast,
he demonstrated
thattheocean-atmosphere
relationship
associated with interannual variability displays cold SST anomalies underlying stronger
than normal pressure gradients and vice versa.

This pattern suggests the local

thermodynamic forcing of the oceanic mixed layer by the overlying atmosphere.
Interannual ocean-atmosphere interaction was intensively studied in the past three
decades (Namias, 1959; Palmer and Sun, 1985; Wallace, Smith et ah, 1990; Cayan, 1992
a,b), confirming

the observations

and hypothesis

put forward by Bjerimes (1964)

regarding its nature. Recent concern with climate change sparked renewed interest in
interdecadal variability. Seeking to reexamine the Atlantic interdecadal swing in SST, we
compared the pattern of recent cooling with the early-century warming.

Two 15-year

intervals were defined corresponding to the early-century cold and warm interval seen in
Fig. 1. Similar intervals were defined for the more recent period. By taking the average
of the annual (January through December) SST field over each 15-year interval, and
subtracting

the cold-year averages from the corresponding

warm-year

ones, we

established the patterns of up-swing and down-swing in North Atlantic SST (Fig. 2). The
two patterns display a considerable degree of similarity.

Both exhibit basin-wide

influence with centers of action in the Greenland and Iceland Seas, in the Labrador Sea,
and in the center of the midlatimde Atlantic. These areas are known to be associated with
oceanic deep and intermediate water formation (e.g., Tchernia, 1980). The interdecadal
SST patterndisplays only minor changes when seasonal (winter or summer) data are used
instead of the annual mean. The similarity between the pattern of early-century warming
and the recent cooling suggests that they are both governed by the same dynamical
mechanism.
The pattern of interdecadal change in SLP and surface wind conditions was
determined by the same averaging procedure. Here noticeable changes occur between the
winter and summer composites. Fig. 3 presents the winter composite (December through
April). Both early-century and late-century composites display a large negative pressure
anomaly and a cyclonic wind circulation in the middle northern basin.

As noted by

Bjerknes (1964), the midlatitude portion of the ocean exhibits a significant westerly wind
anomaly (strengthening in the prevailing winds) over a positive SST anomaly. There
exists evidence (not shown) that the atmospheric circulation in Fig. 3 is confined to the
low troposphere, consistent with a shallow warming of air temperatures downstream of
the midlatitude SST anomaly.

A more complete description of this analysis and its

results is given in Kuslmir (1992).
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Figure 2: Upper panel: The difference between annual mean SST averaged from 192.5to
1939 (warm years), and annual mean SST averaged from 1900-1914 (cold years).
Bottom panel: As above but for the average from 19.50 to 1964 (warm years) minus the
average from 1970 to 1984 (cold years). Contour interval is 0,2 "C, negative contours are
dashed. The distribution of the correspond/ng t-vaflable is denoted in three levels of gray:
Light for 2-2.5, medium for 2.5-3, and dark for 3-3.5. Data are from UK Meteorological
Office asckives as described in Bo_Jmley et al. (1990).
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Figure 3: Upper panel: The difference between wintertime (Z)e_mber-April) metn sea
level Inmate tad winds, averaged from 1925 to 1939 (wren years), tad those averaged
from 1900-1914 (cold years). Bottom ptnel: As above bet for the average from 1950 to
1964 (warm years) minas the average fxom 1970 to 1984 (cold years). Contour interval is
0.5 rob, negative contours are dashed. The distribution of a t-vsriable mrrespoadin 8 to
pressure is denoted in three levels of gray: Light for 2-2.5, medium for 2.5-3, sad dark for
3-3.5. Data are from COADS.
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Based on the composite patterns
hypothesize

of Atlantic interdecadal

variability,

we

that the SST anomaly resulted from dynamical changes in the ocean

circulation. That such anomalies may be created by internal ocean dynamics was recently
shown by Delworth et ah (1993). The atmospheric pattern is more likely the quasistationary response to the SST change. Theoretical studies have long suggested that in
the midlatitudes, a warm SST anomaly would induce a shallow atmospheric warming
downstream, associated with a formation of low-level cyclone. Thermodynamic balance
would be achieved in the low-troP0sphere by the zonal advection of the perturbation air
temperature,

and the anomalous meridional advection behind the low level trough

(Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Held, 1983). This was conf'trmed by dynamical models
(Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Hendon and Hartmann, 1982), and idealized general
circulation models (GCMs, Ting, 1991 ). Recently, several new coarse resolution GCM
experiments were conducted at the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL).

The analysis of these experiments lends further support to our hypothesis

regarding Atlantic interdeeadal variability. Much remains to be understood regarding the
ability of GCMs to simulate midlatitude ocean-atmosphere interaction. The models we
have used display a rather weak atmospheric response mainly in the lower tropospheric
thermal field.

This response is stronger in idealized GCMs than in models that

incorporate a full representation of the earth's orography. However, the model results
display several elements in common with observations. In particular the models confirm
the vertical structure of the response, and the horizontal phase relationship between the
response and the SST anomalies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several climatological studies have been previously performed using large observational data sets (i.e.. 10
years or longer) in order to determine the predominant characteristics of blocking anticyclones, including favored
developmentregions, duration, preferred seasonaloccurrence, and frequency of occurrence (e.g., Rex, 1950; Triedl
et al. 1981; and Lejenas and Oklund, 1983). These studies have shown that blocking anticyclones occur most
frequently from October to April over the eastern Atlantic and Pacific oceans downstream from both the North
Americanand Asian continental regionsand the storm track regions to the east of these continents. Some studies
have also revealed the presenceof a third region of block formation in western Russia near 400 E (Triedl, et al.
1981; and Dole and Gordon, 1983) which is associated with another storm track region over the Mediterranean
andwesternAsia.
The objectiveof this study was to construct a three-year observational climatology from ECMWF analyses
that not only examined standard blocking anticyclone characteristics, such as those above, but also was unique in
several ways. First. it examined a broader rangeof characteristics as a function of region and season, including size
and intensity. Second, an investigation of upstreamcyclones that precede block formation was performed. Third,
following the suggestion of Tsouand Smith (1990), a study of the occurrence of jet maxima between the upstream
cyclonesand the blocks is included. Fourth, the observational climatology was compared with a five-year winter
climatology derived from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate Model,
Version 1(CCMI) simulation, and referred to as the control run. Fifth, a second five-year climatoigy was derived
from a CCMI simulation with double the control-run CO2 concentration and compared to the control simulation to
determine how increased CO2 concentrations may affect the climatological characteristics of blocking
anticyclones.
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2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The ECMWF analyses are global in domain with a 2.50 latitude by 2.50 longitude resolution and consist of
uninitialized gridded fields of both surface and free atmosphere variables twice daily from July I, 1985 through
June 30, 1988. A thorough description of the data set, which was provided for use by NCAR, can be found in
Trenberth

(1992), The variables used in the observational study were 500 mb geopotential height, 300 mb

horizontal wind components, and sea-level pressure. The CCMI is a global pseudo-spectral general circulation
model (GCM) and has a horizontal resolution equivalent to 4.5° latitude by 7.5o longitude with 12 layers in the
vertical (Blackmon, 1986; Williamson et al. 1987). It is important to note that both model simulations were run
with the same initial conditions except for CO2 concentration. Equivalent five-year Periods of once daily model
500 mb geopotential heights were chosen from each case. For a thorough description of the initial conditions and
strategies used in the model simulation, experimentation,

and the data selection refer to Oglesby and Saltzman

(1992),
The formulation of an appropriate blocking definition is an intriguing problem since no commonly agreed
upon definition of blocking exists and almost all contain some subjectivity. The most well-known definition was
provided by Rex (1950). In this investigation a combination of the Rex def'mition and the objective criterion of
Lejenas and Oklund (1983) were the primary means used to define blocking events. The criterion of Lejenas and
Oklund (LO), which is _

on the zonal index of Namias and Clapp (1951) diagnoses blocking in regions where

the difference between the 500 mb geopotential heights at 40 ° N and 60 ° N is small. This choice of latitudes is
based on the findings of Triedl et al (1981). In the CCMI simulations, it was necessary to use 42,5 ° N and 60.0 ° N
as the latitude limits for this calculation. The size of each blocking event was determined as the distance across the
anticyclone between inflection points, while the intensity was a normalized form of the maximum 500 mb height in
the anticyclone averaged over the lifetime of the event. The upstream cyclones and associated jet maxima were
located observationally by using the sea-level pressure and 300 mb horizontal wind components, respectively. The
intensity of cyclogenesis was determined as the 12-h central pressure change in Bergerons (Sanders and Gyakurn,
1980). The Nonhero Hemisphere was divided into three domains in which all blocking events were placed based
on where the event initiated, The Atlantic, Pacific and Continental domains extended from 80 ° W to 40 ° E
longitude, 140° E to I00 ° W, and 40 ° E to 140° E (Eurasian continent) and I00 ° W to 80 ° W (North American
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continent), respectively. Winter, spring, summer, andfall were defined as the three month periods beginning with
January. April, July, and September, respectively.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a. The observational climatology
A total of 63 blocking anticyclone cases were found in the three-year period and they were concentrated in
three preferred regions of development (Fig. la). Two of these were located over the oceanic regions and the third
was located over the Eurasian continental region. The Atlantic and Continental regions of preferred block
formation (near 10° W and 40° E, respectively)correspond well with the results of Triedl, et al (1981). The broad
maximum representing the Pacific formation region is similar to the compositeresults of past studies (Rex, 1950,
White and Clark, 1975, and Triedl, et al. 1981). Generally, the maximum frequency of occurrence and longest
lifetimes for blocking events were in the winter months (Fig. 2). Atlantic blocking events were stronger, more
numerous, and persisted longer than their Pacific or Continental counterparts, and fall and winter events tended to
be stronger than their summer and winter counterparts. The average size tended to be larger in the winter than in
the summer over the Atlantic and Continental domains, while the sizes of Pacific events displayed no regular
seasonal trend. An analysis of cyclone activity reveals that every blocking event was preceded by an upstream
cyclone and the occurrence of a jet maximum between the cyclone and the blocking anticyclone, as suggested by
Tsou and Smith (1990). Cyclones that preceded oceanic (winter) blocking events developed more vigorously than
their continental (summer) counterparts, and consequently a positive correlation between the intensity of
cyclogenesis and block intensity was found.
b. Comnarisan of the model control to the obseryattgnaiclinm_lo_v for the winterseason
Comparingthe regions of preferredformation(Fig. l b,c), the modelperformedwell by capturingthe broad
maximum that defines the Pacific formation region betweenthe datelineand 130° W. In the Atlantic the model
capturedthe sharpmaximumat 20° W, butthere was a tendencyfor CCMI blockingevents to occur to the west of
this maximum. This result was probablydue to the correspondingplacementof the North American east coast
storm trackone grid point south and west of the observedstorm track.Finally, the modelresults failedto show the
western Russian maximum foundin the observedresults.The probablereasonforthis failureis that the modeldid
not adequately resolve the storm track in the Med/terranean-westemAsia region found in the observations.
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Other model blocking characteristics

in this study that compared

favorably

to observations

were the

frequency of occurrence and horizontal size. The frequency of occurrence over the Atlantic and Pacific regions
compared well with observations, while the model did not capture the occurrence of continental

blocking events.

The horizontal size of CCMI blocking events compared very favorably to observed, but at the same time model
blocks were generally shorter-lived and less intense than observed. The shorter duration of CCMI blocks was
found in all domains. Much of the overall difference in intensity was directly attributable to Atlantic events, as
events in the other two domains compared favolably to observed.
c. Comnarison of the control simulation to the double (_0_ simulation

wintt:rclimatolo_es,

In general, the double CO 2 simulation (DCS) placed blocking anticyclones further north than the control
simulation (CS). This is consistent with the results of Oglesby and Saitzman (1992), who show that the mean flow
is slightly weaker and displaced slightly northward in the DCS. The preferred region of block formation over the
Pacific in the DCS was similar to the CS and the observed (OBS) results, and the western Russian land maximum
found in the OBS appeared in the DCS (Fig. ld). A more dramatic westward shift in the DCS compared to the CS
in the broad Atlantic formation region was noted. Also, there were DCS events that formed over the North
American continent, a feature that was conspicuously absent from the CS and OBS. In comparing the frequency of
blocking events, the DCS compared favorably with the CS for the total occurrences
domain.

and occurrences

in each

Individual DCS blocking events wen) smaller than the CS events, perhaps reflecting the northward

displacement

of DCS blocking anticyclones by almost 50 latitude. In the DCS, the average intensities of CCM1

blocks were regionally homogeneous and, in general, were less intense than the CS and OBS events. When
examining the duration of blocking events in the DC.S, the average event lasted longer than those in the CS with
most of the increase accounted for by increases in the persistence of Pacific and continental domain blocking
events. Therefore, an increase in CO2 in our atmosphere may mean that blocking events will be smaller and
weaker, but persist longer.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A three-year observational and two five-year model clima_logies

using ECMWF analyses and CCM1 output

for present day and double CO 2 concentration simulations were compiled and analyzed using the same methods in
each case. The observational climatology, while temporally shorter than other published works, exhibited similar
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characteristics to the earlier results of Lejenas and Oklund (1983). Results also showed that the scenario suggested
by Tsou and Smith (1990) described the relationship of block formation to the upstream cyclogenesis in all 63
observed events. The CCM! simulated winter blocks compared favorably to observed blocks in several ways.
Simulated block locations were similar to those observed in the Pacific region and were within a model grid point
south and west in the Atlantic. Also, the intensity, with the exception of the Atlantic domain, the fl'equency of
occurrence, and size of simulated blocking events matched those of the observed events. Finally, model results
suggest that in an increased CO2 world blocking anticyclones may be smaller, weaker, and located farther north,
but will be more persistent, than their current counterpan.s.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most notable _dvances in extratropica/dyn&mics this decade hu been the understanding
of large-scale atmospheric and ocean/c processes by using potential vortidty dynamics (Hoskins eta/., 1985;
Rhines, 1986; Haynes and Mclntyre, 1987; 1990), the so
csUed "IPV thinking". This anMysis method has also
been successfully extended to some tropical atmospheric

a.
The governing equationa with the zonal and
geoflrophic momentum appro_rimatson
Usin 8 the combined geostrophic-sradient momen.
turn approximation, which generalizes the geostrophic
momentum (GM) approximation of the ELiassen type
by properly including the curvature effect, we can write
the set of governing equations expressed in the spherica]
and entropy coordinate system (A,@,s) in the form:

circulation (Schubert and Alworth, 1987; Schubert et
a/., 1991). The fundamental idea behind such a dynamic

Dt -

try since it is conserved (in the absence of friction and
diabetic heating) following a fluid particle and carries
both significant dynamic and thermodynamic inform&.
tion regarding fluid motion. Thus, the predict/on and

Dt

inversion of PV form the m.t ,uccinct dynamic view of
atmospheric and oceanic mot/one. Furthermore, PVdynzmics provides access to many iusishtful dynamic analyses such u: prop_ation of Ro_by waves, barotropic
and barocl_c instabilities for shear Rows, and wavemeLn flow interactions. All these features make IPV
analysis a very attract/ve tool for studying geophysicM
fluid systems,
The success of PV dynamics in both midlatitude
und tropics sunsets a unified theory that preserves the
succinct PV view for a global-scale circulation. To try

acos@8-"--"--A
= O, (2.1)

...... _"+ _-_
_M
@'7 = T,

D(
8.
D"_ +q \acoe6_A

= 0,

_(v cos ,)
8_'_
+ acosbS_ +_'_a/ =0,

(2.2)
(2,3)
(2.4)

where
D
O
0
D"_= _ + "ac_#0A

O
.0
+ va-_ + 8_-_,

(2.5)

is the total derivative, and (u, v) the total zonal and
meridional components of the velocity, while uI the grodlently balanced zonal wind defined as

the
quasi-geostrophic
and eemtseostrophic
to extend
such extratropical
PV dys,_nicstheories
systemstoua
slobs/Icale is not a trivial task. Apart from the feasibility to include a, equatorial now as the part of badanced system, two aspects related to the earth's seom-

( 2f] sin @ + uf tan _)"'

8M = 0,
+ a'_

and v s the seoetrophically balanced meridional wind,
i.e.,

etry still need to be considered: (1) the full vault/on
of the CorioUs parameter; and (2) the curvature effect.

_M
]v. = a cos @_A'

Using Hamilton's principle, Salmon (1985) and Shutts
(1989) derived a variable-/semigeoetrophic theory and
a planetary semigeo6trophic theory, respectively. MsSnusdottir _d Schubert (1990, 1991) proposed a B-plane
and a hemispheric semigeostrophic theory. However,
these theories take only the variation in the Coriolis psrameter into consideration, but add no curvature vorticity to the total PV analysis,
In this study, we present an efort to extend &claM/ca/extratropica/PV dyna_micalmodel to &slobal scale,

where I =z2_sin @is the Coriolis parameter. Note that
@, different from _, is the potential latitude which will
be defined later. Although the occurrence of two kinds
of latitudes in the same dynamical system seems somewhat awkward, it is of benefit when coordinate trandor.
m&tiousare introduced in the next sect/on. The Coriolh
parameter therefore, under such a definition, is evalu.
ated at the transformed latitude, the potential latitude,
rather than the physics/htitude. The curvature parameter _, in (2.2) is defined as

2.THE GOVERN'NG EQUATIONS AND THE CON.
SERVATION PRINCIPLES

(c_._.6_
:>C/si=,
+,,tan_/,
7 ==kcos @ /
f
'

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)
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i.e., it measures the ratio of the combined planetary vatticity and relative curvature vorticity to the planetary
vorticity itself. In accordance with this, we see that
when the curvature vorticity is sm_ll compared with the
planetary vorticity, @approximately equals @[cf. (3.1)],
and "__ I. Then the whole system reduces to the semigeostrophic equations. If we further replace (u,, u,) by
their full counterparts (u, v), (2.1)-(2.5) revert to the
primitive equations. Together with the equation of the
state (Note that the thermodynam/c equation is implicit
in the coordinate system), (2.1)-(2.?) form a clo.ed system, i.e., there are seven equations for the seven unknowns u, u, u s, us, M, T and o' (the formula that
defines the potenti -I latitude wig be given in the next
section).

is to transform (2.1) and (2.2) to their canon/ca] forms,
and to combine or replace these transformed equations
so that they can ultimately form not only a closed but
also a concise system, in accordance with the angular
momentum prindple, let us define a potential latitude
as 4, to satisfy
f/a s coo24, = acos_(u 9 + f_acos_).

(3.1)

From this definition we see that the potential latitude
4, is the latitude to which an air parcel must be moved
(conservins its absolute angular momentum)in orderfor
its relative angular momentum to vanish, it can also be
written in the form

=9co._

b.

The conjervation

(I) The angular momentum principle:
Dt

(3.2)

sin 4, = sin _ - f_a(sin 4, + sin _)"

pr_nciplc_

When h is approximated by 4, in the second term on the

+ 0M
"_" = 0,

(2.9)

where rn, = acoa_(u, + f/a cos_) is the appro_mated
absolute anSular momentum. For a zonally symmetric
flow, the second term in this equation disappears, resuiting in conservation of absolute angular momentum
following the motion of a fluid particle,
(2) The tots/enersy equation:
a
(_u(K
_( ¢(K, +c,T))+ _'co,6a_

s + M))+

a
. co._o_

right.hand-side of (3.2), this potential latitude formula
reduces to the spherical geoatrophic coordinate that has
been used by Magnnsdottb and Schubert (1991) in deriving the hemispherical semigeoatrophic theory
We next need to consider the other ho._Lsontalcoordinate. Since we assumed that the meridional momenrum is in Seoetrophic balance, it is natural to introduce
the geo.tropkic longitude correspondinsly, that is, the
longitude fluid particles would have ff they moved with
their geo.trophic velocity at every instant. Mathematic_ly, this coor¢finate can be written as

.......v,@co.@'
.......
A = _+ 2nasin
(_v(K. + M)co.,)+

_--._(¢,(K.

=cO.
(2.10)
where K s = ½(x_ "4",:) is the combined geo.trophicgra_lient kinetic energy,

+ M) -g.-_)

(3) The three dimensional vorticity equation:
-_+¢
De

( aco.hSX
a.

+ a(.co.,)/
aco6_a_

- ( _8_+1/8--_'_
a,
a,

/ ==0
(2.11)

where

We a/so define S = s and T = t as the new vertical
and time coordinates, noting that a/c')mand a/_t iraply fixed r, h while a/as and O/aT imply fixed R, @.
With these newly defined coordinates, we can now proteed to transform our balanced system (2.1)-(2.5) from
In tranJformedspace,
thetotalderivative
(,_,.t)s--to(A.ST).pace
be written
as
D
a
_=_+u,c=4,a

(a(^=-®)

(_"¢)=!\a(,in_,)

(3.3)

a(,_)

a(_,=_))

a

a
^ +v;_+

(2.5) can

,_8._.,

as

(3.4)

,,her,
/

is the vorticity vector aaso<_ted with the geo.trophic
and gradient winds.
(4) The potential vorticity equation:

=rs_ = _

+ _a-_'_ + ¢

_

(2_3)

where P = _. _"is potential vorticity.
3. THE CLOSED PV DYNAMIC SYSTEM
Following the formalism of sem/geoetrophic theory
(Ho.kins, 1975), we now seek a set of new coordinates
which allows us to reformulate the problem. Our goal

(Dr V S)

-

r_A
D@ D$
_acos@_--/=._.,
_'_,

(3.S)

is the vector velocity in the transformed space.
The two horizontal momentum equations (2.1) and

can
29 sin @aDI

= a cos @a/t'

D/t = aM"
-2f1_/n@aco.@-_)-_a-_"

(3_)

It is interesting to note that the horizontal advective
winds in the La_ransina time derivative (3.4) are related
to the Bernoulli function M" = M -4-½(=_-4-u_) in such
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a way that they are formally in geostrophic
balance,
Therefore, the major aziva_ntage of the transformation
from (,X,_, s, t) space to CA, _, S, 7"_ space is that the
two momentum equations axe reduced to their ca.non.icad forms and substitutions of these equ&tions into (3.4)
vections.
It, addition, for _diabatic flow the vertical
result in the
absence
of a4_eostrophic
asrsdient
sd.
advection
does
not appear
in (3.4), Lnd
so that
the total
axlvective operator becomes quasi-horizontal in such a
coordinate space.
With these relations, we cu rewrite the potential
vorticity equation in terms of potential pseudodensity
(P_" ,,. 2'F/sin @), which gives a flux form:
8cv"
8(Ua')
8(Vcv" cos 4')
8(..¢er')
_" + a cos @aA + a cos @8@- + _
= 0, (3.8)

principle:BY
the definition

of o', we can derive the invertibilJty

8(_,sin_,p)

8(A, sin 4_'i$) + _" = 0,

(3.9)

where it can be shown that )_, sin _, p can ill be expressed in terms of M'.
Thus, (3.9) presents a nonlinear eliptic equation for the sinsle variable M °. Eqs.
(3.8) and (3.9) form a closed dynamic system, which
preserves the unified view of PV dynsj_ics (Hoekins et

a [
+_'A" L(2nasin

I
aM"]
_cos4_) _ _J'

(4.3)

We now combine the predictive equation (4.2) _nd the
diagnostic equation (4.3) together to yield
#
o_M "'
sin _ d_ 8
8"_ [ C_,2 4)aA 2 + cos_, 84) (cos_OM"_
__)
4F/282 sin _ @ _M"]
Focv0
_J

+

_M"
+ 2_

-'-0,

(4.4)

where
have den_,
0 --"n/(Roo)
"- I/(cppo).
Weweassume
that ....
the vertical
structure
of the motion
is separable from the horizontal structure
allowable solution of (4.4) ta_es the form

M"(A,

@,$, 7") =/,d(O)cos

where am is the separation

so that the

to.<,,;7,
] (4.5)
L ST

:

constant

e'(

which will be dis-

cussed as we proceed, $_. ud Sa are the values of entropy at top ud bottom of model domain, s is the zonal
wavenumber, and _vis the frequency.
The substitution of the wave solution (4.5) lea_is to
the meridional structure equation

,d., i985),

c(M) = e,,M,

4. ROSSBY-HAURWITZ

WAVES

where _ denotes the linear operator

which we claim to have solutions for both the Hadley
symmetric overturning ud the Rossby wave motions,
While we can prove that the zonally symmetric balanced
theory is & special case of the present theory in the nex*
section, here we solve (3.8) and (3.9) for their linen so.
lutions. The resulting Roseby-Hurwitz
wave solutions
axe then compared with those from the primitive equLtions by LonKuet.HiMins (1988).
We begiz by unming
adiabatic motion _---0, and a
basic state of rest with Boussinesq demdty profiles both
in physical and pseudo-physical spaces. This basic state
is summarized below:

e"= _o= _
_
where the bax
state, O is the
With this
pseudodensity

: 0,

= cons_.

quantities denotes the quantities at buic
density in physical space,
basic state, we can linearize the potential
equation in the form:

and the invertibility

o"_" = cos @8_

=z O,

(4.2)

principle in the form:

' (2f_a sin @)_

L: =

d
t' cos @ ._d_
cos@d4_ _-Y_dO/+_"@

,_cro 8S_

1
-_

'
(4.7)

and _ --- _/2f] is the normalised frequency.
In (4.6), the constant (,,, denotes Lamb's parameter,
which is

4C/28_
_m = _

(4.8)

where cm = c/u,, is the phase speed of gravity waves
for di_erent internal modes, and c_ -- FoU0($T - Sa) _.
The sel_ration constut
am cu be obtslned from the
linearised lower boundazy condition, which is

(4.1)

O_ -- 0

8 (u_."_
I
8M*'
8"_ \ uo } - grim _inz @ a aA

(4.6)

c,
The solutions of this tr_scendentad
equation give the
values of am and c,,,, and hence Lamb's p_rameter era.
In Lonsuet-Hisgins
(1968), the eisenJohtions
cadculated from the Laplace tidal equations are presented
in terms of constant Lamb's parameters with decreasing
powers of ten. In accordance with the va/ues we used
for calculating era, we may approximately regard his sohtions for (o ==I0 us the external mode, and those for
(s " 1000 us the first internal mode, etc. For convenience of compa_bon of our results with the Laplace
tidal equation results of Lousuet-[_
(1968), let
us solve the meridional structure equation (4.6) for
ization facto,

for eigenfunctions.

Equation (4.6) is first
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rewritten in the form of a stamdardeigenvadueproblem,
then diseretized in the meridional direction on a uniform
grid with a resolution of I" of latitude. The problem is
solved in a hemispheric domadn (from equator to north
pole). Since the gra_ent and geostrophic wind relations are not val/d at equator, we requixe both u, a_d
vg to vanish at the equatorial boundary. The results
after solving the eigenvalue problem ue shown in Table
I, along with the corresponding modes Listed from the

By compa_ng with (2.1)-(2.5) in Schubert et aJ. (1991),
one will see that these are the s-coordinate versions of
the two-dimensional, zonal]y symmetric balanced equ_tions on the sphere.
In tramsformed space, a_ter we impose the zonalJysymmetry condition 8/0A _. 0 in the PV system of
(3.8)-(3.9), the fundamental predictive equation for potential pseudodensity (3.8) reduces to a very simple
form:

primitive
equationmass
solution
Lonsuet-HiSf0ns
(1968).in
The balanced
and of
wind
fields are presented

0o'"
O"_"+ ....

= 0,

(5.8)

Fig. 1 for zonal wavenumber 1 amd2, as functions of Int.
itude. The diJferent curves are for di_erent La_nb'sp_.
ra_neters. In comparison with the eisenfunctions com-

and the invertibility principle (3.9) for an idealized
zonally-symmetric flow simply reduces to:

puted from the Laplace tidal equations (the primitive
equations)
for Fig.
waves
second
by LonsuetHiuins (1968,
10ofandthe13),
we canclass
see that
our new
balanced model produces consistent pressure and zonal
wind fields. The only di_erence between the two models
is in the meridional wind field equatorward of 20".

8(sin _,p)
8(sin@'$) + _'--0.

5. ZONALLY SYMMETRIC DYNAMICS
In this section we demonstrate that the zonally symmetric balanced theory proposed by Hack et z/. (1989)
and Schubert et zL (1991) is a two dimensional apecial case of our new balanced theory developed in this
paper. This result sussests that the theory presented
here is consistent with zonally symmetric balanced the.
ory so that part of the solutions of this system depicts
the H_tley symmetric circulation.
dition
our generalized
threethe
dimensional
mode],coni.e.,
Weinbegin
by considering
zonal symmetry
letting all terms involving 8/_ (or 8/8A in the truu,.
formed space) be zero, except for the term _A/8_ being
unity. In doing so, from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.2), we deduce
that
s = us, t,. ffi0,
(5.1)
v -- _.,

vs ffi0,

(5.2)

which indicate that the meridional wind becomes purely
•geostrophic, while the zonal wind is purely gradient,
This is precisely the view used in zonally symmetric
balanced theory. With the use of (5.1) and (5.2) the
set of governing equations (2.1)-(2.5) reduce to
Dt
--"-

2t"Z
sin_ +

(

, ffi o,

?) -

2n sin ¢ + _.t__.._ • .i. a__ ==0,

(5.3)

(5.4)

8M

+

We now consider a steaxiy, sourly symmetric basic
state with s vertically stud horizontally sheazed flow so
that
Q0 ffi 6s(@,S),
es z=0.
(6.1)
It is stralshtforward to linearize (3.8) about this basic
state to obtain

IP-"_+ fvs'_8¥
_P,"
, O (_)

-- O,

(6.2)

where _P/Z)t --- 8/8T "4"08/a cos _gA, fv' e 8M"/(a cos @gA) and f =s 2Q sin @. /7 is the traasformed basic state zonal wind.
Let us now define a particle disphu:ement ueociated
with the meridiomd geostropkic velocity u
_ ZPq'
et =' "_"

(6.3)

Substitutin s this definition into (6.3) and integrating
the resultant equation over time and longitude, we have
o."

+

'

O

= 0.

(6.4)

Multiplying this equation by "e and then t_dnS the

(5.5)

+

where the total derivative now becomes
D
8
8
.8

D'-;
=

6. THE GENERALIZED WAVE-ACTIVITY RELATION AND THE COMBINED BAROTROPIC AND
BAROCLINIC INSTABILITY

zonal averq_e, we obta_

o-7= T,
+ \ • cos

(5.9)

+

o,

(5.8)
After some m_mipulations, the linearised invertibility
principle can be written

!

= v. r,

(6.6)
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where V = (a/ag@, a/gS)
is the two dimensional del
operator, and F is the combined geostrophic-gradJent
F.,-Pflux in the meridional plane, taking the form

F-"

\(a(ugO'Scos0)..'7"27__vgp
- _.v,Lu
.0p ,.

_....
cos _)',

lem has recently been
made by l_ymond
REFERENCES

ap v_(ugcos0)'-

[)'cos@ + 8(u° cos _)]v-_._
a0@
) '
(6.7)
On substituting (6.6) into the linem'ized potential pseudodensity equation (6.5), we obt_in the generalized
wave-activity rel&tion for the PV dyn_m/c system on
the sphere:

a'_'
c°*@.-b'_
a [½--_)',
0 (_)1

+ v. F = o.

(6.8)

Eqs. (6.6) and (6.8) may provide key understanding of
the wave-mean flow interaction problem.
With proper boundary conditions, we can now intear&re (6.8) over the mer/dional-height plane, which
yields

8"--T
O//_._yf,

cos, @-_._
8 (_)

This leads to the stability

argument

ad@d5 = 0.

(6.9)

as follows: gLnCe

the integral in (6.9) must be constant in time, in order
for disturbances to grow in time, i.e., for _
to grow
in time, the radial gradient of the bu/c state potential
pseudodensity, O#'/aS@, must have both signs. Such
a dynamical statement can be considered as a sezter.
alization of the Charney-Stern
theorem for combhled
barotropic and baroclin/c instabil/ty.
7. CONCLUDING

dJ_erence in the mer/diona] wind fields within 20 o equaforward does suggest that the ba/anced conditions used
in the current PV model are not genera/enough
to treat
the cross-equatorial flows. An investigation of this prot>-
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WAVE-MEAN
BAROCLINIC

FLOW INTERACTION
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ADJUSTMENT
HYPOTHESIS

Murray D. MacKay and G.W. Kent Moore
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1 INTI:tODUCTION
It has been hypothesized that baroclinic waves interact with the zonally averaged flow
in such a way as to eliminate the baroclinicity of the zone and thus the source of instability.
the context of quasigeostrophic
vorticity gradient
the static stability

_

baroclinic neutralization

theory this amounts to the elimination the pseudopotential

via adjustments

(Gutowski,

In

in the vertical shear (Lindzen and Farrell, 1980),

1985a), or both (Gutowski et.al. 1989). Strictly speaking

can occur simply by eliminating the temperature

gradient at the

ground. Gutowski (1985b), however, shows that the minimal (ie. with respect to changes in
• '

the zonal available potential energy) adjustment required to stabilize the flow is that where
vanishes at the surface and in a finite layer above the surface. This is the baroclinic
adjustment

hypothesis.

In this paper, the mechanism of baroclinic adjustment as formulated by Gutowski et.al.,
(1989), and Lindzen and Farrell (1980) is examined in the context of wave-mean interaction
theory. The linearized quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation is solved in a _-channel
for a purely baroclinic basic state. The mean atmospheric response to the heat flux convergence of the fastest growing normal mode is then determined by solving the Eulerian-mean
*Part of this research was presented at the Ninth Conference on Atmospheric
Stability, San Antonio,TX., May 10-14,1993.

and Oceanic Waves and
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equations of wave-mean interaction theory. Conventional wave-mean interaction theory considers only eddy horizontal heat flux. the vertical heat flux being formally order Rossby
number smaller according to a Q.G. scaling analysis. In this study the mean atmospheric
response to baroclinic eddies is evaluated both with and without vertical heat flux forcing.
In the context of baroclinic adjustment, this amounts to considering adjustments

in both N _

and Us, and Uz alone, respectively.
Once the Eulerian-mean

equations are solved for tendencies in the mean flow variables,

these tendencies are integrated in time to estimate the net atmospheric

adjustment

due to

the growing wave. This assumes that the wave grows as a normal mode (ie. exponentially)
until it saturates.

Thus the wave is allowed to alter the basic state but the new basic state

is not allowed to influence the instability itself. The net adjusted atmosphere
this method is compared with the predictions of the baroclinic adjustment
It was found that a finite layer in the troposphere

determined by
hypothesis.

is in fact stabilized in accordance

with the baroclinic adjustment hypothesis, when both shear and static stability adjustments
are considered.
destabilized.

The atmosphere

in the vicinity of the tropopause,

A stability analysis of the adjusted atmosphere

baroclinic instability

however, is actually

reveals an internal mode of

centred near the tropopause with a different vertical structure

and

length scale than the primary wave. Further analysis indicates that this mode is due to the
vertical heat flux convergence of the primary wave in this vicinity, and thus would be filtered
out by conventional Q.G. wave-mean interaction theory.

2 BAROCLINIC

INSTABILITY

THEORY

The linearized Q.G. potential vorticity equation is solved in a/_-

channel that is

6600 km wide, 20 km deep and unbounded zonally. Our basic state is characterized by linear
vertical

wind shear, no meridional wind shear, and a hyperbolic

profile representing a smooth transition from troposphere

Uo(z) =

- d)

tangent static stability

to stratosphere.

That is:
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:\'02(Z)

__

(!VI2"+':Y22)

(-V22-'%r12)

where d is the height of the tropopause and r is a parameter
of the transition from troposphere to stratosphere.

representing

the steepness

N1_ and ;V22 are the asymptotic static

stabilities in the troposphere and stratosphere respectively.

The parameter

values used in

this paper are d = Skin, N12 = 1 x lO-4s -1, :V__ = 6 x lO-4s -1, r = 7.5 x lO-4m -1. and
A= 3.0 x i0-3_ -_.

3 THE EULERIAN-MEAN

RESPONSE

The feedback of a baroclinic wave on the basic state is determined
Eulerian-mean

equations of wave-mean interaction theory (eg.

by solving the

Andrews et.al., 1987). In

dimensionless form they are:

0-7+ 0-7
a-a
a_ = --

Oz

(_-_P')
= o

= --

(1)

Oy

0"_ ._2_

o-7+

N :_

where ¢ is the ageostrophic meridional stream function, and a'a , 0_
o-7are tendencies in the
zonally averaged zonal wind and potential temperature.

The right hand side of the first

equation in (1) vanishes in this study since momentum fluxes are zero in the purely baroclinic
channel model. The third equation contains the forcing for the entire system. 7-/is the heat
flux convergence of the fastest growing normal mode.

In conventional

Q.G. theory, it is

simply the horizontal heat flux convergence. In this study, however, the effects of including
the vertical heat flux convergence, formally a second order term, are explored. This provides
an extension to standard Q.G. theory. Specifically, we take:
H

=

O(v'b'_O_)

conventional

Q.G.

7-'t
oy

oz

Equations (1) are reduced to a single elliptic equation for the stream function _b,which
is solved numerically using finite differences, given the eddy forcing 7-/. Tendencies in the
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zonally averaged zonal wind and potential temperature

are then solved from (1), given _,.

The tendency in the static stability (°:V2

determined

= _o_)is

by taking the vertical

derivative of the third equation of (1), yielding:
0

-2

N

0

, r20_/,

+N

07"/

N )= 0--7-

(o)

To simplify the calculation the second term in (2) is linearized by assuming:
0_

0_

where No2(Z) is the static stability of the basic state.
We have found that inclusion of eddy vertical heat flux forcing has a dramatic effect
on the mean atmospheric

response.

The two most important

in static stability in the troposphere,

effects are a global increase

and its reduction near the tropopause.

profound impact on the stability characteristics

4 THE NET ATMOSPHERIC

This has a

of the flow.

ADJUSTMENT

We have solved the Q.G. potential vorticity equation to estimate the vertical structure
of baroclinic eddy heat fluxes. These fluxes interact with the basic state producing a weak
meridional circulation, as well as tendencies in the zonally averaged zonal wind and potential
temperature.

The net adjustment

of the atmosphere

tendencies in time for some prescibed period.
exponentially

can be estimated by integrating the

For simplicity, the eddy is assumed to grow

with time until the troposphere stabilizes, at which point growth ceases. This

we have termed the linear growth phase of the wave. The purpose of this paper is to compare
the modification of the basic state due to wave-mean interaction during the linear growth
phase of the wave, with the predictions of the baroclinic adjustment hypothesis.
The atmospheric

adjustment

process is illustrated

in figure 1 for the case including the

effects of the eddy vertical heat flux. The initial P.V. gradient is shown (solid line) as well
as net adjusted

values after 2, 3, 4, and 4.3 days of baroclinic growth (dashed lines) for

a vertical cross section taken through the centre of the channel.

The zonal wind speed
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and static stability (not shown) are adjusted, in the lower troposphere, in accordance with
baroclinic adjustment

theory:

both are adjusting so as to reduce the baroclinicity of the

zone. This manifests itself in the P.V. gradient, which has been reduced to near zero in the
lower 6 km of the atmosphere.
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Initial

and 4.3 days of baroclinic

growth.

(dashed)

Units

P.V. gradients

after

2, 3, 4,

are 10-11m-ls -I.

It would seem that the baroclinic wave has stabilized the lower troposphere in accordance
with baroclinic

adjustment.

However, the atmosphere

actually appears to be destabilized.

in the vicinity of the tropopause

A minimum of static stability exists at

8 km due to the

convergence of vertical heat flux, and this generates a strong P.V. gradient "dipole" in this
region. The Charney-Stern
instability associated

theorem suggests the possibility of an internal mode of baroclinic

with this region. A 1-d linear stability analysis of the adjusted basic

state for days 0,2,3,4, and 4.3 in the centre of the channel (figure 2) indicates that the
original Charney-Eady
mode with a shorter
the eigenfunctions

mode diminishes with time and is ultimately eliminated, while a new
length scale has appeared.

Examination of the vertical structure of

and heat fluxes shows that this is in fact an interior baroclinic mode

centred near the tropopause

with no amplitude

at the surface. For the conventional Q.G.
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case without

vertical

the channel.

Also, without

destabilization

heat flux forcing the troposphere
vertical

never fully stabilizes

heat flux convergence

in the center of

near the tropopause

there

is no

of an upper level mode.
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Fig. 2

1

Dimensionless gro_h

2
3
4
wavenumber
rate spectra from linear stability analyses on

the basic states in figure I.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this study,
ment

hypothesis

have found that
posphere
the centre

we have attempted

in the context

to assess the relevance

of a simple integrated

if both shear and static stability

does indeed

stabilize

of the channel.

We have thus deemed

et.al., (1989) more appropriate
shear adjustments.

eddy vertical

approach

baroclinic

of time

theory.

hypothesis

small background

by virtue of horizontal

We

the lower tro-

using our method,

the adjustment

heat flux forcing is relatively

neutrality

are considered,

adjust-

at least in
of Gutowski

than that of Lindzen and Farrell (1980) who considered

However, for sufficiently

number),

wave - mean interaction

adjustments

after a finite length

of the baxoclinic

only

shear (and thus small Rossby

unimportant

and the atmosphere

heat fluxes alone.

can

We have found the
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time taken to re_ch a baroclinicalh, neutral atmosphere decreases linearly with Rossby number, and the maximum vorticitv attained increases linearly with Rossby number. This point
we loosely define as the linear saturation of the wave.
It turns out that the linear saturation amplitude of the wave is comparable

with that

suggested by the two closure approximations of Gutowski et.al.. (1989), though its relation
to the actual (ie. nonlinear) saturation amplitude is far from clear at this time. One might
expect that at the point of liz_earsaturation, the wave can no longer grow as a normal mode
and nonlinear effects are probably significant. In this sense the linear saturation

of the wave

provides an upper bound for the lengthof time we might expect linear normal mode theory
to be relevant.

A surprising result of this paper is the destabilization of the atmosphere near the tropopause.
an effect that is not predicted by any baroclinic adjustment theory. We have shown that this
destabilization

is a result of eddy vertical heat flux convergence in the upper troposphere.

Even though this heat flux is formally a second order term, we have shown that it is essential for the stabilization, via baroclinic adjustment, of the lower troposphere

- except for

small ambient shears. These results appear to be relatively insensitive to the nature of the
transition

from the troposphere to stratosphere.

Changing the depth of the transition region

(the parameter

r) or the ratio of the asymptotic
static stabilities ( _i')
,,2 changes the details of
.

the adjustment

but not the basic conclusion of lower tropospheric

tropospheric

stabilization

and upper

destabilization.

That such an upper tropospheric destabilization has not been observed in fully nonlinear
P.E. models may be due to their in general limited vertical resolution.

In order to resolve

well the shallow P.V. gradient dipole structure we find in our model, we require about 600
m resolution

near the tropopause.

Many P.E. models cannot achieve this resolution.

However, there may be physical processes as well that inhibit this effect.
fluxes, formally zero in the baroclinic channel model, may be important
mosphere with respect to baroclinic adjustment.

Momentum

in the real at-

Background meridional shear might also
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suppress secondary baroclinic development

via the barotropic governor mechanism (James.

1987).
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On the Intra-seasonal Variability within the Extratropics
in a General Circulation .Xlodel and Observational Data

,Vii_eim ,klav
and
Len:iarr Benstsson
._lax-Plallck-Ia_,t_:ute t'or .\leteorolog3
B',_n_/esst
r..3.5
:201_ti Hamburg. Germany

1. Introduction
There are various phenomena on different spatial and temporal scaies contributing to the
intra-seasonal variability within the extratropics. One may" notice nigher-frequency bareclinic disturbances affecting the day-to-day variability of the atmosphere. But one finds also
low-frequency fluctuations on a typicai rime scale of a few weeks. Blocking anticyclones
are probably the most prominent example of such features. These fluctuations on different
scales, however, are influencing each other, in particular the temporal evolution and spatial
distribution. There has been observational work on various phenomena contributing to the
intra-seasonal variability for a _ongtime. In "he last decade or so. however, with the increasing importance of General Circulation 3Iodets there have been some studies dealing with the
intra-seasonal variability as simulated by these models.
2. Data
In our study we compare the observed atmospileric intra-seasonal variability within the extratropics with the variability simulated by an atmospheric General Circulation Model (GC),I)
developed at the Max-Planck-Institute in Hamburg. The model refered to as ECHAM8 is a
_pectral model with triangular truncation and 42 zonal wavenumbers tT42). It has 19 vertical
levels in a h.vbrid a-p-coordinate system. The physical parameterization includes radiation.
vertical diffusion, gravity wave drag. cumulu_ convection, stratiform clouds and soil processes.
._.detailed description of the model and its climatology' is given in Roeckner et al. (1992).
We investigate results from three simulations performed with ECHAM3. In one case the
boundary forcing is given by climatological Sea Surface Temperatures iSST), in the two other

!:,0

__t.e._r,.. oi)_erwd 55I

for rile pe,'lu,t h,::):e,'n-_,_l
' :'9 thro,l_h D_','_m:,-'t ",I. l:l _he atler two

,,_:l:,ori:nent,_ ,!irt'el'ent atmo,_r_ner_c ini,iai conditions were pre:('rit)ed,
!,)r a perio,l ,)t approximate[_

are _vailahle

':i ',,_aL,,_[ [2 i_o,_r:_._er',ai_.

\., ,.,h_ervationai ,iata we u_e _Illt:aiize(i a:.a;,.__e_from the European

C,-ntre for Medium

Range _,V_ataer Forecast_ , E('._IV_'F, for t:_e r)eriod .September 'Tq ti_r()llgh December "!}t.
The data are given daily and are :o,:uced :O T-I,:2 triangular "runcation t_r our purposes.
As we want to investigate

the intra-_ea<onai variability we hrst :'emove the time mean and

the _easonal cycle from the data. ]'he latter one is given by the annual mean and the first -t
harmonics.

3. VVavenumber- Frequency-Analysis

[nordertodistinguish
thephenomenainfluencing
theatmospheric
variability
by"different
spatial
and temporalscaleswe apply"
a one-sided
space-time
spectral
analysis
tothe.500hPa
geopotential
heightfield
forindividual
seasons.
Seasonsareslightly"
overlapping
segmentsof
96 daysstarting
at March I,June ,,SeptemberI and December t respectively.
Following
Pratt

(1.976_ we get the tot

spectrum

T).

the propagating

(PRy and the stationary

(.SR) variance

for a given zonal wavenumber k and frequency ,,.' as follows
l
Ti_'..,.'_ = .-;"P.IC_.)+ P..(S_)]

PR(k.._)

=, Q.,(C_,S_,) I

[

where P.,, are the power. Q._ the quadrature
and the sine-coefficient

(S(,('})of

and K.,, the cospectrum

the zonal Fourier harmonics.

of the cosine- (C(k))

Here the stationary'

variance

spectrum is meant to describe the temporai variability of the amplitude of the stationary,
waves. Before the spectral analysis the residual seasonal mean and the trend were removed
from the data. The estimates

presented here are averages for the 13-year period and the zonal

channel between 30° and 70° northern or southern latitude
double-logarithmic

respectively.

The presentation

is

with the period oa the abscissa and the zonal wavenumber ranging from 1

to [0 on the ordinate.

The spectral estimates are multiplied by wavenumber and frequency.

a.-*

F"o.ure ; ,how_ tile ,otai a_ ',wit c,- '{>_ :.,rcd_a_atzl(,:and ,ta'_ionar\
,leri'.od :rein :he E('XI\\'F

\ar_ance _pectrur_

aaalv_e- rbr rim .",or'kern tt_'r_li,r,here in winter. [p. _he tota[ spec-

trum ,a, we _ind a fair _n>.)'.lnt ,.,t '.aria},iii',v :,.r all pe_J,,,i_ a,t;d v,aven'.:rllber_,. \_horeas tile
-r_ectral peak for wa',ol, l,n,,er 3. i arid ; at ,e:ic,[,
;he I,ropagatin_

,b_ an,:i -ratiotlarv

7 i.*due to propaga'ill_

t,,.,v.een ii and lt) .lays i, due to :)oth,

[>art c,-"ira-pecTr,::n,

c,

fluc_lali_,n_ ,.,hi,.. Ill :he propagating

the peak for waxenumber 0 and
,pecrrllm we can identify three

,iis,inct spectrai peaks. Tho,'e i, one for :!:e :.'_:'a-[ong v.aves i l and 2, with _erlo,:ls between
[0 and 30 days. \\'ave_ with the zonal v,a,.e::umber I ,,nd 3 are most active on time scaies
between 6 and 1.0 <avs. ,'he shorter ones ,_';and 7i beTw,.,_n3 and 6 days. In the stationary
,,pectrum.

however, only the ultra-long

major contributions

waves t l to 4_ ,,n time scales beyond iO days give

to the variance.

The results derived from the simulation by ECHA3I:I for the Northern Hemisphere in winter are given in Figure 2. Here we present "!'e estimate.,, from one of the experiments

with

observed $$'['. Though the simulation shows aiso the three distinct spectral peaks in the propagating variance spectrum Ibl. it represents the major difference between the observation and
the simulation. Whereas the ultra-long ?ropagating waves are much stronger in the observation, the shorter

waves reveal more activity in the :imulation

with maxima at somewhat

shorter wavelength.
On the Southern Hemisphere tnot shown i we find oniv one spectral peak in the total variance spectrum

for wavenumbers

3, 4 and .5 with periods between 6 and t2 days for both the

observation and simulation. In the simulation, however, the waves are about .30ea stronger
than in the ECMWF analyses. This contrast is caused by the different character of the propagating waves as simulated on the .Southern Hemisphere. The reason to this is not yet very
well understood. The stationary spectra as derived from the ECMWF analyses and the simulations by ECHA.M3 are in good agreement .

4. Spectral

Filtering

Following Blackmon (t976} we apply spectral filters ,o the data in order to investigate the
spatial structure
contributions

of the intra-seasonal

of the transient

variabiiitv on differ,'nt time scales, Here we discuss the

fluctuations

retaining

for rime scales between 2.5 and 6 days

and !)etween 10 and 90 day, of the 500 hPa geopotentia]

height rms.

Figure 3a displays the band-pass I'iltered rms for the EC.MWF analyses for the Northern
llemisphere in winter. There are two maxinla corresponding to the position of the ._t.orm

tracks :n the north .\¢ ia:_tl, an, i 'h_'Pa,",zc.

[n r!:e_in_,uiaT:on,Fi_.ure.lb,

we hnd The_eT'.vtj

maxima t_,t,. \\'herea_ ::- r_la.onl:u¢i_"iI; [!le Paciti, ;., ai_o__l"lhe _ame a., izl the observation.
;h_' "_:aximu[:l in 'i_e .\¢!an_ic i- ,_i_,:i_'[i)l:: :.-taker. T!:e max;nlu:T_ :[_rile Pacific as _imulat.e¢i
i _xrendin_ further ._our!:_a.,,rward ._'to .Nor'b, .kmerica.
For the iow-t'r_quenc;. fluctuation,,

Figure 3bi the EL'3I\VF aual,._es reveal also two max-

ima. one at the Aleutian Island_ a,",d one ,outS. of Iceland. The latter one is extending eastward
over Scandinavia. In thesimuiation,Fi_ure
4bl the Pacific maximum has the _ame [ocation
and magnitude as in the observation. In the Atlantic. howe.'er, the maximum is significantly
wearer, but extending further eastward over northern Russia and into the Kara Sea.
On the Southern Hemisphere, not shown, the observations indicate a crescent shaped maximum of the band-pass filtered rms in the Indian Ocean at about 500 southern latitude. In the
simulation

we find this maximum too. However. it has a more zonally symmetric

character

and is located at higher latitudes. For the iow-frequenc.v fluctuations the ECMWF analyses
show a maximum in the entire Pacific region. It is located downstream, but clearly separated
from the region of the Southern Hemisphere storm tracks.

In the simulation

there is a dis-

tinct maximum located southeast of South America. which is about 20_, stronger
observations.

than in the

5. PersistentAnomalies
Within the intra-seasonal

time scale we find persistent anomalies with a typical life time

between one and several weeks. Following BIackmon (1986) we investigate the distribution

of

positive persistent anomalies in the 500 hPa geopotential height field on the Northern Hemisphere, which we consider as an objective index for Blocking. We choose different thresholds
for each season derived from the estimates of the intra-seasonal

variability on time scales be-

yond 5 days. Table 1 gives these values for the observations and the various simulations,
are an area average over the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes.
assume a threshold of approximately

which

In winter, for example, we

100 m and a lifetime of 9 days and longer, the lifetime

being the same for all seasons.
Figure 5a shows the relative occurrence of positive persistent anomalies for the entire 13year period of investigation derived from the ECMWF analyses. We identify" three centers
of blocking action in the Pacific. the Atlantic and northern

Russia. In the simulation

ure 5b) there are also three centers, hut _heir shape is different.

(Fig-

In the Pacific the center is

extending t'urther towards the pole. aud over Sorth America there are significantly

less persis-

I'.

3

',_nt anomalies. [n the Atlantic the r_axinlurn is located turtiler oast arlci passing over to the
,-or'ter ill Russia. These dii[erence_ ,.io not apt)ear in the individual ..eaton; to the same extent.

6. Summary
Our results show a good correspoudence _,etween the in_ra-seasonat \ariabilitv
and as simulated

by ECHA.X[3 on the Sortiiern

Hemisphere.

frequency variabilhv, however, are ,olnewhat underestimated
On the Southern Hemisphere the correspondence
fluctuations

The stormtracks

a_ observed
and the low-

in the Atlantic region.

is not as good. Thus are the transient

much. stronger in the simulation, and there is a tendency to zonal symmetry in the

simulation. In general in the simulation the circulation is shifted to higher latitudes indicating
a deficiency in the simulation of the meridional circulation. However. when interpreting these
results one should bear in mind that the analyses for the Southern Hemisphere may have
systematic errors as well.
Here we present onh" results derived from one of the simulations performed with ECHAM3
with observed SST. The results derived from the two other experiments

are similar on time

scales shorter than 10 days. The variance due to low-frequency fluctuations,

however, is sig-

nificantly weaker in the Pacific region, than in the EC.MWF analysis and the two experiments
with observed SS'l" as well.
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field derived from the ECMWF analyses (a) and a simulation performed with ECHAM3 (b)
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ECMWF

MOD CLIM

MOD SST1

MOD SST2

Spring

86.11

79.04

80.50

80.51

Sum mer

67.13

59.62

62.01

62.65

Autumn

80.55

73.21

74.27

73,55

100,84

88.86

93.96

91.33

Winter

Table

i. RMS of the 500 hPa geopotential height retaining for time scales
between 5 and 90 days on the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes derived
from the ECMWF analyses and simulations performed with ECHAM3 with
cliamtalogical (CLIM) and observed SST (SST1 and SST2).
Different
atmospheric initial conditions were prescribed for SST1 and SST2. Units
are m.
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Fluctuations in the large-scale atmospheric circulation and ocean conditions
associated with the dominant modes of wintertime precipitation
variability for the contiguous United States
Todd P. Mitchell 1

Warren Blier

Universities Space Research Association

Department of Atmospheric Sciences

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

University of California, Los Angeles

Greenbelt, MI) 20771

Los Angeles, CA 90024

The historical Climatic

Division

record of monthly-

and seasonal-mean

wintertime

precipitation totals are analyzed to document the dominant patterns of precipitation variability for
the contiguous United States.
Component analysis.

The analysis technique employed is the Rotated Principal

Time series for the leading patterns are related to global sea-surface

temperatures (SSTs), and to gridded surface and upper-air analyses for the Northern Hemisphere.
The leading pattern of wintertime seasonal-mean precipitation variability is centered in northeast
California and explains over half of file precipitation variance for northern California, southern
Oregon, southern Idaho, and northern Nevada. Fluctuations in this pattern explain 17.9 % of the
area-averaged precipitation variance for the contiguous United States for the period 1931 to 1988.
Correlation analysis between the time series of this pattern and global SSTs indicate that
fluctuations in this mode are only modestly related to the changes in the extratropical and tropical
conditions in the Pacific Ocean associated with the E1Nifio/Soutbem Oscillation phenomenon.
Significant correlations between fluctuations in the leading mode of monthly-mean precipitation
variability and atmospheric conditions are also documented.

Anomalously wet months are found

to be associated with a multiplicity of flow configurations;

however, the typical atmospheric

conditions associated with extreme wet months, as constructed from linear regression statistics,
bear little resemblance to those associated with individual significant precipitation events.
The results of these analyses are in preparation for submission to the Journal of Climate.

1 Present Affiliation: Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and
Ocean, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
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On the Differences
Between
Early and Middle
Winter
Atmospheric
Responses
to Sea Surface
Temperature
Anomalies
in the Northwest
Atlantic
Shiling Peng, L.A. Mysak, H. Ritchie*, J. Derome and B. Dugas*
Centre for Climate and Global Change Research and
Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science, McGill University,
Montreal, PQ., H3A 2K6; Tel: 514-398-7448; Fax: 514-398-6115
*Recherche en Prevision Numerique (RPN),
Atmospheric Environment Service, Dorval, Quebec, H3P 1J3
Using an atmospheric

global spectral model at RPN with T42 horizontal

resolution, we have shown that the winter atmosphere in the mid-latitudes is capable
of reacting

to the SST anomalies prescribed in the northwest

with two different responses.
climatological

The nature of the response

conditions of the winter system.

either the perpetual
anomalies prescribed.

November or January

Atlantic (see Fig. 1)
is determined

Experiments

by the

are conducted using

conditions, with or without the SST

Six 50-day integrations,

with positive (or negative) SST

anomalies prescribed, initialized from independent November analyses and similarly,
four runs initialized from January analyses, have been examined in comparison with
their control runs.
We found that the warm SST anomalies in the early (middle) winter, namely
November (January), result in a significant anomalous
over the Atlantic with a nearly equivalent

ridge (trough) downstream

barotropic structure (see Figs. 2 and 3).

The presence of the SST anomalies also causes a northward

(southward) shiR of the

Atlantic storm tracks in the November (January) case. A diagnostic analysis of the
anomalous heat advection in the simulations

reveals that, in the January case, the
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surface heating is offset primarily
troposphere;
Hence,

in the November

the positive

the November

by the strong horizontal

case, the vertical

air temperature

anomalies

case but not in the January

The simulated

atmospheric

responses

cold advection

heat advection

in the lower

is vitally important.

exhibit a deep vertical

penetration

in

case.
to the warm SST anomalies

in both the

November and January casesare observedtobe in qualitative
agreement with the
resultsfrom an observational
data analysis
using50-year(1930-1979)
records.The
atmosphericresponsestothe coldSST anomaliesimthe simulations
arefoundnot to
be statistically
significant.
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a)

Fig. Z

a) Geopotent/al height response at 500 mb in the difference field of warm minus control runs,
avenged over six November cases. Results are based on the last 30-days of each $0-day simulat/on. Negatsve anomalies are shaded. The contour interval is 2 decameter.
b) Significance level of the difference field in a) estimated bv a student t-test. Areas with significance over the 5';_ level are contoured.
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c) Geopotential height response in the November vertical cross section along the central positions of the anomalous mendional wind at 500 mb over the North Atlantic as marked in a).
Anomalies less than 6 decameters are shaded.

_9

Fig. 3

a) Same as Fig. 2a but for the January. cases.
b) Same as Fig. Zb but for a).
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¢)

Fig.3

c)Same asFig.2.cbuta|ongtheJanuaryvertical
cross
section
markedina).Anomaliesless
than-6decameters
areshaded.
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Transient

Eddy Feedback and Low-frequency

Variability

Waiter A. Robinson
University.of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Introduction
Superposedon any externallydriven secularclimatic change are fluctuations that arise from
the internal nonlinear dynamics of the climate system. These internally generated variations may
involve interactions between the atmosphere and the ocean, as in the case of El Nifio, or they may
arise from the dynamics of the atmosphere alone. Here we discuss the dynamics of interactions
between transient eddies and lower-frequency motions in the atmosphere.
The interactions between more transient and more persistent motions can be divided into
two types. Nonlinear interactions among the transient motions can act as an essentially random
source of low-frequency motion. The idea that the low-frequencies respond in a linear way to
stochastic forcing from higher frequencies has been applied to the generation of planetary waves
(Egger and Schilling, 1984) and to the forcing of changes in global angular momentum (Robinson,
1993). In addition to stochastic coupling, there are systematic interactions, denoted feedbacks,
through which the persistent motions modulate their own forcing by the transient eddies. This
paper discusses the dynamics of these feedbacks.
First, the mechanism coupling low-frequency (10-day low-pass) and synoptic eddies is
reviewed, and a possible explanation for a discrepancy between observations and several models is
suggested. Secondly, the coupling between slow variations in the zonal flow and transient eddies
is discussed. Here it turns out that low-frequency eddies play an important role, and the
organization of their forcing of the zonal flow by the zonal flow appears to be very different from
that of the synoptic eddies.
Synoptic

eddy feedbacks

on low-frequency

eddies

Numerous modeling studies have shown that low-frequency eddies, resembling trains of
quasi-stationary Rossby waves, appear in the absence of anomalous boundary forcing and under
conditions in which their generation by instabilities of the time averaged flow is unlikely. Thus,
nonlinear interactions with synoptic scales are probably an important source of low-frequency
eddies. This is confu'med in a two-level model by calculating the enstrophy budget for lowfrequency eddies (Robinson 1991). Nonlinear interactions among synoptic (10-day high pass
filtered) eddies are a source of low-frequency enstrophy that is subsequently lost to dissipation and
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interactions with the time averaged flow. That these synoptic-low frequency interactions involve a
feedback is confirmed by experiments in which the low frequency eddies in the model are
generated by an external forcing. The high-frequency forcing of the low-frequency eddies may be
defined as the low-pass filtered convergence of the vorticity flux by the high frequencies. In the
imposed forcing experiments this high-frequency forcing takes on the same relationship to the lowfrequency eddies as is found in the unforced model where the low-frequency eddies arise
spontaneously.

<u>_> 0
<u'_'>
=o
(v%'>
: o

(u'_'>
>o
<v'O= o

(u%'>
=o
(v'O= o

<u'_'>
=o
<v%')
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Fig 1. Schematic of mechanism for synoptic-low frequency interaction. Shading
represents a patch of vorticity, and the solid curves are contours of the induced streamfunction.
In considering possible mechanisms for this feedback,there are a few salient facts:
1)

The high-frequency forcing has components in phase with and in quadraturewith (to the

west of) the low-frequency eddies.
2)

The quadrature component of the high-frequency forcing is stronger for shorterwavelength

low-frequency eddies, so that high-frequency forcing of very long (zonal wavenumbers 1 and 2)
low-frequency waves is predominantly in phase with the wave, while forcing of shorterwaves is
predominantly in upstream quadrature.
3)

The quadram_ component of the high-frequency forcing is produced by east-west vorticity

fluxes, while the in phase component results from north-south fluxes.
Qin and Robinson (1992) suggested a theory, consistent with these facts, for the synopticlow frequency interaction. Consider a patch of vorticity associated with a synoptic scale
disturbance. The shape of this patch is distorted as it is advected by the low-frequency flow (fig
1). The winds induced by the distorted patch will cause a net flux of the patch"s vorticity. The top
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right drawing in the figure shows the distortion obtained as the patch is advected towards the ridge
of a long wave, with the greatest distortion achieved at the ridge. The distorted eddy has an
eastward vorticity flux (an eddy in the trough would have a westward flux) leading to a vortici_'
flux convergence upstream of the largescale trough, and so giving rise to upstream quadrature
feedback. In the lower panels the patch is distorted by the winds found in the core of a zonal jet.
The northward vorticity flux so induced reinforces the jet. This is simply Victor Starr's "negative
viscosity",
These ideas, tested in a linear barotropic model, agree very well with the results from the
two-level model. Their agreement with observations, however, is less satisfactory. Cai and van
den Dool (1991) found stronger in phase feedback and weaker upstream feedback in observations,
though the feedback did shift upstream for shorter low-frequency waves. A similar discrepancy
shows up in Ting and Hoerling's (1993) comparison of observations and GCM results for the
midlatitude response to the 1986/87 El Nifio. The transient eddy vorticity fluxes are more
important in the observations than in the model. The synoptic eddy contribution is more nearly in
phase with the streamfunction in the observations, but is shifted upstream from the stationary eddy
in the mod_l.
A possible explanation for these results comes from recent work by Held and Phillips
(1993). They find that the meridional eddy momentum flux in models is very sensitive to
meridional resolution. Thus, models with relatively coarse meridional resolution (R15 for the twolevel model, T31 for the CCM used by Ting and Hoerling) may be underestimating that component
of the vorticity flux that contributes the in-phase feedback. Several tests of this idea are planned:
repeatingthe two-level model experiments and Qin and Robinson's barotropic calculations at
higher meridional resolutions, and comparing the synoptic-low frequency feedback between RI 5
and R30 versions of the GFDL GCM.
Transient eddy feedbacks on the zonal flow
Several numerical models display vacillations in the zonal flow as an importantmode of
low-frequency variability(GFDL GCM, Feldstein 1993; seven-level idealized model, Yu and
Hartmann 1993; two-level model, Robinson 1992). Such variations in the "zonal index" are
supported by transient eddy momentum fluxes in the models and in observations from the
Southern Hemisphere (Karoly, 1990). Yu and Hartmann show that the positive eddy feedback on
the zonal index is consistent with the difference between momentum fluxes integrated over
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baroclinic lifecycles that begin with high and low index zonal flows. Several questions remain,
however, regarding the transient eddy feedback on the zonal index. For example, in the two-level
model, the spectrum of index variations (fig 2) deviates significantly

from a red-noise spectrum.

with an apparent deficit of variance at periods around 50 days. This suggests that the eddy
feedback is more complex than simply a positive feedback opposing dissipation.
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Fig 2. Spectrum of zonal index variations in a two-level model
To explore the dynamics of the feedback, the technique of using an externally imposed
forcing with a simple structure in space and time is again employed.
the zonal wind in the two-level model is driven periodically
structure is displayed in fig 3. A coarse grain exploration

The barotropic component of

with the forcing whose meridional
of the parameter

space of forcing period

and amplitude has been carried out. Because of the strong internal variability in the model, each
case requires at least 20 periods to obtain reliable results.
results with a period of 60 days. The amplitudes
(wavenumbers

6-15) and longwave (wavenumbers

Figure 4 shows

an example of the

and temporal phases of the synoptic eddy
1-5) feedbacks on the zonal flow are shown in

fig 5. Synoptic eddy and longwave feedbacks have similar strengths, and their influences on the
zonal wind are somewhat stronger than that of the model' s linear drag (1/10 days). Their phases,
however, are very different.

At 50 "N the synoptic eddy feedback lags the zonal wind slightly,

perhaps consistent with the timescale of a baroclinic lifecycle.

The longwave feedback lags the
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Latitude

imposed on the zonal flow.

Fig 4. Zonal wind response to forcing
with a period of 60 days.

zonal wind by more than a quarter period. This means that the longwave feedback opposes the
imposed forcing, and it significantly

reduces the zonal wind response.

feedback opposes the zonal wind tendency.

Also, the longwave

This leads to a reddening of the spectral response of

the zonal wind (fig 6), and may explain the spectrum in fig 2.
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Fig 5. Amplitudes
Assuming

"

....

and phases of synoptic and long wave feedbacks.

that the synoptic eddy feedback can be understood as the negative eddy viscosity

that occurs during the barotropic decay phase of baroclinic lifecycles, the question remains as to the
mechanism

for the longwave feedback.

flow interactions
strong meridional
concentrated

One possibility is that it is a consequence of wave-mean

induced by the time dependence

of the zonal flow. Zonal jets are regions of

gradients in the potential vorticity, and Rossby wave activity tends to be

in such regions.

As the jet weakens or moves away, this wave activity is released,

causing an EP flux divergence

in the region of the weakening jet that will oppose the weakening.

This idea can easily be tested in a linear barotropic model, and such tests will be carried out in the
next few months.
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The importance of resolution on the response of mid-latitude transients to enhanced CO.,

C A Senior

The Hadley Centre For Climate Prediction and Research

The impact of global warming on the activity of the mid-latitude transients is not well
understood. Work with simple models suggests that there will be two competing effects on transient
activity. Firstly there will be a reduction in the baroclinicity due to a smaller pole-equator
temperature gradient and secondly there will be increased moisture availability in a warmer
atmosphere.
A comparison of the mid-latitude transients from two versions of the Hadley Centre for
Climate Prediction and Research GCM run at different resolutions is presented and the importance
of resolution on the simulation of the high and low frequency variability is discussed.

At higher

resolution, one of the largest responses of the model to a doubling of atmospheric CO2 is an
enhancement of the westerly flow in the North Atlantic (Hall et al 1993), but this is much reduced at
lower resolution. Consistency is sort between changes in the time mean flow and the transient
behaviour.

The model
The model is a version of the Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research GCM as
described by Senior and Mitchell (1993). The two horizontal resolutions described here are 2.5* x
3.75* Latitude/Longitude (Km250) and 5.0* x 7.5* Latitude/Longitude (Km500). The models were
run for between fifteen and twenty years to reach equilibrium and the results shown are DJF
averages over the final 10 years of the integrations. For Kin500 the transient fields are only
available for the last three years of the integration.
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Model Climates and Systematic Error
(a) Mean Flow
The Low resolution model seriously underestimates the depth of the Southern Hemisphere
circumpolar trough and the height of the subtropical highs. The simulation m the Northern
Hemisphere is substantially better. The Aleutian low extends rather too far into the North American
continent and the Icelandic low extends too far east with errors of up to -8 mb over Britain. The
simulation at Kin250 is much more realistic in the Southern Hemisphere, but represents little
improvement in the Northern Hemisphere. The errorover Britain is slightly larger, with a
zonalization
oftheatlantic
flowThishasbeennoticed
inotherstudies
ofincreasing
resolution
even
inmodels,suchasthis
one,thatinclude
a representation
ofgravity
wave drag(eqDyson 1985,Boer
andLazare1988).
Itisworthnoting
thattheimprovementwithresolution
inJJA isobviousinboth
hemispheres.

(b)Variability
Band PassandLow passfilters
wereapplied
tothevariance
ofthe500 mb height
field
(Blackmon1976)toisolate
variability
ontimescales
between2 and 6 daysandgreater
than6 days
respectively.
Theresulting
fields
showstheregions
ofmaximum highfrequency
variability
or'storm
tracks'
andregions
oflowfrequency
variability.
KmS00 simulates
thepositions
ofthethree
majorstorm-tracks,
intheNorthAtlantic,
the
NorthPacific
andtheSouthern
Ocean(notshown)reasonably
wellbutsubstantially
underestimates
the amount of variability in each region (Figure I a,d). In the Northern Hemisphere the model tends
to shorten the storm tracks with the largest errors occuring at the eastern end of the ocean basin. In
the Pacific the maximum variability is situated too far west Km250 has generally more
high-frequency variability than KmSO0, but still less than the analysed values (Figure 1 b, c). The
error in the easternNorth Atlantic is reduced by 50% (Figure 1 e). Neither model captures the
northward tiltof the observed North Atlantic storm track (Figure 1 c). so that the model storms
continue .nto continental Eu,ope. In the Pacific storm track, the high resolution model performs
better in the centre and to the west but is somewhat worse in the east.
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The eastern end of the storm track is also a region of maximum observed low frequency
variability. The simulation of the low frequency variability in KmS00 is poor, with the maxima in
both ocean basins being situated too far north, giving large errors to the south At higher resolution
the Atlantic low frequency variability is improved in the west but is still deficien¢ further east over
Britain. This is consistent with the short Atlantic storm track. The observed maximum over central
Siberia is well reproduced. The Pacific storm track is positioned further south than in KmSO0 as in
the analysis, but there is a minimum in the magnitiude of the variability in the central pacific where
the analysis has a maximum.

The Response to increased CO2
Mean Changes
One of the largest responses of the High resolution model is lhe enhanced westerly flow in
the North Atlantic and to a lesser extent in the north Pacific. There are increases of 4-6 mb in Mean
sea level pressure across the Atlantic at about 45° North, with similar reductions at 65°N. The
northward shift of the jet can also t,-. seen in the zonal mean wind. In Km500 the response in the
North Atlantic i$ somewhat similar but of a smaller magnitude and in the Pacific the changes are
very small. The zonally averaged wind does not show a northward shift.
In both models there is a general increase in the pole to equator temperature gradient at
upper levels due to the enhanced warming of the upper tropical troposphere when compared to that
at higher latitudes (Figure 2). In the lower troposphere there is a genera/reduction in the meridional
pole-equator temperature gradient bec _sethe high latitudes warm more than lower latitudes due to
the sea-ice albedo feedback mechanism (eg Ingrain et al 1989). However, superimposed on this in
Kin250 there is an enhanced warming over northern continents which is advected eastwards over the
ocean. The picture in the western north Aflamic is further complicated by the strong local minimum
in the warming to the south of Greenland. The result is an increase in the baroclinicity to the north
and east and a reduction to the south. In Kin500, the change in the lower tropospheric meridional
temperature gradient is qualitatively similar with a high latitude amplification of the warming (which
is larger than in KM250) and a smaller warming in the tropics. The eastward advection of the
continental warming over the western ocean basins is much reduced in Kin500 especially in the
Pacific, but th, local minimum in the warw.ing off the tip of greenland is still evident.
In the Atlantic, in Kin250, there is a reduction in the sensible heating off the eastern US co_st
where the land/sea temperature contrast has reduced. Both models show an increase in specific
humidity which gives rise to increased latent heat release at the storm track exit regions. This is in
the western Atlantic in Kin250 but further east in KmS00 as the storm track in the control did not
extend as far west. In the Pacific storm track there are also reductions in sensible heating in the west
where the heating of the continent has advected over the ocean, again this is largerm Kin250. The
change in latent heating is quite different in the two models with a clear northward shift in Kin250
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and an eastward shift in KmS00. These changes are consistent with the changes in the storm tracks
outlined below.
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Changes in Variability
Kin250 simulates a poleward and downstream intensification of both Northern Hemisphere
storm tracks and this is most marked in the Atlantic, with large changes over north west Europe as
well (Figure 3).
KmS00 shows a similar intensification and downstream shift of the Atlantic storm track, but
of a reduced magnitude and there is little evidence of a northward movement. Both models show an
error in the orientation of the western end of the Atlantic storm track in the control simulations, with
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the lows tracking too far westwards into europe rather than northwards as in the observations. This is
most pronounced in KmS00 and the lack of a northward shift in the enhanced CO2 run may be
related to the large systematic error. In the Pacific the maximum variability moves from the west
side to the central pacific and reduces in intensity. Once again this is in the sense to correct the error
in the control simulation. There is no evidence of a poleward movement in the storm track.
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In Kin250 there is a poleward and eastward extension of the low frequency variability as
seen for the band pass f'dtered results, in both the North Atlantic and Pacific. In KM500, there is an
overall reduction in the low frequency variabilty to the north where the maximum variability was in
the control integration and increases to the south. This again corrects a bias in the control.

Conclusions
The low resolution model achieves a surprisingly good, simulation of the mean Northern
Hemisphere flow which seems to be explained by a fortuitous cancellation of errors as the model
does not simulate either the high or low frequency variability with any accuracy. The simulation of
the mean Northern Hemisphere flow shows little improvement at higher resolution and is degraded
in some regions, notibly the North Atlantic and western Europe, where there is a relatively large

tbS
systematic
error.
The higherresolution
modelhasanimprovedsimulation
of thehighfrequency
variability
intheAtlantic
andPacific
stormtracks
butdoesnotsimulate
welltheobserved
low
frequency
variability.
The omission
ofthemaximum inlow frequency
variability
situated
atthe
eastern
endofthestormtrack
tendstoproduceoverlyzonalflowintheNorthAtlantic
andWestern
Europe.Bothmodelssimulate
a downstreamshift
andintensification
oftheNorthAtlantic
storm
trackwithenhancedCO2 andconsistent
changesinthetimemean flow.howeverthesignal
ismuch
greater
athigher
resolution
Cautionmustbe usedininterpreting
theseresults
duetothelarge
systematic
errors
inbothmodelsinthis
region.
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I. Introduction
By using finite-amplitude
rigorous upper bounds
stability

conservation

laws for pseudomomentum

have been derived on the saturation

for layered and continuously-stratified

been obtained

amplitudes

quasi-geostrophic

in baroclinic in-

models.

Bounds have

for both the eddy energy and the eddy potential enstrophy.

apply to conservative
the dissipation

and pseudoenergy,

(inviscid, unforced) flow, as well as to forced-dissipative

is proportional

This approach

provides

an efficient way of extracting

sealings of the saturation

rameters.

A possible use is in constructing

averaged climate models.

flow when

to the potential vortieity.

dynamical

amplitudes

an analytical

estimate

eddy parameterization
are summarized,

and nonlinear

The method employed here uses finite-amplitude

pa-

schemes for zonallyand compared with

theory and from baroelinic-adjustment

pseudomomentum,

of the

in terms of crucial non-dimensional

The scaling dependences

those derived from weakly-nonlinear
2. Pseudoenergy,

The bounds

estimates.

stability

conservation laws for disturbances

given basic flows. Note that in general, this assumes unforced, inviscid dynamics.

to
It is

well known (McIntyre & Shepherd 1987) that when the basic flow is steady, then the pseudoenergy A(t) is conserved; and when the basic flow is zonal, then the pseudomomentum
A/l(t) is conserved. The pseudoenergy
properties:

and pseudomomentum

have the following important

(i) they are conserved by the full, nonlinear dynamics; (ii) they are quadratic

to leading order in disturbance
cally. These properties

amplitude;

and (iii) they may be constructed

all follow directly from the underlying Hamiltonian

geophysical fluid dynamics

(Andrews & McIntyre

structure

of

(see MeIntyre & Shepherd 1987; Shepherd 1990).

Familiar examples of such "peeudo'-invariants
herd 1993a), Eliassen-Palm

systemati-

wave activity

1978; Shepherd

include available potential energy (Shep-

(Killworth & MeIntyre 1985), and wave action

1990). The associated conservation

laws may be

written in local or global form. It may be helpful to recall the expressions in the bcxotropic
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case where P = _72¢ + f + 13y is the potential vorticity, and ¢ is the streamfunction.
introduce

a basic state (@, Q) and consider finite-amplitude
¢---_+_;,

The pseudoenergy

disturbances

(¢,q) to it:

P-Q+q.

(1)

relative to this basic state is given by (McIntyre & Shepherd
q

1987)

d@

the second expression being a small-amplitude
relation

We

approximation.

In the above, the functional

_I,= @(Q), which exists for any steady basic state, has been used.

The overbar

denotes an average in x. It is clear from (2) that if d¢_dO, > 0 then .4 > 0, even at finite
amplitude.

The pseudomomentum

is given by (Killworth & McIntyre

1985)

I ?

dy,

e

(3)

thesecondexpression
againbeingthesmall-amplitude
approximation.
In theabove,Y(Q)
denotestheinverse
ofthefunction
Q(y):thatis,y = Y(Q(y)).Itisclearfrom (3)thatif
Q'(y)# 0 forally thend3;/dQ_&0 and so .A4# 0,evenat finite
amplitude.
When A or A4 are sign-definite
forarbitrary
disturbances,
then one can establish
nonlinear
_abi|ityofthe basicstate.Many well-knownlinear
stability
theoremscan be
understoodin thisway,and can be shown therebyto extendto finite
amplitude.Examplesof sue& nonlinear
theoremsbasedon l_udoenerKyare:static
stability
(HoUiday
&_ Mclntyre 1981;Shepherd 1998([);
Rayleigh's
centrifugal
stability
theorem (Shepherd
1991);symmetric baroclinic
stability
(Cho,Shepherd& Vladimirov1995);the Arnol'd
(1966)theorems;and theFjcrtoft-Pecllosky
theorem(Holm etal.1985;Mclntyre& Shepherd 1987).Examples of nonlinear
stability
theoremsbasedon pseudomomentum axe:
the Rayleigh-Kuotheorem(Mclntyre& Shepherd1987);
and theCharney-Stern
theorem
(Shepherd1988,1989).The invariants
may alsobe combinedforsteady,
zonalbasicflows.
3. Saturation

bounds

on instabilities

How does the above discussion relate to our original question concerning saturation
amplitudes

of baroclinic

apply to disturbances
dynamical

evolution

instabilities?

The first clue is that these stability

of finite (not necessarily small) amplitude.
in the vicinity of stable states.

Therefore,

theorems

all

Hence they constrain
given some state of the

system, consider it as a disturbance to a stable state, and then use the stability
to constrain the evolution. For best effect, try all possible stable states!

theorems
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To illustrate
initial condition

the method, let's see how this works fo'r the barotropic
is
¢(t = O) = ¢o = "_o + ¢o',

the overbars

case. Suppose the

P(t = O) - Po = -Po + P',

denoting the zonal average and the primes the departures

(4)
therefrom.

We

choose (O, Q) to be a stable, steady, zonal flow, in which case _' = _p' and P' = q', the
disturbance

(¢,q) being defined by (1). If d@/dQ > O, then we have the following bound

on the eddy energy:

e'(t) --- ]lV¢,l_dy=
<

f' ]lVf:,lzd__<f' ]lV¢l2d_

IV¢l _ +

[O(Q + q)-

_P(Q)] dO dy = A(t) = A(0).

(5)

Now, .4(0) - A[¢o, P0; _, Q] is a functional of the initial flow and the basic flow; so for
given (#o, Po), one may vary (_,Q)
bound on the eddy energy £'(t).

over all possible stable basic flows to get the best

On the other hand, if dQ/dy

_ 0 then we have the

following bound on the eddy enstrophy:

---IO_l_
I,_,i(t)}--IQ,
I-_ I,_(0)l.
Asabove,the upperbound10_1_ I_(0)1_ a functional

(6)

of the initial flow and the basic

flow; so one may vary Q over all possible stable basic flows to get the best bound on the
eddy enstrophy.

If the domain is bounded, this also gives a bound on the eddy energy:

e.g. in a channel of width L, one has the Poinear6 inequality £'(t) < (L/Ir)2Z'(t).
These upper bounds axe rigorous. But the question is: are they good estimates

of

equilibrated eddy amplitudes?
4. Application

to Phillips

model:

bound on eddy energy

Consider the two-layer model, with potential vorticity
PifV2,bi+(-1)iF(,bl-O2)+f+_y

[i = 1,2],

(7)
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where the domain is taken to be a periodic zonal channel 0 <_y < 1. We assume the initial
condition to consist of the Phillips basic flow
UI=
plus (for simplicity)

dye°)
_
dy - _ (l + e) + u°'
an infinitesimal

U2 =

initial eddy perturbation,

_.(o)
d"'2
dy = uo,

(8)

so that _0 _ _0. The flow

(8) is unstable for e > 0. The eddy energy is
g,_
Application

(9)

1

of the method outlined in Section 3, using (5), gives (Shepherd 1993b)

Z2e

_'(t)< _

(1 .

FJ

[valid for e -< O(1)]

"

(10)

Note that the total energy in the system is

e = 24--'_
1+ _ (1+ e)2,
which, for small supercritieality
providing a significant constrmnt

(_)

e << 1, is much larger than £'. Hence the bound (10) is
on the dynamics.

In the regime e << 1, the bound (10)

suggests

E'_ _ Z2e
6"-_"
How does this compare with other approaches?
single-wave equilibration

in the non-resonant

(_2)

Weakly-nonlinear

case, gives (Pedlosky

theory, applied to

1970)

/_2e

_'_,__ --_.
Weakly-nonlinear
(Warn & Gauthier

theory, applied to single-wave equilibration

(13)
in the resonant case, gives

1989)

On the other hand, an estimate appealing to the notion of baroclinic
1978; see Shepherd 1993b) suggests

_'°,t _ 1-_

adjustment

(Stone
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The remarkable
dependence

thing is that

all these quantities

scale like 32elF,

except for a weak

on F in (15), with multiplicative constants as follows:

0.167 = 1/6 (rigorous bound)
0.125 = 1/8 (weakly-nonlinear,

resonant case: maximum)

0.125 - 1/8 (baroclinic adjustment,

for F = 12: channel width of 30° latitude)

0.101 = 1/_r2 (weakly-nonlinear,

non-resonant case: maximum)

0.083-- 1/12 (weakly-nonlinear,

resonant case: equilibrated)

Therefore the rigorous upper bound (10) captures the essential dynamical
baroclinic

saturation,

and is quantitatively

quite accurate

too.

scalings of

In terms of dimensional

vaxiabl_,
j32¢

_20N2 D3 L3 e

_
Presumably

all these quantities

/02

are over-estimates

.

(16)

in the "wide-jet"

limit L --, oc, since

in that case one expects the eddy energy to increase only like L, not L 3 (Haidvogel &:
Held 1980). The physical understanding
all the estimates
amplitude

wave, which

(12)-(15) must contain, breaks down well before reaching its maximum

(Panetta

5. Application

of this is that the most unstable

&: Held 1989).

to Charney

model:

Consider continuously-stratified

bound on eddy

potential

enstrophy

flow, with potential vorticity

P -- V2¢ + _,z - h -1¢" + f +/_Y,

(17)

where the domain is taken to be a periodic zonal channel 0 <_ y _< 1, with 0 _< z < co.
We assume the initial condition to consist of the Charney basic flow U(z) - _z, which is
unstable

for all _ > 0, plus (as above) an infinitesimal initial eddy perturbation.

potential

enstrophy is

z' =
Application

e-'/h

The eddy

@az.

(18)

of the method outlined in Section 3, using (6), gives (Shepherd 1989)

Z'(t)

<
-

6
(_h + 1)2
24h

for _h < 1,

> I,

(19)
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where _h -

_oN2H/f_

.

Recall (Held 1978) that _h >> 1 implies D ,_ H/_h

<< H

(shallow limit), while _h << 1 implies D _ H (deep limit), where D is the vertical scale of
the unstable baroclinic wave.
The baroclinic

adjustment

estimate

(Lindzen & Farrell 1980; see Shepherd

1989) is

Z_st _ (,_h + 1)/24h. So in the "shallow" limit Bh >> 1, we have
Z'max _ -6N
Both estimates

_
Z_st _ _-_

(rigorous bound),

(baroclinic adjustment).

scale the same way. The total potential enstrophy

(20)

is Z = (Nh + 1)2/24h,

which is much larger than Z' in this regime. In the "deep" limit Nh << 1, we have
1
Z'max_ 2-_

1
(rigorous bound),

Z_s t _ _

both of which are equal to the total potential

(baroclinic adjustment),

(21)

enstrophy Z. Note that in the atmosphere,

_h= O(1).
It turns
consistent

out (P.H. Stone, personal communication)
with energy equipartition

arguments.

variables, (19) takes the asymptotic

To see this, note that in dimensional

limits

Z' <
-

that the rigorous bound (19) is

6N2
P°BLSf2
{ p°&f°2Ls_
24HN 4

(22)
for & << 1
for _o >> 1,

Now estimate
u'_
f0
P' _ LR - ND u',

Z' _ _IpoLD(p,2),

(23)

where the angle brackets denote some local average in the baroclinic zone. This gives an
estimate of the eddy kinetic energy:
N 2D2

= So

2N 2D

S0 p0L
z',

(24)

which when combined with (22) leads to the bound

(.,2><
_

3

= 3N_

f2oL2D_2
,f2oL2_2
{ BoL2D(
12HN 2 = f2oL2(2
12N2

for_o>>1,
(25)
for _o << 1.
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Note that in both limits, the bounds scale the same way; i.e. there is no dependence
20! To compare with the zonal APE, take
OT
LToJ:of
T* _ L _y _
g

(26)

(thermal wind relation),

which leads to a local estimate of ZAPE (dimensionally

on

consistent with (u'2} above)

g2
TN'
<r">*

(27)

This is the same factor that arose in (25) with respect to EKE! So (25) and (27) suggest

EKE <
ZAPE -

g
1

for/30 >> 1,

(28)

for Zo<<1.
Thus the rigorous bound (19) is consistent with the notion of energy equipartition:
EKE/ZAPE

namely,

= O(1). (The relative size of EAPE compared with EKE depends on the ratio

LR/L.)
It is interesting
Section 4. There,

to contrast

this with the analysis for the Phillips model presented in

(10) implies that EKE --, 0 in the limit ¢ --, 0, despite the fact that

there is plenty of APE remaining in the zonal flow!
6. Discussion
It is important
horizontal

to note that the bounds described above can be extended to general

jet profiles, to finite initial eddy amplitudes,

under PV relaxation.
fully-developed

For other kinds of forcing, things are not yet clear.

(equilibrated)

between baroclinic

and to forced-dissipative

flows

Of course in

baroclinic instability, eddy amplitudes must strike a balance

growth and dissipation

via a potential-enstrophy

remains the question of how to fit all this into a transient-eddy

cascade.

parameterization

There also
scheme.

Some thoughts along these lines are presented in Shepherd (1989, §8).
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1.

Introduction

and

Dept. of Meteorology, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

motivation

models of Jin and Ghil (1990) and Strong et aL (1993),

Intraseasonal oscillations with a period of 40-50

through the UCLA General Circulation Model (Marcus,

days were discovered in zonal winds over the tropical

1990), to observations (Dickey et el., 1991; Ghil and

Pacific by Madden and Julian (1971, 1972).

Mo, 1991a; Kimoto et eL, 1991).

Since

Marcus (1990) and

that time, considerable modeling and observational

Strong et el. (1993)in simulations with no topography

literature

and

on intraseasonal tropical variability has

emerged. Anderson and Rosen (1983)and

Benedict

no

Madden-Julian

extratropical 40--50-day

oscillation,
variability.

found

no

The relationship

and Haney (1988), among others, have established

of the extratropical oscillations to those of the tropics

links between such fluctuations and those in global

on this time scale is still not clear.

atmospheric angular momentum (AAM).

(1991) and Strong et aL (1993) provided evidence that

In addition to tropical variability on the 40-50 day
timescale,

extratropical oscillations of such periods

have attracted increasing attention. The extratropical
component of global variance in AAM is about an

the two oscillations may be essentially independent,
as suggested by Ghil (1987), but noted that the two
oscillations may occasionally interact.
More understanding of extratropical

order of magnitude less than that observed in the

oscillations

tropics (Gutzler and Madden, 1993);

currently known:

it seems to be

Dickey et el.

is needed.

To summarize

40-50.day
what

is

the patterns are hemispheric,

of

related, however, to fluctuations of planetary-scale

standing wavenumber-two, with an average period of

waves on this time scale (Ghil and Mo, 1991a, b), that

40 days (Dickey et al., 1991; Marcus, 1990: Ghil and

are of interest

Mo, 1991a; Keppenne and Ghil, 1993; Strong et el.,

to extended-range

prediction over

North America.

1993);

Weickmann (1983) and Lau and Phillips (1986)
have shown
convective

extratropical
variability

responses

on the

40-50

the largest oscillations

in mountain torque

occur over the Rockies, Himalayas,

Greenland,

and

to tropical

the Andes, in that order (Marcus, 1990); the signal is

timescale,

generally

most active

in and around

the winter

especially in the Northern Hemisphere winter.

Ghii

season, and quiescent at other times of the boreal

(1987).suggested

day

year (Knutson and Weickmann, 1987: Ghil and Mo,

that the observed

40-50

variability over the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes

1991a;

may have its source in a Hopf bifurcction of westerly

1993).

Gutzler and Madden, 1993;

Strong et al.,

flow over topography. This idea has been pursued in

This study sheds further light on the last aspect,

a hierarchy of increasing realism, from the barotropic

the seasonal dependence of intraseasonal variability:
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Floquettheory (Hartman, 1982) is used to study the

intensity of the forcing. In our model, this number

stability of the large-scale, midlatitude atmospheric

parameterizes the zonal thermal forcing, due to the

system'speriodic basic state. This method provides

variation with latitude of net radiative heating, and the

not only information about the growth rate of unstable

zonally-averaged effects of baroclinic eddies. The

modes -- similar to the linear stability analysis of a

spectral transform method on the sphere is used in

steady basic state--but

the discretization of Eq. (1), with triangular-21 (T21)

also the annual modulation

of the eigenvector
field.Finally,
we assess the

resolution.
The modelishemispheric,
withsymmetry

seasonaldependence of predictive
skill
forthis

abouttheequator
assumed.

idealized signal, using low-order maximum entropy

2.2. SeasonaJForcing

methods (MEM:

Keppenne and Ghil, 1992, and

referencestherein),

Real NH topographyis used, along with a zonal
forcinggiven by the periodically-shifting
jet at 250 mb
obtainedfrom the EuropeanCenterfor Medium-Range

2.

Review of time-dependent

results

Weather Forecast's 1980-1986 climatology. This

2.1. T'nemode/

forcing jet peaks around 35°N in winter and around

The atmosphericmodelused in this study is one
of equivalent-barotropicflow forced by a zonally-

500N in summer, with the annual cycle being
approximatedby

symmetricstressand dissipatedby surface friction:
pl// sol

1+cos

/2 V/ +

De:-,:),,,+..,(,,,.
:,,,+:,.,<,+",,,>1:
<.,>
Here, v/is the streamfunction, h is the topographic
height and 7is a topographicheight parameter. A
relaxationforcing _ is introducedintothe right-hand

<:>

Here, ¥;

denotes the winter jet, forcedat intensity

Pt' while ¥_ denotes the summer jet, forced at
intensityP2; t denotesthe day of the year.
2.3

Intraseasona/ oscillations in the mode/

side with a characteristictime scale cz.1. The forcing
streamfunction_" can be consideredas a zonal flow
driven directly by differentialheating in an idealized
purely zonal circulation. F is the external RossP.,y
radius. A very small viscous term, v4k_,

whose

scale selectivitydepends on k, is also included; it is
the horizontalLaplacian,and J the Jacobian operator.
The horizontalcoordinatesin the sphericalmodel are
the longitudeZ and the sine of latitude p.= sine. The
non-dimensionalnumber p, analogousto a Rossby
number in the real atmosphere, measures the

Band-pass-filteredAAM from a 100-year model
run (cf. Strong et al., 1993) indicates significant
amplificationof intraseasonalactivityfor the late fall,
winter, and early spring, and attenuation of the
activityin the summer. Lowestvaluesof filteredhAM
indicate blocked phases, while highest values
correspond to zonal phases in atmospheric
streamfunctionpatterns (cf. Legras and Ghil, 1985;
Stronget aL, 1993).
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3.

Stability analysis of periodically-forced solutions

3.1. Elementary Floquet Theory

end of the period are related to those at the beg,nmng

Following Hartman (1982), we consider the linear
system of ordinary differential

Eq. (6) shows that fundamental solutsons of (3) at :he

by the constant nonsingular matrix C,

equations
C = e Rp

y'=P(t)y,

(7)

(3)
The eigenvalues of C are uniquely determined and are

where the coefficient matrix P has period p,

the characteristic
system (3).

P(t) = P(t + p),

(4)

and the prime denotes differentiation
withrespectto

roots, crj, (./ = 1.2 ....

N) of the

The eigenvalues ,t.j of the matrix R are

determined by the relation

(_,)

,I./
= 1(Ina I +m2_i):

time. For our model, P(t) represents the spectral form
of the linear operator L arising from the linearization of

they are called the Floquet exponents of the system

(1) with respect to the periodically-forced basic state.
(3).
At T21 truncation, P(t)is a matrix of dimension 231 x
231.

Note that _'i is defined only up to an additive

multiple m of 2_ri/p.

It can be fixed by requiring -K <

Im(Zi ) S tr, where the principal value of the logarithm
The

system (3) has a fundamental

set of

is taken.

solutions (a set of n linearly independent functions of

Stability properties of the solution to system (31

which all other solutions are linear combinations) Y(t),
are diagnosed as follows:
where Y(O) =/. Any fundamental matrix Y(t) of (3) can

•

y(t) is unstable if Re(Zj ) > 0 because y(t) grows

be represented as
exponentially with t.

Y(t)=z(t)e

(s)

•

y(t) is stable if Re(_.j ) < 0.
The model's periodic basic state is obtained by

averaging the seasonal cycle of the solution to (1, 2)
where Z(t) = Z(t+p), R is a constant matrix, and Z(t), R
are N x N matrices.

Eq. (3) does not uniquely

determine R or its eigenvalues, since Z(t) can always
be replaced

by Z(t)e "2zit and R by R + 21tit.

The

eigenvalues of • R, however, are uniquely determined
by (3).
Equation (3) can be integrated forward in time by
well-known methods, so that
Y(t + p) = Y(t)C.

\

(6)

0

over 50 years of integration.

The resulting unstable

Floquet exponents for C of the model's linearization
about this basic state appear in Figure 1. It shows
three unstable modes - two oscillatory and one purely
exponential -- while the large number of stable modes
is not shown. We will focus on the most unstable
mode, with an e-folding time of 27 days.
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3.2. Floquet eigenvectors

and predictive skill varies with, the season: greatest

For an eigenvector Yo of R belonging to an

forecast success occurs in the winter, when the

eigenvalue A, eRtyo = yaext, so that the solution y =

signal's amplitude envelope is steady and robust;

Y(t)y° of (3)is of the form z1w_twhere the vector z_(t)

less successfulforecasts obtain in the spring and fall

= Z(t)yo has period p.

(Fig. 3c), when the envelope is decaying or growing,

Here, z1(t)

respectively (not shown). Forecast success is also

is a solution to the initial value

problem

limited in the summer months (Fig. 3c), when such
variability is quiescent or dominated by other, higher-

dz...].
dt + ljZj

(t) = P(t)zj (t).

(9)

frequencyoscillationsin the model.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

•

Time-dependentsolutionswithseasonalforcing

The resultingeigenvector correspondingto the most
unstable mode exhibits intraseasonal oscillations,
modulated by the season (Fig. 2).

are stillchaoticin structure:

Figure 2a
1.

illustrates AAM and Fig. 2b the most unstable

Intraseasonalactivityis strongerin the
winter season;

eigenvector in two Hovm5ller diagrams; the key
2.

features are:
•

•

their averageperiodis 40 days.

The eigenvector'sAAM showshighervariabilityin
•

and aroundthe winterseason;

The spatialpatternsarestanding and

The Floquetmethodis a usefultoolin studying
the periodically-forced
basic stateof a dynamical

The oscillationpatternsare mostrobustfor the

system. In ourcase, the method:

latefall-winter-earlyspring,exhibitinga standing

1.

Confirmsthe enhancementof

patternaroundthe Rocky Mountainsand the
intraseasonalactivityaroundthe winter

Himalayas;

seasons;
•

The periodof these oscillationsis about40 days.
2.

The structure of the eigenvector solution for this

Providesa way of trackingthegrowth
and attenuationof the intraseasonal

standingmode agrees favorably with streamfunction
activityby way of the annual
anomalypatterns and mostunstableeigenvectorsfor
time-dependent

and

steady-state

eigenvectorstructure.

solutions,
•

Predictiveskillout to 40 claysobtainsfor this

respectively(Strong eta/., 1993).
Predictive skill for this illustrativeintraseasonal

ideal intraseasonalsignalin the wintermonths,
but is less successfulat othertimes of the

signal was assessed by way of an MEM-based
autoregressivemodel (cf. Keppenneand Ghil, 1992).
Figures 3a and 3b show statistically-significant
streamfunc_ion-anomaly
forecasts out to 45 days, at
the expanse of forecastingthe remainingvariabilityof
the model, The intraseasonaisignalis modulatedby,

year.
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1

Introduction.

The uniquelyimportantroleof Ertelpotential
vorticity
(EPV) gradient
alongisentropes
intheextra-tropical
largescaleflowhaslongbeenrecognized
and constantly
emphasized
(Charneyand Stern1962,Hoskinsetal1985).Ithas alsobeenproposedthattheEPV
may be a powerfuldiagnostic
toolforstudyingthegeneralcirculation
on a globalscale
(Hoskins,
1991).However,itappearsthatno adequateeffort
hasbeen made toexamine
_emperstureand ,_inddistribution
ofthezonalmean flowasa function
ofEPV gradient
alongisentropes.

The need toexxm£nethedependenceofthezonalmean flow on theEPV gradient
alongisentropes
washighlighted
by Lindzen(1993).
He noteda neutral
statefortheextratropical
troposphere.
In sucha state,
the EPV gradient
alongisentropes
in the interior
troposphere
iszero,and thetropopauseheightissufficiently
largesothatthewaveswith
thesmallest
totalwavenumber isneutral
inthesenseoftheEady typeofinstability.
Clearly,
therelevance
ofsucha neutralstatetotherealatmosphereisdependenton whetherthere
isa significant
difference
betweentheobserveddistribution
oftemperature
and wind and
theone corresponding
toa zeroEPV gradient
alongisentropes.

The present paper describes how to calculate the temperature and wind distribution
as a function of EPV gradient along isentropes. We mm paxticularly interested in whether
the assumption of zero EPV gr_Uent is consistent with observations and its knplications for
the role c." the tropics. In section 2, we show the distribution of EPV of the observed zonal
mean flow, whose ch_cteristic
the extra-tropical

structure indeed suggests vigorous mixing in the interior of

troposphere. In section 3, we describe the calculation of the temperature

and wind distribution

of am extra-tropical troposphere wish zero isentropic EPV gradient,

mad compare the result with the observed. We also investigate the implications of such an
e$cient EPV mixing for the impact of the tropics. In Section 4, we quantify the sensitivity
of the temperature and wind distribution to the changes in the gradient of EPV. Section 5
discusses some implications of the present findings.
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2

The characteristic

EPV distribution

of the observed

flow

The expression for the isentropic EPV is

= -g(f + _,)_

(1)

in which g is the gravity constant, f is the planetary vorticity, 8 represents the potential
temperature, p is the pressure, and _'0is the relative vorticity evaluated along isentropes

Figure 1 shows the EPV distribution along tkree representative isentropes of the
observed zonal mean flow over the winter season (290 K, 300 K and 275 K respectively).
It is apparent from Figure 1 that distribution of EPV along isentropes is characterized by
different regimes. The gradient of EPV along the section of the isentropes that falls in the
interior of the extra-tropical troposphere is distinguishly smaller than along the section that
falls either into the Hadley regime, the immediate region of the ground or the transitional
region to the tropopause. This characteristic distribution suggests that there is a vigorous
mixing in the interior of the extra-tropical troposphere.

Nevertheless, isentropic gradient of EPV appears to be distinguishable

from zero.

However, the significance of this difference is dependent on whether the temperature and
wind distribution is sensitive to it. Also, one should note that the change of EPV from
its surface values or tropical values to its stratospheric values is large. Consequently, low
resolution of the data win tend to exaggerate the gradient in between. Observational data
used here is only available at the standard pressure levels.

An effective way to check

how significant the EPV gradient is, is to obtain the temperature and wind distribution
which corresponds to a zero gradient of EPV, and then compare this temperature and wind
distribution with the observed temperature and wind.
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3

Temperature and wind distributioncorresponding to a
zero isentropicEPV gradient

When the:dativevorticity
isignoredin theEPV expression,
the equationthatgoverns
thepotential
temperaturedistribution
foran extra-tropicaJ
troposphere
witha zeroEPV
gradient
alongisentropes
is:

l-_'_y-('O0
_gf2pa,O0,Oy dydf(p_ p,)) O00p
_ 0

(2)

wherey = a_,a istheradiusoftheEarth,¢ represents
thelatitude,
and 8 and p represent
thepotentinl
temperature
and pressure
respectively.
Paa = -gf(_v)a,whichisthepotential
vorticity
distribution
atthesurface
level.
Igmoringtherelative
vorticity
turnsoutto be a
good approximation.

Solving
equation2 doesnotrequire
theknowledgewherethetroposphere
ends.For
a given 8,, Pa, and a potential temperature

distribution

at the tropical boundary

(the

edge of the Hadley cell), the temperature distribution in the extra-tropics is then uniquely
determined.

A numericalsolution
toequation2 ispresentedin Figure2, together
withtheobserveddistribution
oftemperature
and wind.The solutionappearstodefinemuch ofthe
observeddistribution
withsome si_,qtificant
discrepancy
nestthetropopauselevel,
paxticulaxlyintheregionnearthetropical
boundaxy.

Once thetemperature
distribution
isdetermined,
thezonM wind may be estimated
from thethermalwindrelationship,
by assumingthesurface
level
wind isnegligible.

When _eisincluded
inthePV expression,
thecalculation
involves
inverting
an given
EPV distribution
undertherequirement
thatmass amd momentum axebalanced.

Inthepotential
temperature-latitude
coordinate,
theequationtobe solvedisinthe
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following
from:

02M
0¢_2

2 OM
c
sin2¢ 0¢ + 2fla2sincPv g --_acp
po -_ (-ff_OM )_ _02M + (2Ftasin¢) 2 = 0

M = evT + @,which is the Montgomery potential.
tential,

T is the temperature

(3)

aald _ is the geopo-

ev and Re axe the specific heat and specific gas constants for dry air respectively.

c_ = cp-Rd.

Zonal wind and temperature

axe related to the Montgomery potential

through

thehydro-static
and thegeostrophic
balanceequation.

Equation3 isa secondorderelliptic
equationfora positive
PV distribution,
andit
requires
a dosedboundary.Therefore,
solvingequation3 requires
wherethetropopause
is
and thetemperature
orwind distribution
on thetropopause.

Taken thetemperature
distribution
at theupperboundaxyas theone givenby the
approximate
solution,
thetemperature
and wind distribution
obtainedby solving
Equation
3 issimilar
tothe approximatesolution.However,we have alsofound thatthemeridionaldistribution
ofzonalwind isverysensitive
tochangesinthemeridional
temperature
distribution
atthetropopause.

AssumingthatEPV remainswellmixed_we havefurther
foundthatthetemperature
and wind distribution
in the extra-tropical
troposphere
are sensitive
to changesin the
vertical
distribution
of EPV at the tropical
boundary,as wellas to the position
ofthe
tropical
boundary.

4

Temperature
and wind
finite EPV gradient

distribution

Assuming the gradient of EPV along isentropes

corresponding

to a

can be written in the following form

oP_
oo
(-_-y
)o= -g°(Y)N

(4)
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, we have the following equation that governs the potentiM temperature distribution,

fO0
a(y) corresponds

- (

_g f2 00,

to the QGPV gradient.

+ (o When _

a is exactly the gradient of QGPV (Charney
vorticity gradient.

=0

(5)

can be replaced by a reference va_ue,

and Stern 1962). /_(y) = _, the planetazy

We calculated the temperature

a. For the same boundary conditions

O0

distributions

corresponding to different

at the surface level and at the tropical side, we found

that the larger the EPV gradient along isentropes, the smaller the isentropic slope and the
warmer the upper troposphere.

5

Final

Remarks

Some important implications of the above results are listed below:

A. The results suggest that
of baroclinic
mixed.

an effective way to parameterize the collective effect

eddies is to assume that they tend to keep the EPV along isentropes well

This parameterization

may offer a better means than models based on the QG

theory to examine the maintenance of the vertical stability of the extra-tropical troposphere
and the interaction between the Hadley circulation sad the baroclinic eddies. Due to the
assumptions

built in the QG theory, QG models cmmot appropriately address the the

maintenance

of the vertical stability

and the role of the tropics. The lapse rate feedback

a_d pole-to equator temperature difference are among the leading factors that determine
the climate sensitivity to radiative perturbations.

B. The tendencey for bar( clinic eddies to wipe out the EPV gradient along isentropes
originating from the tropics will be opposed by the Hadley circulation. The balance between
these two opposite effects may be crucial in determining the match of the Hadley circulation regime and the baroclinic eddy regime, and hence the pole-to equator temperature
difference.
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C. The sensitivity of the balanced
distribution

of temperature

wind distribution to changes in the meridionaJ

at the tropopause

of the global momentum balance in determining

D. The implications

suggests a negligible role of the requirement
the thermal structure.

for the role of the tropics depend significantly on the extent

of the Hadley circulation and the vertical distribution

of EPV established at the tropical

boundary.

E. Results in section 4 suggest tha* efficient homogenization
does not appear to lead to am efficient heat transport.

of EPV along isentropes

It is of interest to quantify the

relationskip between the gradient of EPV and the fri,.tional and diabatic parameters.
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Figure

Legends

Figure 1: EPV distribution (in PVU) along three representative isentropic surfaces ( Top:
2!}0 K. Bottom left: 275 K. Bottom right 300 K). The 290 K isentrope originates from
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thesubtropical
surface
and intersects
thetropopause
shortly
beforereaching
thepole.
The 300 K isentrope
originates
inthetropics
and intersects
thetropopause
atabout
55 N. The 275K isentrope
originates
fromtheextra-tropical
surface
and passesover
thepolewithoutintersecting
thetropopause.
Figure2: Top: temperature
distribution
obtainedthroughequation2.I.n
thecalculation,
we takepa = 900rob.9,and P_,jaretakenfromtheobservedvaluesforthewinter.
The temperat,,tre
distribution
atthetropical
boundary(30N)isassumedtobe linear
withpressure.
The solution
isassumedtoextendtoa specified
heightwhichrepresents
thetropopauselevel.
Thisheightisassumedtovarylinearly
from200mb at30N to
400mb at80N.Bottom:observedzonalmean temperature
distribution
ofthewinter
season(Oort1983).Contourinterval:
10 K.
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1. Introduction
The extratropical low-frequency variability is one of the most important components
in extratropical dynamics. While there are some understanding of the high-frequency,
synoptic scale storm track eddy development due to baroclinic instability theory, its lowfrequency counterpart is poorly understood and the theory for that is slowly evolving. The
main difficulty seems to be lying on the factthat the problem is three dimensional in nature.
There have been a number of theories proposed in the past decade which tend to
explain the development of low-frequency atmospheric anomalies. Based on observations
of the similarity between atmospheric telecormection patterns iu the Pacific/North American
sector (Wallace and Gutzler, 198l) and the Rossby wave dispersion from a tropical heat
source (Hosldns and Karoly, 1981), Hotel and Wallace (1981) argued the role of tropical
sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in inducing the extratropical low-frequency
variability. Many subsequent general circulation model (GCM) experiments (Shukla and
Wallace, 1981; Blackmon et al, 1983; Lau, 1985; among others) confirm the influence of
tropical sea surface temperature anomalies on the extratropical interannual variabilities. It is
well accepted that the tropical SST-forced variability constitutes an important part of the
total atmospheric low-frequency spectrum.
In a GCM experiment without tropical SST anomalies, Lau (198 l) reported that
there are just as rich a low-frequency spectrum in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics as
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in the observation.

Such is found to be the case in Fig.l, which shows the standard

deviation of seasonal mean geopotential height at 515 mb in northern winter and spring for
the two GCM experiments: one with realistic SST evolution over the global ocean, the
,_er has prescribed climatological SST. The seasonal mean variability in Fig. 1 for both
winter and spring is quite comparable for the cases with and without non-seasonal SST
_uctuations.

The difference in Winter over the north Pacific sector is quite significant and

interesting,

however.

barotropic

instability

extratropical

This finding invoked the development of three dimensional
theory (Simmons et al, 1983).

It states that low-frequency

anomalies can grow exponentially by extracting energy from the zonally

varying time mean flow. There are less observational evidence which supports the normal
mode structure of the barotropic instability theory. The growth rates due to barotropic
instability also seem to be small and show large sensitivity when different basic state or
horizontal resolution is used.
On the other hand, a large body of evidence is pointing towards the role of high
frequency transient vorticity forcing on the maintenance of low-frequency extratropical
variabilities.

Using a barotropic model, Shutts (1983)demonstrated

that high-frequency

eddy forcing can reinforce the blocking flow patterns. In an observational and GCM data
analysis, Mullen (1987) found that the high-frequency eddy vorticity forcing is to prevent
the blocking pattern from blowing away by the time mean flow. Observational studies by
Lau (1988) and Lau and Nath (1991) found a general positive reinforcement between the
monthly mean anomalies and the storm track eddy vorticity forcing. This latter result was
found to be equally valid in a 100-year GCM experiment without any non-seasonal forcing
(Ting and Lau, 1993). In the case of tropical SST-foreed variability, there are also
indications that the extratropieal transient eddy vorticity fluxes tend to reinforce the
tropically forced signal (Kok and Opsteegh, 1985; Held et al, 1989).
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In this presentation, we will examine the effect of high-frequency extratropical
transients on both the non-SST and tropical SST-forced low-frequency variabilities in
extratropical atmosphere. The main questions to be addressed are:
Why does the seasonal mean variability look so similar in the case with and without
non-seasonal

SST fluctuations?

Are there common dynamical mechanisms for the
w

production of naturally occurring- and externally forced-low-frequency variabilities? To
what extent is the three dimensional barotropic instability theory,relevant for the generation
of low-frequency energy spectrum?
To the extent that low-frequency variabilities can be understood solely through the
high-frequency transient vorticity forcing, it becomes extremely important to understand the
way high frequency transients are organized by the low-frequency anomaly, as well as
what factors are determining the organization of high-frequency transients.
Two examples will be given to shed some lights on possible solutions to the above
questions. The first is the maintenance of the monthly mean anomalies in a 100-year GCM
experiment without non-seasonal SST forcing. In the second example, the seasonal mean
anomalies for the four recent observed E1Nifio/Southem Oscillation (ENSO) events will be
examined.

These results will be used to explain the seasonal mean variability shown in

Fig.1.

2. Results
The monthly mean anomalies appearing in the 100-year GCM integration are
examined using rotated empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis. The four most
dominant modes of variability are identified.

These are similar to the observed North

Atlantic Oscillation, the North Pacific Oscillation, the Pacific/North America pattern and the
Eurasian pattern, as shown in Fig.2 of Ting and Lau (1993). Using the time coefficients of
the first and second EOFs, composite geopotential height anomalies can be obtained, as
well as the diabatic heating and transient heat and vorticity fluxes associated with these
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EOFs.

A baroclinic model linearized about a three dimensional basic state is used to

reconstruct the geopotential height anomalies of EOF1 and EOF2, by including the GCM's
anomalous forcings. We find that such a linear model is able to successfully simulate the
GCM's EOFI and EOF2 anomaly patterns. When decomposing the total anomaly to that
forced by transient vorticity forcing and that by the diabatic heating, we find that the
anomaly pattern is largely explained by the transient vorticity forcing. Figures 2a and b
illustrate the composite EOF1 and EOF2 geopotential height anomalies at 205 mb level with
only the zonally asymmetric component, respectively. The linear model response to the
sub-monthly transient vorticity forcing is shown in Figs.2c and d. BY comparing Fig.2a
with 2c and Fig.2b with 2d, we find that the dominant anomaly patterns of the first two
EOFs are largely explained by the higher frequency transient vorticity fluxes. This result
provides a quantitative measure of the importance of the high-frequency

transients in

maintaining the low-frequency anomalies of the extratropical atmosphere.
The third EOF is very similar to the Pacific/North American pattern as defined in
Wallace and Gutzler (1981). The maintenance of this internally generated PNA pattern is
somewhat more complicated. Not only is the submonthly transient vorticity fluxes playing
•

an important role, the inter-monthly transients also help to maintain the monthly mean
anomaly. The nature of this interesting EOF pattern is still under investigation.
One interesting question is whether the mechanism of the tropical SST forced lowfrequency variability differs from those generated internally by the internal dynamics of the
atmosphere. To the extent the high-frequency transient vorticity flux helps to maintain the
naturally occurring low-frequency anomaly pattern in the atmosphere, what is the role of
these transients when the anomaly is induced by a tropical SST anomaly? By analyzing a
composite El NiSo event simulated by a GCM, Held et al (1989) found that the
maintenance of the extratropical anomaly is dominated by the transient vorticity forcing,
suggesting a similar mechanism is operating for maintaining the forced and naturally
occurring low-frequency anomaly.
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This idea is further explored here by examining the recent three E1Nifio and one La
Nifia events, i.e., 1982/83, 86/87.91/92 warming, and 88/89 cooling. The extratropical
zonally asymmetric stream function anomalies for all four winter seasons show a recurring
anomaly pattern with a low (high) over the Gulf of Alaska region, a high (low) over North
American Continent, and another low (high) off the east coast of United States for warm
(cold) SST anomaly events. The stream function anomalies at c=.245 level is shown in the
upper panels of Fig.3 for 1982/83 and 86/87 E1 Nifio winters. The SST anomaly during
these recent events varies from east equatorial Pacific (1982/83) to central Pacific
(1986/87), the extratropical flow anomaly seems to be rather insensitive to the logitudinal
location of the SST anomaly.

Although direct heating data is not available for these

anomaly events, anomalous transient vorticity forcing can be obtained from daily
observations of the horizontal wind data. Linear baroclinic model is again used to obtain
the linear response to transient vorticity forcing. The results are shown in the lower panels
of Fig.3. By comparing the observed anomaly patterns with those forced by the transient
vorticity fluxes in the linear model, we can conclude that transient vorticity fluxes are the
dominant forcing for the tropical SST-forced, seasonal mean anomalies in the extratropical
atmosphere. The difference is mainly in the tropics where tropical heating is the dominant
forcing.
The role of high-frequency

transient

vorticity

forcing

in maintaining

the

extratropical ENSO-related flow anomalies can be understood by the following chain of
interactions. Tropical SST anomaly first induces a tropical diabatic heating anomaly. A
tropical anticyclone will be induced by the anomalous heating over the central Pacific. This
anticyclone then extend the mid-Pacific jet stream further to the east.

The eastward

extended jet stream steers the storm track eddy further downstream and cause anomalous
transient vorticity flux convergence over the central northern Pacific. These anomalous
transient vorticity fluxes then enhance the direct wavetrain from the tropics and cause a
much larger extratropical flow anomaly. One necessary ingredient for the tropical heating
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to effectively interact with the midlatitude storm track is an extended jet over the mid-Pacific
region, so that the heating induced anticyclone is able to interact with the jet stream. In
Fig. 1, the hatched region shows the 30 m/s climatological mean isotach at 205 mb level for
both winter and spring.

It is suggestive from Fig.1 that large seasonal mean variance

occurs concurrently with the location of the jet exit. During spring, the jet is confined
further to the west. Thus anomalous tropical heating over the central and eastern Pacific
can not effectively interact with the jet and enhance the extratropical variability. Thus the
seasonal mean fluctuations of the geopotential height is quite similar for the case with and
without SST anomalies.

During wintertime,

however, the jet is extended and the

anomalous tropical heating induced by tropical SST anomaly contributes largely to the
maximum variability over the Gulf of Alaska, through transient vorticity forcing.
In summary,

both externally

forced and internally generated low-frequency

variabilities are largely maintained by the high-frequency transient vonicity forcing. It is
not clear how the high-frequency eddies are organized during a low-frequency anomaly
episode. But it is hypothesized that tropical heating-induced flow anomaly can interact with
the midlatitude jet stream and results large anomalies in transient forcing. The linear model
simulation of the low-frequency anomaly also tends to depend very much on the zonal
variations of the basic state. Whether this latter conclusion is related to the barotropic
instability of the zonally varying flow is still not clear.
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Fig.1 Standard deviation of seasonal mean geopotential height at 515 nabfor winter
(upper panels) and spring(lower panels). Data obtainedfrom a GCM experiment with
prescribed SST over the world oceans with observed fluctuations during the period from
1950 through 1988 (left panels) and with climatological SST (right panels). Contour
interval 5 m. Values greaterthan35 m stippled. Area of climatological mean isotaches
greater than 30 m/s hatched.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Tibaldi and Molteni (1990, hereafter referred to as TM) had previously investigated operational
blocking predictability

by the ECMWF model and the possible relationships between model

systematic error and blocking in the winter season of the Northern Hemisphere, using seven years
of ECMWF operational archives of analyses and day I to 10 forecasts. They showed that fewer
blocking episodes than in the real atmosphere were generally simulated by the model, and that this
deficiency increased with increasing forecast time. As a consequence of this, a major contribution
to the systematic error in the winter season was shown to derive from the inability of the model
to properly forecast blocking.

The inability
shown by forecasting
modelstoproperly
enterintoablockedstate
(bothintheinitial
valueproblemsenseand ina climatic
sense)and theconsequential
existence
oflargesystematic
errors
arelimiting
factors
ofparamountimportance
alsoforextendedrangeforecasts
(Tracton
etal,
1989; Tracton, 1990; Miyakada and Sirutis, 1990; Tibaldi et al, 1991; Brankovidand Ferranti, 1992), where
the consequences

of such errors are amplified by the longer integration time. An improved

understanding of the reasons for blocking forecast failures and of the positive relationship between
such failures and model systematic errors would therefore have an even larger positive impact on
extended range dynamical forecasts, and climate simulation.

_0_

w

In this study,
operational

the analysis

model

reflecting

is extended
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In addition

the objective

to study the natural
climate

performed

models

irk TM for the first seven

to the subsequent
increases
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low frequency, variablitv
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winter season
which model

modifications,

by TM has been applied
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development,
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unabated.

to the observed

of blocking. The ability to simulate

at the Deutsches
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data

of some
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2.

DESCRIFTION

OF THE DA,TA SET AND

The database for the study of the performance
Northern

Hemisphere

to day 10 forecasts.

OF THE ANALYSIS

of the operational

winter 500 hPa geopotential

PROCEDURES

ECMWF model consists

of daily

heights analyses and the corresponding

day 1

Winter is here defined as th_ 90-day period spanning the months of December,

January. and February

(DJF period). For each winter day, eleven fields are then available: analysis

and day one to day ten forecasts, all verifying
lagging initial conditions.

Such an arrangement

on the same day but started from progressively
of analysis and forecast fields is commonly

as a "Lorenz files" dataset (Lorenz, 1982). The total set includes

twelve complete

winters,

known
from DJF

1980-81 to DJ'F19 91-92.

The database

for the study of the natural low frequency

Northern

Hemisphere

winter 500 hPa geopotential

archives,

from the winter 1949-50 to the winter 1991-92.

For the climate models 5 different runs
are ECHAM2

and

Klimarechenzentrum)
only with orizontal
truncation

ECHAM3

sos

consists

of daily

heights analyses, from the NMC and ECMWF

starting

from the ECMWF

model

The models

at the Deutsches

which differ for the phy_,ical package and for the fact that ECHAM2 can run
resolution

of T21 (both models

are spectral

harmonic). Climatic or observed

have been used. The main characterisic

GHGS and GHGN

of blocking

with two different models have been analyzed.

(developed

at the 21st spherical

The TM blocking

variablity

and T21 stands
sea surface

temperatures

for each longitude

= z(%) - z(,.)

(4,0-

'

(SSTs)

of the runs are reported in Table 1.

index has been used on the different data sets. The geopotential
are computed

for triangular

height gradients

2"35

- z(%)
(#,,- %)

GNCN =

P

where

4'0 = 60°N.A
_, = 40°N+A
,% = -4 ° ,0° , ..4°

A given longitude is defined as blocked at a specific day ii the following condition are satisfied for
at least one value of A:
(1) GHGS> 0,
(2) GHGN < -10 m/deg lat.
Similarly
toTM, thetwo main NH sectors
arethenidentified
and defined,
withthefollowing
longitudinal
limits:
Euro-Atlantic:

25.5° W

33.5° E

Pacific:

110.0° E

170.0° W

A sector
isthenconsidered
tobeblockedifthreeormoreadjacent
longitudes
contained
initare
blockedaccordingtothelocal
and instantaneous
TM indexdefinition.

3.

OBSERVED

AND PREDICTED BLOCKING

Figure 1 shows the longitudinal dependency

of blocking frequency as measured by the index

applied on subsets of ten years of the observaed winters (1949-50 to 91-92) of 500 hPa geopotential
height, and is shown here only to give a measure of the different behaviour of the atmosphere, that
shows appreciable intradecadal variability. This behaviour is of particular interest when the
performance of climate models has to be assessed.

The four panels of Figure 2 show the blocking frequency relative to the first seven winters of
ECMWF operations. Panel (a) shows observations alone, while in panels (b) to (d) forecast day 3,
6 and 10 respectively are superimposed on the observed longitudinal frequency. The disruption of
the observed maxima in correspondence of both the Pacific and the Atlantic sectors is quite evident

2O6

already at day 6 and is almost complete by day 10. Figure 3 has the same layout of Figure 2, but
refers to the last five ECMWF operational winters, 1987-88 to 91-92. Now the picture is q_te
different and shows a marked improvement in model climatology, of blocking, with the modelproduced frequency profile becoming measurably different from observations only by day 10.

Figure 4 summarizes the analysis performed on the climate models. The two top panels show the
longitudinal dependence of the blocking frequien_ used for comparison, the right panel is relative
to the years for which observed SeTs where used in the simulation. The improvements

in the

phisical parametrizations from ECHAM2 I"21to ECHAM3 T21 do not produce relevant changes in
the simulation of blocking. The increase of resolution from ECHAM3 T21 to ECHAM3 T42 has a
positive effect on the simulation of Euro-Atlantic blocking, but does not affect Pacific blocking. The
use of observed Sets seemes again to have better effects on the Euro-Atlantic blocking. The lack of
an ECHAM2 T42 makes impossible a valutation of the effects of increasing resolution without
changing the physical parametrizations.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurableimprovementshavebeenachieved
by theECMWF

operational
forecasting
systemin

modellingblocking.
Such improvements
rangefroma better
overall
model blocking
climatology
toan improveddeterministic
predictability
ofthephenomenon.Suchimprovementsmake itmore
realistic
toplanforextendedrangeforecasts.
Unfortunately,
thepractical
set-upofoperational
forecasting
and the relatedmodel developmentefforts
make itimpossibleto ascribesuch
improvementstoa precise
cause,
be itmodelresolution
(horizontal
or vertical)
orimprovements
inthephysical
parametrisation
package.

Blockingdiagnostics
inclimate
modelsshow thatimprovementsinresolution
and inthephysical
parametrisation
packageproducea betterblockingclimatology,
but alsoin thiscasea clear
distinction
betweentheeffects
ofresolution
and physics
areimpossible.
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Table and Figure Captions

Table 1.

Main characteristics of the five climatic runs analyzed.

Figure I

Longitudinal distribution

of winter (DJF) blocking frequency, for diJ:feren decades.

a) 1949-50 to 1958-59, b) 1959-60 to 1968-69, c) 1969-70 to 1978-79, d) 1979-80 to
1991-92.

Figure 2

TM blocking index applied to the first seven ECMWF operational winters (80/81 to
86/87). (a) analyzed data; (b) forecast day 3 and analysis (dashed); (c) forecast day
6 and analysis (dashed); (d) forecast day l0 and analysis (dashed).

Figure 3

As Figure 2, but for the last five ECMWF operational winters (87/88 to 91/92).

Figure 4

Longitudinal distribution of winter (DJF) blocking frequency for observations and
climate models runs. a) for the complete data set available, b) for the ten winters
from 1979-80 to 1987-88. panels c to • for 20 years runs of ECHAM2 "1"21,
ECHAM3
T21 and ECHAM3 T42, all with climatic SSTs. Panels f and g for 10 years runs of
ECHAM3 T21 and ECHAM3 I"42,with observed SSTs. The dotted line on panels c
to g are the observed frequencies.
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PANEL

SUMMARY

The
17th
Stanstead
Seminar
concluded
with
a panel
discussion
consisting
of four
invited
speakers
(Peter
Stone,
Isaac
Held,
Ray
Pierrehumbert,
and
George
Boer)
and
seminar
co-organizer
Bill
Gutowski
of Iowa
State,
who
acted
as the moderator.
The
panel
addressed
several
questions
put
forward
by Seminar
organizers
to
stimulate
discussion.
Ouestion
I.
How
good are GCMs at simulating
eddy dynamics
in
the present
climate?
What
could
account
for
known
systematic
errors,
e.g.,
realistic
momentum
fluxes
but
weak
eddy
amplitudes
(i.e.,
weak
eddy
kinetic
energy)?
What
other
important
errors
occur
in modeling
large-scale
extratropical
dynamics?
How can we
correct
them?
In response
to this
question,
I. Held
commented
that
existing
CO 2 climate
change
experiments
with
GCMs
have
suffered
from
inadequate
horizontal
resolution,
leading
to errors
in large-scale
eddy
dynamics
and
transports.
However,
he noted
that
systematic
errors
in numerical
weather
prediction
models
do not change
much
beyond
a
resolution
of
about
T42-63.
Therefore,
he
expects
diminishing
returns
in the
improvement
of eddy
dynamics
in GCM
climate
simulations
as
the
GCMs
move
toward
higher
horizontal
resolution.
He suggested
that improvements
in the representation
of physical
processes
are more
likely
to generate
overall
model
improvement,
including
improvements
in eddy dynamics.
I. Held
also
commented
that
much
of the
dissipation
at
small
scales
is enstrophy
dissipation,
not energy
dissipation,
so that
moderate
GCM
resolution
of
about
R30
(or
slightly
more)
may
adequately
represent
global
energy
cycles.
R. Pierrehumbert
commented
that
R30-40
may
be adequate
to
represent
the
potential
enstrophy
cascade
to smaller
scales,
but
that
smaller
unresolved
scales
may
the surface
P.

Stone

affect
how
well
are simulated.
commented

that

moisture

better

dynamics

vertical

and

dissipation

resolution

in

GCMs

at

is

also
very
important
because
of
the
static
stability
adjustment
that
occurs
in baroclinic
eddy
life cycles.
Most of the
adjustment
of
both
vertical
and
meridional
temperature
gradients
by
baroclinic
eddies
occurs
in the lower
troposphere.
Accurate
simulation
of this
adjustment
may
require
significant
increases
in
GCM vertical
resolution
in the lower
troposphere.
P. Stone
also
suggested
that
large-scale
eddy
dynamics
in GCMs may
be affected
substantially
by
how
subgrid-scale
physical
processes,
esp.
dissipation
in the
PBL
and moist
convection,
are
parameterized.
He noted
that most
of the poleward
eddy
heat
transport
occurs
in
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the
are

lower
likely

troposphere
so
to be affected

that
large-scale
by surface
flux

eddy
feedbacks
parameterizations.

in

GCMs

P. Stone
also
noted that
in climatic
equilibrium
all
processes
must
balance,
so that
surface
parameterizations
will
inevitably
influence
time-mean
eddy dynamics.
Following
up on that
comment,
R.
Pierrehumbert
suggested
that
eddies
may
equilibrate
at
the
wrong
amplitude
if the
dissipation
is incorrectly
modeled.
He
proposed
that
GCMs
be tested
over
a wide
range
of
adjustable
parameters
to
see
how
eddy
processes
and
time-mean
climatic
conditions
are
affected
by
model
parameters.
Later,
R.
Pierrehumbert
returned
to
this
topic
and
suggested
that
GCMs
should
be subjected
to much
bigger
climate
perturbations
than
a
doubling
of CO 2 in order
to evaluate
their
ability
to represent
dynamical
and
physical
processes
and
global
also
recommended
experiments
with simplified
that
the
effects
of
specific
processes
isolation.

climate
change.
versions
of GCMs
can
be
studied

He
so
in

G. Boer
stated
that GCM modelers
are very
active
in improving
resolution
and
testing
surface
parameterizations.
However,
he
noted
that
validating
parameterizations
is difficult.
P. Stone
commented
that validation
is difficult
in part because
of sparsity
of data
over
the oceans
and the Southern
Hemisphere.
Currently,
data
is adjusted
and validated
through
model
analysis
which
has
inherent
limitations
and
uncertainities.
In response,
G.
Boer
stated
that
there
is some
consistency
in data
analysis
between
GCMs.
P.
Stone
commented
that
surface
moisture
flux
varies
between
GCMs,
and
that
further
effort
is
needed
to
validate
parameterizations
that the data may

related
to precipitation
not be readily
available.

and

evaporation,

but

Brian
Farrell
from
Harvard
suggested
that
GCMs
do
poorly
at
simulating
individual
synoptic-scale
events
such as rapid
cyclone
development
and
that
GCM validation
should
partly
depend
on how
well
the
models
simulate
such
events
as
judged
by
experts
in
synoptic
meteorology
(termed
by Farrell
as the "Bosart
test").
G.
Boer
questioned
if much
detail
in "weather"
events
is needed
to
adequately
simulate
climate
dynamics.
P.
Stone
commented
that
small
differences
in individual
events
that cannot
be measured
or
recognized
by
subjective
evaluation
may
accumulate
to
larger
relative
errors
over
long-term
means.
R. Pierrehumbert
stated
that
a GCM
with
R30 resolution
will
likely
fail
the Bosart
test
since
this
resolution
does
not adequately
represent
frontal
scale
dynamics,
but
may
successfully
simulate
larger
scale
transports
and motions
that
contribute
to a realistic
climate.
For example,
he noted
that transient
eddy sensible
heat flux peaks
at planetary
zonal
wavenumber
5.
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Question
2.
What
is
error
range)
in projecting
greenhouse
climate
change
actually
occurs?

a

satisfactory
level
of confidence
(or
global
climate
change?
Can
"accurate"
projections
be made
before
the
change

I. Held
suggested
the use
of paleoclimatological
conditions
as
a measure
of a GCM's
ability
to model
climate
change,
although
he
noted
that
our
understanding
of paleoclimate
is evolving
as new
data becomes
available
or old
data
is re-interpreted.
Generally
speaking,
I. Held
was
pessimitic
about
our
ability
to predict
climate
change
since
validation
with
observations
is so difficult.
Later,
G. Boer commented
that paleoclimate
may provide
a good test
for GCMs,
but
also
wondered
if we would
ever
know
enough
about
climatic
conditions
to achieve
successful
model
validations.
R.

Pierrehumbert
commented
that
GCMs
have
"training
wheels"
at
the
present
time,
e.g.,
sea
surface
temperatures
are
often
specified.
He urged
that
GCMs
must
be able
to
represent
the
present
climate
accurately
and
must
do
so with
coupled
models
(i.e.,
fully
coupled
atmospheric
and
oceanic
GCMs).
P. Stone
seconded
that recommendation.
I. Held
proposed
for many
problems
indicated
that with
involving
attainable.

cloud

that
errors
in cloud
modeling
are
in simulating
climate
with
GCMs.
the ISCCP
data
set,
some
solutions

parameterizations

and

model

validation

the basis
P. Stone
to issues
may

be

From
the
audience,
Enda
O'Brien
from
the
University
of Miami
suggested
that
GCMs
should
certainly
be
able
to
simulate
the
seasonal
cycle
if climate
change
projection
is to be successful.
R.
Pierrehumbert
pointed
to
uncertainties
in
modeling
evaporation
and the water
cycle
in general.
He also said that the
endeavor
to model
climate
is important,
but the primary
objective
should
be understanding,
perhaps
not
specific
projections.
He
noted
ironically
that
politicians
frequently
complain
about
uncertainties
in
climate
prediction,
yet
rely
on
econometric
models
that
are
probably
much
worse
than
GCMs
as
reliable
predictive
tools.
P. Stone
urged
that we
redouble
our
effort
to understand
how
the coupled
atmospheric-oceanic
system
works.
Considering
whether
or not climate
is predictable,
he noted
that ocean
models
indicate
extreme
sensitivity
in their
climatic
state.
The
noise
level
or
natural
internal
variability
on
a
100-year
time
scale
may
be
fairly
large,
making
detailed
predictions
on
that
time
scale
difficult,
esp.
given
the
lack
of data
on the
current
climatic
state of the oceans.
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Ouestion.
3.
What
value
do
GCMs
have
over
more
simplified
models
(e.g.,
low-order
models,
zonally
symmetric
models
with
parameterized
eddy
fluxes)
in
understanding
the
role
of eddy
dynamics
in the maintenance
of extratropical
climate?
P. Stone
endorsed
I.
Held's
suggestions
(made
during
Held's
invited
talk)
that
all
levels
of model
complexity
are needed
to
understand
climatic
processes.
I. Held
commented
that scientists
must be able to move back and forth between
model
levels.
G. Boer
urged
better
application
of the
inductive
method
for identifying
the behavior
of simple
systems
in the
complex
systems
of GCMs.
From
the
audience,
Ted
Shepherd
of
the
University
of
Toronto
encouraged
closer
connections
between
theoretical
models
and GCMs.
P. Stone
GCMs and
are

also
urged
that
stated
that GCM

knowledgeable

in

both

closer
links
between
simpler
models
research
centers
need to have staff

and
who

areas.

R. Pierrehumbert
urged
that
GCM output
needs
to be more readily
available
and
conveniently
formatted
for
analysis
and
interpretation
by the
broad
scientific
community.
G. Boer
commented
that
GCMs
are
becoming
less
proprietary,
and
I. Held
commented
public
domain
models
are
becoming
more
common.
P. Stone
urged
better
documentation
of GCMs
and Bill Gutowski
argued
in favor
of
more extensive
standard
GCM diagnostic
calculations.
R. Pierrehumbert
stated
that
low-order
models
with
just a few
wave modes
have
lost much
of their
value
as climate
models,
since
they
lack useful
geographic
variations.
On the
other
hand,
I.
Held
commented
that
3-D
steady-state
models
have
considerable
value
in
interpreting
GCM
results
and
understanding
climate
processes.
Ouestion
4.
How good
is the observational
record
for observing
possible
responses
of extratropical
dynamics
to climate
change?
How long does it need to be?
Are the dynamics
observed
as well as
(or better
than)
the temperature
structure?
Could
dynamical
signatures
of
greenhouse
warming
show
up
more
readily
than
some
thermal
signatures?
P.
record

Stone
needs

commented
that
to be examined.

the
He

adequacy
of
the
observational
also
noted
that
observations
to

deter-mine
if model
feedbacks
are correct
are very
difficult
to
obtain.
Referring
back to Question
2, he thought
that we may have
to wait
until
significant
climate
change
occurs
before
we
can
adequately
understand
the host
of feedbacks
in the system.
R. Pierrehumbert
suggested
enhance
our
observational
likely

to

be

region-dependent.

field
studies
database,
but
He

reiterated

could
that
the

be
the

performed
results

urgent

need

to
are
for
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more

data

over

the

oceans

and
upper
troposphere.
hicles
could
provide
a
programs
for collecting
G. Boer
significant,

and

better

moisture

data

in

the

middle

He
suggested
that
remotely
piloted
velow-cost
alternative
to expensive
satellite
data in remote
regions.

commented
that climatic
changes
while
dynamical
responses
are

in temperature
expected
to be

are most
less so.

Ou_s_ion
5.
What
is the
role of eddies
on different
spatial
and
temporal
sales
in maintaining
climate?
In particular,
how
much
of
a role
is played
by small
cyclone-scale
eddies
(zonal
wavenumber
> I0) in climate
variability
and maintenance?
P.
Stone
recommended
more
attention
be given
to
such
as moisture
transport
spectra
to
ascertain
the
cyclone
scales
on climate
maintenance.
R. Pierrehumbert
that
wavenumber
decomposition
does not make
sense
at
scale
and that
improved
diagnostic
methods
are required
this question.
I. Held noted
that vertical
heat
flux
concentrated
at
smaller
scales.
P. Stone
wondered
fluxes
peak
question.

-

in

wavenumber

space

and

urged

further

diagnostics
impact
of
commented
the cyclone
to answer
is probably
where
such

study

of

this

From
the
audience,
Brian
Farrell
argued
that
extreme
cyclone
events
are
important
in characterizing
and
simulating
climate
change.
Phil
Smith
of Purdue
proposed
that
changes
in intense
cyclones
will,
at least,
affect
regional
climate
and, furthermore,
that
cyclone
intensity
is
an
important
climate
parameter.
R.
Pierrehumbert
noted
that,
while
hurricanes
are
important
as
weather
events,
they
are
responsible
for only
about
2% of total
global
evaporation.
Thus,
it is not evident
that
extreme
events
make
a significant
contribution
to the maintenance
of the global
climate.
R.
Pierrehumbert
suggested
that
regional-scale
models
will
be
driven
by
GCM
output
to examine
the
response
of cyclones
and
smaller
scale
motions
to climate
change.
I. Held
expected
that
full
climate
models
will
eventually
resolve
cyclone
scales
in any
case.
He commented
that,
in the future,
coupled
ocean-atmosphere
models
at T42 resolution
and atmospheric
GCMs at TI00 will
assess
changes
in cyclone
behavior.
Ouemtion
6.
regional
climate
processes?

What
plays
a more
change
- large-scale

important
dynamics

role
in determining
or regional
surface

Po Stone
stated
that
surface
important
at
smaller
scales.

processes
will
Norm
MacFarlane

generally
of
the

Climate

the

this

Centre

suggested

that

answer

to

be more
Canadian

question

is
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highly
region-dependent.
R. Pierrehumbert
commented
surface
changes
such
as deforestation
can
comp,Jte on
scale
with climate
changes
due to large-scale
dynamics.

that
land
a regional

Brian
Farrell
commented
that climate
models
should
be capable
of
determining
what
causes
regional
drought,
either
dynamics
or
regional
land-surface
changes.
Walter
Robinson
of the University
of Illinois
suggested
that
drought
may be initiated
by anomalous
dynamical
patterns,
but
it is often
maintained
through
positive
feedbacks
in local
surface
processes.
Shilling
Peng
of
McGill
commented
that
the
question
depends
on what
time
scale
of variation
P. Stone
commented
that
surface
processes
can vary
scales.
Final
Remarks.
Following
the discussion
of
panel
made
a
few
final
comments
regarding
research
that need special
attention.
R.

Pierrehumbert

stated

that

cloud

answer
to
the
is considered.
over
long time

the questions,
the
areas
of
climate

feedbacks

in

the

extra-

tropics
are
a very
important,
but often
overlooked,
component
of
the climate
system.
He stated
that the components
of cloud
radiative
forcing
are most out of balance
in mid-latitudes.
Additional
work
in the
theory
of cloud
cover,
cloud
height
and
fluctuations
and
their
relationship
to large-scale
eddy dynamics
and transports
needs
to be undertaken.
I. Held also
targeted
cloud
feedback
as a major
uncertainty
in
climate
modeling.
He also
urged
intensive
modeling
and
observation
of certain
critical
regions
such as the "warm
pool"
region
of the western
Pacific.
P.
Stone
mentioned
air-sea
interaction
as a major
climate
research,
esp.
considering
the
importance
of
action
of large-scale
eddies
with
the
surface
fluxes
ocean
circulations.

unknown
in
the
interthat
force

G. Boer
concluded
that
better
physical
parameterizations
are a
more
critical
need
than
higher
resolution
in
GCM
climate
simulations.
He urged
closer
cooperation
between
theoreticians,
observationalists,
and
GCM
modelers
so that
improvements
can
be
made
in parameterizations.
From
the
audience,
Norm
MacFarlane
commented
that
changes
or
improvements
in
individual
parameterizations
sometimes
lead
to deterioration
of model
climate,
which
may
indicate
the
existence
of other
deficiencies
in
the
model.
He encouraged
the
development
of parameterizations
that
are
coupled
together
in a physically
consistent
fashion,
such
as
the planetary
boundary
layer and convective
schemes.
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